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State Police Will Be
'On The Road Again'
By PHYLLIS 0. McCUTCHEON
Staff Writer
About 40 state police troopers
from the Mayfield post will have
to arrange Thanksgiving Dinner
around working hours.
Kentucky State Police Information Officer Richard Wright announced this morning nearly all
the manpower from the post will
be patroling West Kentucky
highways in an attempt to lower
traffic deaths.
Last year West Kentucky had no
Thanksgiving fatalities and state
police hope to keep the record as
good during this holiday weekend.
Statewide 11 persons, lost their
lives during Thanksgiving holi-

day. "Our goal is to cut statewide
traffic fatalities to eight or less
this year," Wright said.
The National Safety Council
estimates between 480 and 580 persons will be killed on the nation's
highways this Thanksgiving. During the 1980 weekend, 504 persons
were killed, the council said.
Wright said a maximum
number of troopers will be heavily
patroling during peak traffic
hours and at high accident locations. He said Ky. 94 east of Murray has long been recorded as one
of the deadliest highways in West
Kentucky. About three years ago
statistics reported it to be the
deadliest highway in West Kentucky, Wright explained.

Troopers will be especially looking for speeding drivers, those using either alcohol or drugs and
those failing to yield the right of
way, Wright explained. He further
said, in 1980 24 percent of the accidents in West Kentucky were
caused by drivers failing to yield;
21 percent by speeding drivers
and 14 percent by those driving
under the influence of either
alcohol or drugs.
Nationwide the highest
Thanksgiving traffic toll was in
1968 when 754 people were killed,
according to the Safety Council.
Wright said in Kentucky
Thanksgiving is the second
deadliest holiday with the Fourth
of July being the worst for drivers.

Government Back In Business
Following Approval Of Spending
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
federal government is back in
business and President Reagan's
running budget battle with Congress is on hold after approval of a
revised emergency spending
measure.
"Of course, we now must come
back and do the work all over
again in the Congress on a bill that
can be signed," Reagan said Monday night after he signed the
stopgap spending bill, which expires Dec. 15.
Shortly afterward, Reagan left
the White House for his California
ranch, a Thanksgiving vacation
that had been delayed a day
because of the budget impasse.
In a telephone call from Air
Force One, Reagan told the
Republican Governors Association meeting in New Orleans that
the battle with Congress had been
"a game of chicken, and someone
just had to bring it to a halt."
Reagan's acceptance of the new
measure ended a confrontation
with Congress that led to the president's first veto and the layoffs of
hundreds of thousands of federal.
employees.
The president's supporters in
Congress said the episode was
fresh evidence of Reagan's
resolve to slash federal spending.
But furious Democratic leaders
said the skirmishing that left the
government technically insolvent
for nearly 67 hours was only -a
charade."
Reagan believes "there is a lot
more work to be done," said depu-

ty White House press secretary
Larry Speakes. -He's looking forward to working with Congress
when he returns."
On Monday morning, Reagan
vetoed a $428 billion emergency
spending bill, expiring July 15,
that a bitterly divided Congress
had sent him late Sunday night.
The House then voted 367-26 for a
Republican-drafted compromise
that expires Dec. 15 — as Reagan
had requested.
The measure Reagan signed
simply extended the interim spending legislation that expired at
midnight Friday.
Democrats had wanted to extend interim spending authority
through Feb. 3, bit the Republican
plan was substituted on a vote of
221-176.
Then the : Measure sailed
through the Republican-controlled
Senate,88-1, with only Democratic
Whip Alan Cranston of California
voting against it.
Reagan actually gained little
from the confrontation in his ef•
forts to hold down spending.
Congressional officials said that
on an annual basis, the measure
Reagan signed calls for about
$27.3 billion less in spending
authority than the measure
Reagan vetoed. But $25 billion of
that would come from defense,
where Reagan wants to spend
more money, and only $2.3 billion
from domestic accounts, where he
wants to spend less.
And the bill will remain in effect
only for about three weeks.

With Reagan's signature, normal government operations were
resumed.
Reagan said the measure he
vetoed and his order to close
"non-essential" offices and send
an estimated 400,000 federal
workers home were necessary because the, bill was fiscally
ruinous, paving "the way for
higher interest rates and inflation,
and a continued loss of investment,jobs and economic growth."
House Republican leader
Robert H. Michel of Illinois said
that from the president's viewpoint the issue was "how do I really make my point that I'm serious
about this."
Democrats scoffed
House Speaker Thomas P.
O'Neill Jr., D-Mass., a harshcritic of Reagan all year, leveled
his most pointed remarks to date,
accusing the president of sheer
political showmanship.
"It's an absolute and utter
disgrace," O'Neill said of the veto.
"This is positively an act he putting on. He had no idea what the
budget is."
Even Republicans were unhappy with the president's veto of the
measure that was hammered out
during a weekend of nearly nonstop negotiations between House
and Senate conferees.
-We're the laughing stock of the
nation. ... Let's get it over with
and let's go home," Rep. Silvio
Conte, R-Mass., told the House after Reagan's veto message was.:
read aloud.

Rate Of Inflation Set To Drop
Below 10 Percent This Year
WASHINGTON I AP) — The nation's inflation rate will fall below
10 percent this year and during the
first half of 1982, continuing a
downward trend that followed two
successive years of double-digit
inflation, economists say.
Moderate price increases, expected for the rest of the year, are
almost certain to keep the overall

1981 inflation rate in single-digits.
This would follow the 13.3 percent
rate recorded in 1979 and last
year's 114 percent.
The latest inflation figures for
October — as measured by the
government's Consumer Price Index — were being released today.
Analysts said there was almost
no chance that October's CPI rose

Several Major Banks
Lower Prime Rate
NEW YORK ( AP) — Reflecting other declining interest rates,
several major banks today lowered their prime lending rate to the
lowest level in a year.
Citibank, ranked second-largest among U.S. commercial banks,
and First National of Chicago, the ninth largest, cut their prime rate
to 16 percent from 16.5 percent. Chemical Bank,ranked sixth largest,
followed suit.
Chase Manhattan Bank, No. 3, went further, dropping its prime
from 16.5 percent to 15.75 percent.
The lowest equivalent prime rate was in mid-November 1980 when
the prime varied from 15.5 percent to 16.25 percent.
Chase today said it lowered its prime because interest rates have
been declining and loan demand had slackened.
As an illustration of how other interest rates have fallen recently,
the Federal Reserve Board reported the federal funds rate averaged
12.94 percent' in the week ended Nov. 11, down from an average of
nearly 14 percent in the previous week. Today, thpt rate opened as
low as 12 percent.
The federal .funds rate is what banks charge each other on overnight loans of uncommitted reserves. It is a key determinant of
banks' cost of funds and is seen by market economists as an indication of trends in other kinds of interest rates.
The prime is the base lending rate of major commercial banks for
short-term loans to blue-chip corporate customers. Other lending
rates are generally scaled upward from the prime, although it is
sometimes discounted for some loans.
The year's high for the prime was 29.5 percent, a level that
prevailed throughout July August and early September.
•

,

PASSENGER CRITICAL — Tim Frost, Dawson Springs, was listed in critical condition at Lourdes Hospital
today with injuries suffered when the car In which he was a passenger overturned Ins ditch on U. S. 641, just
south of Murray shortly after midnight Monday. Frost was pinned under the car and had to be freed by Murray firemen using the jaws of life. Driver of the car, Larry B. Dalton, wiui charged with public drunkenness by
the Calloway County Sheriff's Office and lodged in the county jail. Bond had not been set this morning. Other
pacowngers Randal Jones, Reed, and Gary Ferrell, Union City, Tenn., were not injured. All four were Murray
(Staff Photo By Gene McCutcheon
State University students.

Calloway Board Of Education
Will Receive CETA Funding
FRANKFORT, Ky. -- The
konly,Board of EdacaCallasaa
. .• .
lion wayeceive 156,700 in CETA
funds awarded by the state
Department for Human
Resources for the school system's
Youth Experience Training
CETA out-of-school) Program,
according to Dr. Grady Stumbo,
secretary of the department.
The funds will provide persons
ages 16 to 21 with work experience, career and educational
opportunities, Nikki Blanchard,
the program's cairr_coprdinator
said.
With the program, persons are
employed 25 hours a week — 19
hours on the job, five hours GF:D
study and one hour of counceling
with Blanchard and Dan Walker,
the program's job coordinator,
Blanchard said.
Youths must have no high
school diploma or GED
equivalent, be unemployed and
economically disadvantaged to be
eligible for the program, Blanchard said. They can reside
anywhere in Calloway County.
"Through this type of training,
these Kentuckians will hopefully
be able to pursue a meaningful.
career in the private sector,"
Stumbo said. "In these times off
severe cuts in federal funds by the

as much as the 1.2 percent recorded in both July and September —
about 15 percent at an annual rate.
October seemed to be a "transition month" between September's
high rate and what will probably
be "a very decided improvement
in December and January," said
Allen Sinai, a vice president of
Data Resources Inc. in Lexington,
Mass.
Donald Ratajczak, director of
Georgia State University's
Economic Forecasting Project,
was a bit less optimistic in a recent report, saying that "continued moderation in energy and
food prices may prevent the CPI
from hitting double-digit rates
during the fall, but only by a tad."
However, Ratajczak also said
recently that 1982 should be a
virtually "shock-proof" year for
inflation, with little or no chance
for huge price increases such as
those brought on by oil-supply
crises in the past.
Both economists agreed that inflation should be even lower in the
first half of next year, probably in
the range of 6 percent to 7.5
percent at an annual rate. But improvement beyond that level
depends heavily on new wage contracts to be negotiated next year,
most analysts agree.
Recessions also t2nd to hold
prices down, but oiLly after,.? las!,
period of several months. AS a
result, the effect- of the current
downturn should also be shooing
up in lower inflation in "early 1982.
On the other hand, some
economists also say the economic
ery expected around the
or ned year could send inflation rising again.

=le
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Schools Will
Dismiss Early
All schools in Calloway County
and Murray City school systems
will dismiss one hour early for the
Thanksgiving holiday on Wednesday, Nov. 25. Regular schedules
will resume Monday, Nov. 30.
following the holiday
Dismissal time for county and
city schools for the Christmas
holiday will be one hour early at
all schools on Friday, Dec. 18.
They will resume their regular
schedules on Monday. Jan. 4, 1982,
following the holiday.

Reagan administration, it is imperative that we award available
funds to egrains that are committed to helping poor people
move toward economic independence."
The program began during the
1980-81 school year. Blanchard
said she felt it was funded again
because of its success in the first
year. Seventy persons went
through the first program with a
54 percent completion rate for
GED program,she added.
This year, eight participants
have received their GED's sine
Oct. 19, Blanchard said. •
GEL) classes are taught at the
Adult Learning Center at Murray

State University wider the direction of Chuck Guthne and Mildred
Nichols, Blanchard said.
Blanchard ari,! Walker also
work with the youths, developing
their interviewing skills and training them to become dependable
employees,she said.
They also visit job sites and talk
with prospective employeers.
Youths only can be employed in
jobs from the public sector, Blanchard said.
The program can serve up to 25
youths at a time. Blanchard said.
Employers participating in the
program can use a portion of
wages paid to the youths as a tax
write-off, Blanchard said.

Former Governor Combs
Appointed To Council
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -Former Gov. Bert T. Combs was
appointed to the state Council on
Higher Education Monday by
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.,
although the two have recently
been at odds on some political
issues.
Thomas Spragens, the
recently-retired president of
Centre College, wee also appointed to the council by Brown.
The state Council on Higher
Education is Kentucky's coordinating agency for higher
education.
Combs' active opposition to a
Brown-supported proposal for a
constitutional amendment that
would have allowed governors
and other elected state officials
tosucceed themselves caused
friction between the two.
ly proposal failed by a wide
margin on the Nov. 3 ballot.
Frank Ashley, Brown's press
secretary, said after Combs appointment that the governor had
taken the action because "he felt
that Gov. Combs' experience

Gasoline Price Drops
In Past Eight Weeks
and $1.45 for premium no-lead.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP - _A
Self-service prices ranged from
the
coming
for
survey
fuel gauge
to 11 cents lower with the
3
Thanksgiving Day weekend by the
price per gallon being
average
e
Louisvill
and
Blue Grass
$1.26 for regular. $1.33 for.regular
Auto-mobile Clubs shows the
no-lead and $1.42 for premium
average cost per gallon of
•- sa-Kentucky dropped tw.
Disel fuel prices dropped to an
cents during the past eight weeks.
average cost per gallon of $1.31 for
The drop in price totals 5 and
full service and $1 25 for self
one-third cents since the all-time
•
•
service.
high in April.
The sure also showed that 65
The survey of stations along the
percent of the stations are open on
state's major highways shows the
weekends and 67 percent are elat
gallon
full
per,
rice
averw_p
ving
service pumps Ts- now $1 ..II for --pectedto be open on Thanksgi
Day
no-leiei
regular
for
regigar.41.42

an wisdom would be valuable
to the council."
"The governor (Brown)is not
a person to hold grudges,"
Ashley added, "and I think this
is part of the continuing effort to
find the best talent for all
positions."
Centre recently completed a
$20 million fund drive, Ashley
quoted Brown as saying concerening the appointment of
Spragens.

blah day
Chance otrain this morning
and mostly cloudy this afternoon west and good chance of
rain ending this afternoon east.
Highs in the mid 404 to low 50s.
Partly cloudy extreme west
and mostly cloudy rest of state
tonight. Lows in the 30s. Partly
sunny and warmer W dnesday.
Highs in the 50s to low 60s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Thursday through Saturday:
Unseasonably warm weather
with a chance of showers Friday and Saturday Highs mostly 604 Thursday and Friday but
in the 50s on Saturday Lows
mostly in the 40s

today's index
One Section-18 Pages
4
Aces
11
Building Page
16, 17
,Classifieds
16
Comies
• 16
Crosswords
5
Dear Abby
5
Dr. Lamb
- 5
Horoscope
45
Local Scene
18
Obituaries
3
Opinion Page
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Sports
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Schmidt Sees No Change In Brezhnev's Offer
By SUSANNE M.SCHAFER
Associated Press Writer
BONN, West Germany (AP) —
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt sets
no major changes in Soviet President Leonid I. Brezhnev's new offer orf missile reductions in
Europe, Schmidt's spokesman,
Kurt Becker,said today.
Becker said at a news conference that Schmidt "has actually taken over the function of an interpreter" between his American
allies and the Soviet Union.
"The chancellor hopes that the
secretary-general (Brezhnev)
with greater trust meets the
United States' willingness to
negotiate," Becker said.
Soviet spokesman Leonid
Zamyatin took sharp issue • with
the idea that the Soviet leadership
lacked understanding of the
United States.
"I don't know if...the statement
is Herr Becker's own opinion...but
if he has formed such an opinion

that the Soviet leadership doesn't
correctly understand the intentions of the American administration, that is not right. That is a
false opinion," Zamyatin said.
- The Soviet spokesman also
reacted bitterly when Becker
passed on the word that Schmidt,
"since he himself was recently
sick," was impressed with
Brezhnev's vigor and his him
schedule.
Schmidt underwent surgery last
month to have a heart pacemaker
implanted, and Brezhnev is also
thought to have a pacemaker.
"That his physical condition is
good and that he is capable of
work, that all is evidenced by the
talks...the number of the talks and
the length of the talks he had
yesterday," Zamyatin said.
Brezhnev spent some seven
hours in meetings with West German leaders on Monday, he said,
and listed Brezhnev's busy
schedule today "to ... illustrate

that the remarks of Herr Becker
were not right."
Brezhnev on Monday night offered to reduce the number of
Soviet medium-range nuclear
weapons in _Europe if. the.United
States suspended its missile
deployment plans while the two
superpowers negotiate.
The Offer, made in a speech during a dinner given by Schmidt,
was a variation on a 1979 proposal
rejected by the United States and
its North Atlantic allies.
The 74-year-old Soviet leader
offered to go a step further if the
United States and NATO declared
a moratorium on their plans to
begin stationing 572 American
Pershing 2 and cruise nuclear
missiles in Western Europe in the
fall of 1983.
"As a gesture of good will, we
could unilaterally reduce a portion of our nuclear weapons of
medium range in the European
part of the U.S.S.R.," Brezhnev

Freighter Seamen Rescued
LONDON (AP) — Battling 40foot waves on the North Sea and
90-mph winds, helicopters rescued
seven seamen from a listing
Norwegian freighter today and attempted to evacuate 70 people
from a British oil rig adrift, officials said.

Residents along the Danish of coast was evacuated since a
North Sea coast were evacuated storm lashed West Jutland in
from low-lying areas because of- January, 1976, authorities said.
One of the sailors aboard the
ficials said they feared high seas
might break through dikes and Norwegian freighter Soerstrand
cause tides up to 18 feet above was "lifeless" when pulled aboard
the Danish helicopter, the Danish
normal.
It was the first time that section coast guard reported. It was
unknown whether the man was
revived.
The worst gales and tides in five
years lashed the North German
coast, disrupting ferry travel in
the North Sea and flooding a wide
area of the loWrand plain.
A Royal Air Force spokesman
said the British rig Transworld 58
broke free from eight of its anthat I think are none of their
chors and was dragging the brie
business," said Powell, EKU's remaining
about 150 miles east of
president since 1976.
the Scottish oil port of Aberdeen,
He said that the actual council the
British news agency Press
membership "had not intentionalAssociation reported.
ly infringed" on the institutions,
The spokesman at the RAF
but that the staff had, in certain Rescue
and Coordination Center
instances, "gone beyond what I said
two chartered helicopters
think the legislature intended for had
been sent to transfer 42 of the
them to do."
Transworld 58 crew to another rig
Asked if budget recommenda- 50 miles away,
the Auk.
tions recently approved by the
The Auk reported the other rig
CHE would be adopted by the had
drifted about half a mile to the
General Assembly over the objec- southeast,
the news agency said.
tions of the regional universities,
Press Association reported
Powell said in part, "One of my earlier that
the Norwegian supply
faculty members reminded me rig Phillips
SS, with 112 men
recently that the opera ain't over aboard,
broke
loose from its antill the fat lady sings."
chors 30 miles north of the British
Powell was the featured rig and
was in danger of colliding
speaker of the second program in with
another rig with 82 men
a sixpart series entitled "Ken, aboard
until a tug got hold of it.
lucky Higher Education in the
But in Oslo, the Norwegian
'80s: The Promise of Renewal or
capital, Phillips Petroleum Co.
the Polities of Retrenchment?"
spokesman Sander Bull-Gjertsen
Appearing at the third session at said only
one of the supply rig's
3 p.m. Nov. 30 will be state eight
anchors had broken loose,
Finance Secretary George Atkins. the rig
was never adrift, and there
His topic will be the financing of
was no danger of collision with the
public higher education.
production rig Tor.

President Cautions
Against Intrusions
MOREHEAD, Ky.(AP) — The
president of Eastern Kentucky
University has warned state
universities to "...jealously guard
those matters of institutional
autonomy which affect teaching
and learning processes" against
the encroachment of external
forces.
Dr. J.C. Powell, making the
statement to a higher education
symposium at Morehead State
University, added that the institutions "should always be vigilant in
protecting the opportunity for a
good,sound college education."
The state Council on Higher
Education staff was identified by
Powell as among those inv,olved in
"creeping intr*iurls''.into. the internal affairs of "the iistitutlons,
particularly through its statutory
authority for review of academic
programs and budgets.
"The ( CHE) staff gets awfully
concerned about faculty
qualifications, where you are going to get the money to handle
these things, about course sequences, about curricular Matters

FAMOUS
NAME
BRAND
WATCH
SALE!
BUREN BY HAMILTON
GRUEN • ELGIN • BENRUS
HELBROS• JULES JURGENSEN
DUFONTE BY LUCIEN PICCARD
VULCAIN • WALTHAM• AND MORE

he wanted no new U.S. missiles
stationed in Europe, he must
"take away" all the Soviet
missiles targeted on Western
Europe.

said..
He said this reduction would be
"an advance on account, with the
idea of moving toward a lower
level upon which the U.S.S.R..and
the U.S.A._ could concur" in the
negotiations that begin Monday in
Geneva.

NATO contends that the
American missiles are needed to
counter the threat of some 600
Soviet missiles in the western part
of the Soviet Union. These include
about 250 mobile, triple-warhead
SS-20s with a range of 3,100 miles
and 350 stationary, singlewarhead SS-4s and SS-5s, which
have about half the range of the
SS-20s.
The Soviets contend that these
are already matched by American

"As far as our side is concerned," he said, "we would be ready
to undertake the reduction not by
dozens, but by hundreds."
Schmidt, during a three-hour
session with Brezhnev earlier
Monday, rejected the Soviet demand for a moratorium on the
NATO plans. A spokesman for the
chancellor said he told his guest if

missiles aboard planes and submarines within range of Soviet
territory, and that the deployment
of 572 more in Western Europe is
an attempt to shift the balance of
powerin the United States'favor.
briVashington, the White House
said it would have no immediate
comment on Brezhnev's new offer. President Reagan, asked
about it as he left to spend
Thanksgiving in California, looked surprised • and said he had
neard nothing about it.
Brezhnev rejected Reagan's offer to scrap the missile deployment plans if the Soviets dismantled their nuclear rockets aimed at
the West.

Shuttle Ready For Trip Back To Base
EDWARDS AIR -FORCE BASE, wind and temperature conditions
Calif. (AP) — Speedy servicing would be favorable for the takeoff,
and Columbia's good condition said Les Reinertson, a NASA
when it returned from space had spokesman.
NASA officials hoping to get the
NASA calculates the 747 and the
space shuttle aloft again today,
this time mounted on a jet for a piggyback shuttle cannot take off
from the Mojave desert facility
trip back to Cape Canaveral.
"It was a super job," said Jim when temperatures exceed 73
Harrington, ground operations degrees. Reduced air density durmanager at the Dryden Space ing warm weather causes poorer
Flight Center. "Everybody really engine performance and the craft
pitched in and did a fantastic job." would "run out of runway."
National Aeronautics and Space
The trip's first leg, taking 3/
1
2
Administration officials planned a
hours, ends at Bergstrom Air
noon takeoff for the two-leg flight
Force Base near Austin, Texas.
back to Florida. The shuttle was
The second leg, expected to begin
being loaded onto the back of a
early Wednesday morning, will
Boeing 747 jet early today.
take about three hours, ReinertWeather forecasts predicted
son said.

The craft will be accompanied
by a T-38 chase plane flown by
Donald K. "Deke" Slayton, the
former astronaut who is orbital
Right test manager for the shuttle.
Work on preparing the shuttle
for its return to Florida had been
knocked off schedule by the shuttle's early return, which found
many key service riersonnel still
at Cape Canaveral. Officials were
concerned that problems at the
Mojave desert facility could delay
the next shuttle flight, planned
tentatively for mid-March.
But streamlining,of procedures
and the better-than-expected
condition of the craft enabled
crews to make up for lost time.

Evidence In Lindbergh Case
Being Released By Officials
Bryan, on her behalf, demanded
the files be opened.
In a separate case, Bryan also
represents a man who claims to be
the Lindbergh child.
Rummaging through the 90,000
pages of reports and a huge
volume of physical evidence by
just five people is expected to take
several weeks. Bryan would not
say what he and his researchers
are seeking.'
One of the things Bryan wants to
determine is what evidence still
exists.
The first child of aviation
pioneer Charles Lindbergh and
Anne Morrow Lindbergh disappeared from his nursery at the

EWING TOWNSHIP, N.J.(AP)
— The kidnapping and murder of
the Lindbergh baby gripped the
nation i9 years ago. Now, the
evidence that led to the execittion
of a man for the crime is being
released, little by little.
For years, lawyer Robert Bryan
has been trying to get the files
opened. On Monday a judge allowed two of his researchers and a
pool of three news reporters to
begin sifting through the evidence
that led to the electrocution of
Bruno Richard Hauptmann.
Anna Hauptmann,83, the widow
of the convicted killer, is suing the
state for $100 million in damages,
claiming her husband is innocent.

family's home near Englewood,
N.J. After Hauptmann was convicted, the evidence used against
him was taken here to the headquarters of the New Jersey State
Police and has been sealed ever
since.
Gov. Brendan Byrne on Oct. 9
ordered the files opened, and on
Monday a federal judge
Newark ruled that The Associated
Press, United Press International
and The Record newspaper of
Hackensack, N.J. each could have
one researcher present each day
to sift through the files. In addition, two of Bryan's researchers
will be allowed to examine the
files.

Nurse Charged In 12 Deaths
the Valleys in Perris and one patient at San Gorgonio Pass
Hospital in Banning. The deaths
between March 30 and April 25
allegedly were caused by
massive overdoses of the heart
drug Lidocaine.
The authorities had been investigating the mysterious
deaths for six months. Twentyseven deaths were investigated,
but authorities eventually attributed several to natural
causes.
"We felt that we had zeroed in
on the right target right from the
beginning, although we still had
a lot of work to do to come up
with the actual mode of death,"
said Riverside County Coroner
William Dykes.
Hollenhorst said prosecutors
also will reveal evidence
allegedly implicating Diaz in the

RIVERSIDE, Calif.(AP) — A
male nurse has been arrested
and booked for investigation of
murder in the deaths of 12 patients at two hospitals who
received massive overdoses of
the heart drug Lidocaine,
authorities said.
Prosecutors will seek the
death penalty against Robert R.
-2Diaz, 44, Assistant Riverside
county District Attorney
Thomas Hollenhorst said. Diaz
was arrested at his apartment
Monday night on a court warrant by authorities from Riverside and San Bernardino
counties.
He was held in the Riverside
County jail and his arraignment
was scheduled for today.
Diaz was booked for investigation of 11 murders involving patients at Community Hospital of

death of a 13th person, at Chino
Community Hospital in Chino on
March 25. Although that case
will not be prosecuted by Riverside authorities, the evidence
will be used to show a "common
plan and design" in all of the
deaths, he added,
"A host of circumstances" led
to the arrest, he said, including
Diaz's access to the patients,the
time the doses were administered and toxicolological
findings.
Hollenhorst 'said the motive
for the alleged killings is still
under investigation.
Community Hospital was closed in May following a visit from
the state Department of Health
Services, which licenses
hospitals. Diaz was interviewed
during the investigation but was
not charged in connection with
the deaths.

Brady Not Home Free,
But At Least He's Home
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WASHINGTON (AP) — His
doctors say he is not home free,
but at least White House press
secretary James S. Brady is
home — eight months after he
was shot in the brain during an
assassination attempt on
President'Reagan.
"I am here to say,`The Bear is
back," Brady, nicknamed the
Bear, said in a statement issued
as he left the hospital Monday
afternoon. "We rejoin our
friends and neighbors with a
true spirit of optimism for the
future."
After the short ride in a
specially equipped van from
George Washingtpn University
Hospital to his suburban
Virginia home, Brady was
greeted with a kiss on the cheek
1
2-year-old son,Scott.
from his 2/
.The Bradys' two-story brick
house was decked out with a
banner declaring: "Welcome
Home Bear!"
Friends and neighbors who
had gathered for the homecoMing cheered as Brady, flashing
the thumbs-up sign from his
wheelchair, left the van. He was
Sarah,
preMled. by
carrying a bottle of Mono:woe
/1..11(1 :11111 1101
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elbow crutch in the other.
Brady, who had only left the
hospital for weekend day trips,
wanted to be home for good by
Thanksgiving. He Made it three
days early.
Since suffering severe brain
damage during the March 30
assassination attempt on
Reagan, Brady, 41, has
undergone four major
operations to repair incomplete
healing and leakage of spinal
fluid. Last summer, he also suffered epilepsy-like seizures.
Dr. Arthur Kobrine, the
neurosurgeon credited with saving Brady's life, has called the
press secretary's recovery
remarkable.
But Brady's doctors caution
that seizures, a brain abcess, infection or a leakage of brain
fluid still could occur and require surgery up to 18 months
after aserious brain injury.
'In the long run, I don't expect
any bad deficits, only thingsthat
are manageable," Kobrine said.
Brady's use of his left leg remains impaired. l3t4 he can
walk with the use of a cane and a
person IreinVing'him, and doctors expect he will eventually
learn to walk alone.
4

"His intelligence, judgment,
insight, wit and sense of humor
all seem normal," Kobrine said.
"I can tell you his political comments and insights are superior.
I see nothing now to rule out his
return to an intellectual, whitecollar job."
Brady's job as press secretary
has been held for him.
Although no longer hospitalized, Brady will return to* the
hospital daily for four-hour
physical therapy sessions.
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A crazed breed?
The following editonai was written by Kathryn C.
Weigel, editor-emeritus of The Hopewell News,
Hopewell, Va.
Do you ever wonder,as you sit evenings and read
the paper, just what made us sit down at
typewriter-like keyboards to produce the headlines,
words and paragraphs dancing before your eyes?
Do you imagine that writers, especially journalists, are a crazed breed? Peculiar? Fine to have
in a newspaper office, but you wouldn't want one for
a neighbor? Or a pet?
Well, you're not alone as you imagine the
creatures hunched at VDTs (video display terminals,or typewriters with television sets)in an illlit newsroom are somehow different from the rest
of society. Much of the world is on your side. And,
maybe,much of what you imagine is correct.
But before I admit to you journalists' differences,
I'd like to get in a word about our similarities.
We are born, not hatched. We survived childhood
— bandaged knees, black eyes, tears and all. We
fall in and out of love with the same regularity as
the rest of the population. We may marry, have
children, divorce. We treasure grandchildren or
other peoples' children if we choose net to have our
own.
We buy cars, houses, the normal selection of
groceries and sundries, and clothes that suit our
psyches and sometimes our bodies and budgets. We
care about our community but we often hate some
of what we see happening. We rent apartments,
check books out of the library, go to movies and
plays, enjoy music, drink beer and other spirits,
join clubs and churches and attend them with varying degrees of constancy.
We grow older, catch colds,stumble into momentary wisdom, retire into boredom or better-thanever years. We die.
Now, the differences. Many of us write because
we're shy. We've found that writing is a way around
that lump in the middle of us, that writing enables
us to participate in conversations and events we
wouldn't otherwise attempt.
Writing is the best way we communicate. But
we're as different from one another as you imagine
we are from you. Writers, like the population at
large, really can't be precisely pigeon-holed.
Newswriting, in particular, is a passport to
adventure. It is a license to chase sirens, to ask
questions, to poke around in court records. It gets
us interviews with famous people but we prize the
ones with kids and people around home.
It also gets us looked at funny: You tell someone
you're a writer and watch the response.
Writers are addicted to writing. A dry spell when
the words don't flow and the good leads for stories
don't pop into our heads just as our fingers touch the
keys are wretched. A week of that and we're looking
for professional help. But when things click, it's a
• natural high. Writing a story well does wonders for
self-esteem.
Writers are sensitive folks. We like to know how
readers respond: If the reaction is good, we lap it
up; if it's bad, we cringe and try to learn from the
experience. Our craft is,in a very real sense,an extension of our egos. A journalist writes a news story
that is impersonal and objective, strictly by the
book, but offering it for thousands of people to read
— or horrors, not read — is an act of courage. Sending a personal column, a collection of words in
which we've shared some part of our inner selves,
to the presses is very nearly like baring one's soul.
Writing vexes us and we curse it. It becomes an
integral part of our lives. We can no more imagine
life without writing than an infant can live without
milk. When we don't write well often enough, our
dispositions sour. There's no known substitute for
the physical and spiritual effects of doing our job
well...and there's no cure for the craving to write.
We writers are among those workers in the world
who still create a tangible product. You can hold
our words in your hands,savor them in your mouth,
turn them over in your mind. As news writers we
also offer a service: Information gathered,
assimilated and communicated.
This tangible blend of word and service is often
the intangible body of our souls.

by m. c. garrott

We are rich in our friendships;

14-71,

Let's give thanks to God for them

Ftik;t-N..

When I was a youngster,
Thanksgiving — which we will
observe day after tomorrow — meant
screaming my head off in support of
the Mayfield High School Cardinals
in their traditional Turkey Day football game with Paducah Tilghman.
When I was in the Army, it meant
wishing I was home and trying to find
out how that game came out.
Then all those years we lived in St.
Louis, it meant a trip to West Kentucky to visit kinfolks over an extra
long weekend — and on occasions to
sit through bone-chilling weather to
once again yell for the Cardinals.
As the years passed, however, the
real meaning of this special tune of
the year finally got through to me.
Although ,we should do this every
day, Thanksgiving is the time to
"Count Your Many Blessings," as
the old hyrdn goes — family, home,
health, life in a free country, the pursuit of happiness and a few of the luxuries of the greatest nation on Earth,
to name a few. And I thank God for
every one of them, plus countless
more.
• • •
This year, though, it is my wealth
in good friends upon which my
thoughts keep focusing as Thanksgiving Day 1981 approaches, and I am
rich in them.
I didn't realize I had so many until
my recent retirement from the job I
had held for 13 years at Murray State
University.
On two different occasions, I was

highly honored by my friends and
showered with many wonderful gifts.
The first took place the afternoon
of my last day on the job, on Sept. 23.
Unbeknowing to me — although I had
an inkling something was up because
of all the scurrying around—the
folks in Sparks Hall has arranged an
"open house" that day for me on our
4th Floor.
Led by Dwain McIntosh, who worked closely with me all the time I was
at the university, Leroy Eldridge, the
assistant dean of admissions and who
has been like a brother to me, and
Barry Johnson, our photographer,
they sent out invitations across the
campus for any who could and would
come by and wish me well.
They enlisted the help of some of
the ladies in the building — Joyce
Gordon, Mary Smith, Robbie Marine,
Ann Spann, Shelia Evans and Sandy
Rogers — to arrange for some punch
and goodies.
I think every lady in the building
brought something for the table. I
have never seen so much delicious
food in my life.
No one loves to graze a table like
that any more than I do, and I have
the figure to prove it, but that day I
found few opportunities to grab a
sausage ball or dip a chip. I was too
busy greeting and accepting the best
wishes of scores of friends from
across the campus as well as the
community who came by to wish
Cathryn and me well in our new venture. I have never been so humbled. I

have never appreciated anything
more.
• • •
Many had contributed to a gift fund
from which I was presented with a
wide assortment of wonderful gifts,
one of which was a gleaming new set
of registered McGregor Tourney
irons (golf clubs? — 2 iron through
the wedge. It was the first set of irons
I have had in 30 years. I love them,
and have been playing like a pro with
them.
Especially appreciated was a
leather travel bag from my last three
secretaries — Faye Wells, Rebecca
Dublin and Leyicie Zambella - —
along with a beautiful,framed "Boss
Of The Century" certificate.
It was a greai day — a sad one for
me in a way — but one rich id meaningful friendships.
It didn't stop there,though.
•••
On November 7 when the university held its 12th annual News Media
Appreciation Day, they were at it
again, this time honoring me before
my peers — some 135 news media
people from across the region.
Ron Christopher, chairman of the
Murray State board of regents,
presented me with a beautiful,framed copy of an appreciation resolution
on behalf of the board.
'Letters of best wishes were read
from U. S. Sen. Wendell Ford and
Congressman Carroll Hubbard.
There even was a beautiful printed
card bearing the gold seal of the
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Ten years ago-Ta u Phi Lambda Sorority,
Woodmen of the World, had donated
physical development equipment for
the Day-Care Class of MurrayCalloway County Mental HealthMental Retardation Center.
Jelne3 Lawrence, Interior
decorator, EAU Interiors, spoke at a
meeting: of Murray Quota Club at
Stouthside Restaurant.
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patriotisn, don't1?

Twenty years ago—
Edna Darnell, regional librarian,
spoke at a meeting of Calloway County High School Parent-Teacher
Association. She was introduced by
Jo Tidwell,program chairman.
Christmas decorations were placed
around the court square by
employees of Murray Electric
System.
Thirty years ago—
William D. Crago had been advapced to seaman while serving abaird
the carrier, USS Essex, in the Far
East.
Special items from the issue of
Calloway Times, Aug. 8, 1917, were
reprinted. The paper was brought to
The Ledger EiTimes office by A. V
Story.

Letters to the editor
Dear Editor:
I am still asked how I voted on the
Ten Commandments case when it
was in our court. I would like to take
this means to say again that I voted
for the posting of the Ten Commandments in the public classrooms. I
thought the Ten Commandments

would be a good code at conduct ior
the children of Kentucky to learn,
and I felt that these "rules" would go
a long way in promoting the moral
and legal behavior of our youth.
Very truly yours,
Boyce G. Clayton
Judge,Kentucky Supreme Court

Today in history
Today is Tuesday, Nov. 24, the
328th day of 1981. There are V days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Nov. 24, 1963, the accused
assassin of President John F. Kennedy, Lee Harvey Oswald, was shot
to death by Jack Ruby in Dallas.
On-thisdate:
In 1167, barbed wire was patented
by American inventor Joseph
Glidden.
In 1942, German troops suffered
heavy losses in the Battle of
Stalingrad in World War 11. "
In 1961, the U.N. Security Council
called on members of the world body

to make all of Africa a zone free of
nuclear weapons.
And in 1974, at a meeting in
Vladivostok, Soviet Union, President
Gerald -Ford and Soviet leader
Leonid Brezhney reached tentative
agreement to limit the number of offensive strategic nuclear weapons.
Ten years ago: Soviet Premier
Alesei Kosyglp 'unveiled- Nis
Avernment's new five-year plan,
calling on the Uhited States "give up
its attempts to discriminate against
the Stiviet Union" in trade matters.
Five- years ago: George Bush announced his resignation as head of
the Central Intelligence Agency.

Dear Editor:
On behalf of Clifton and Clovis
Jones and myself, I want to express
our sincere appreciation and
gratitude to all who have expressed
concern and help harvest our 300
acres of crops since my truck accident on November 9,1981.
This community effort, consisting
of 27 men and11 combines; helped us
in our time of need.
Special appreciation goes to: Bobby Hill, Gerald, Timmy and Lentils
Coles, Warren Erwin, Johnny
Stockdale, James Grooms, Marvin
Lassiter, Danny Adams, Tommy
Dan Story, C. R. Valentine, James
and Kent Wisehart, Herman
Shrader, Skeet Myers, Buren Erwin,
Billy Bruce Wilson, Greg Story,
Sylvester 'and Kendred Paschall,
Darrell and Robert Glen Clark,
Lowell Key, Mark. Billy and Mitchell
Paschall,and David Grayson.
Again,, our sincere thanks to
everyone.
Signed,
Ted Grayson
Clifton Jones&
Clovis Jones

•
-•
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Looking
back

Thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
What is the purpose of learning?
We learn in order to improve
ourselves and the world in which we
live, runs a standard answer to this
question.
The famous twelfth-century
philosopher Chu Hsi agreed with at
least half of our answer when he
wrote:
"The ancients studied for
their own improvement. In
the end they will bring
others to completion. People
today - study to impress
others. In the end they will
destroy themselves."

Presidency and which began. "Nan
cy and I wish to extend best wishes
." It was signed "Ronald Reagan •
There was a letter and Kentucky
Colonel commission from Gov John
Y. Brown. Jr.. and an "Outstanding
Kentuckian Award" and a letter
from 1_,t, Goy Martha Layne Collins
You can bet youi boots all these
will be Prominently displayed and
passed along to the next generation
A highlight of this occasion,
however, was the hilarious "Thia Is
Your Life" skit Bob McGaughey and
Bob Valentine did on me as only that
crazy pair can do. First. I had a visit
from my "first grade teacher"
(McGaughey dressed up in dress and
wigi, then my "commanding
general"(again McGaughey ) when I
was in the Army and on down the
line.
Those two are pure professionals'
They should be in show business'
• • •
So, this Thanksgiving I will be
thinking especially of these occasions. They mean much to me I
relive them often, and I always will
remember them -- but more so the
friends who made them happen.
It is a blessed thing to have friends
— friends who recognize the best and
the worst in us and yet seem to love
us in spite of our faults.
I am rich in such friends -- and I
thank God for everyone of them.
Have a happy and safe Thanksgiving.
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The Seventh Annual Fashion
Show for the Reach to Recover
Program of the American Cancer
Society was presented recently at
the Rivermont in Memphis. This
event attracted about 700 women,
and a few men.
The special guest speaker was
Amanda Blake, who had fought a
battle with cancer of the mouth.
She had to learn to speak again.
She made a very moving talk.
The models of the fashions by
Lillie Rubin had all fought a battle
with cancer, and most of them
were masectomy patients. Their
appearance said to everyone
there, "hey, I'm OK." They show-

ed us all they could look so attractive in any type of clothes, from
low cut evening gowns to. a
sweater and skirt.
I want to take this time to name
Cancer's warning signals, and tell
you if you have a warning signal,
see your doctor.
Change in bowel or bladder habits
A sore that does not heal
Unusual bleeding or discharge
Thickening or lump in breast or
elsewhere
Indigestion or difficulty in
swallowing
Obvious change in wart or mole
Nagging cough or hoarseness

Community Events

Mt. and Mrs. Robert
Neil Scott, Murray, announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Joni Denise, to Charles
Gurley Williamson III,
son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Gurley Williamsoiv,Jr.,Lexington.
Grandparents of the
bride-elect are Mr. and
Mrs. Dan Draffen, Benton, and the late Mr. and
Mrs. H. M. Scott, Milan,
Tenn.
The groom-elect is the
grandson of Mrs. E.
Morgan Pryse and the
late Col. Pryst of
Washington, D. C., and
the late Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Gurley William-

a
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The Hungry Bear is a strange
mixture of college students, college professors, and local town
folks. You can find more interesting conversation there. I
have a new name for the place,
Johnson's and Boswell's Coffee
House. Remember Boswell and
Johnson of early England.

to

Joni Denise Scott
wed Charles Williamson III

Italian Spaghetti
Special

Wednesday 3-10 P.M.

son of Trenton, Mich.
The bride-elect Mien(
ed Murray State Univei
sity where she was
member of Sigma Sigm
Sigma sorority.
graduate of Midway Co
lege, Midway, she i
employed at Central Bay
tist Hospital, Lexingto
as a medical laborator
technician.
The groom-to-be wi
graduate in Decembe
with a Bachelor o
Science degree in accour
ting at the University o
Kentucky,Lexington.
The wedding will b.
Saturday. Dec. 19 at th.
chapel of First Baptis
Church, Murray. Invita
tions will be sent.

date book

THE ACES®IRA

G. CORN,JR.
Murray Lions Club will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at Colonial House
NORTH
11-34-1114
"Science is always wrong.
Smorgasbord.
•K 7
It never solves a problem
Wednesday, Nov.25
IP A J 105
without creating 10 more."
41(4:13
Make Today Count will — George Bernard Shaw.
44‘)J72
meet at 1:30 p.m. in
WEST
EAST
Murray-Calloway County
•Q J 1065
•9 4 3
Hospital.
East must be on guard to IP 3 2
IP 74
beat today's touch and go •9 6 4
•A J 10 7
•K 8 5 3
Tau Phi Lambda' Overeaters Anonymous game A routine defense 44 A 9 4
SOUTH
Sorority, Woodmen of the will meet at 12:30 p.m. in will not do; it takes some
•A 8 2
World, will meet at 7 p.m. Classroom 2, Murray- imagination to get the job
WHQ496
done.
in home of Martha An- Calloway County
•352
West leads the spade
Hospital.
+106
drus.
queen to dummy's king and
declarer draws trumps, endVulnerable: Both. Dealer:
in hand. A low club is led North.
AC' ing
The bidding:
to dummy's jack and East's
king and it's decision time North East South West
1 NT
Pass
34
Pass
Silver bowls maduto-hold fruit or flowers need carefu 1 for East. What should East 411
Pass
Pass Pass
tending. Acid from decaying flowers or fruit can etch ugly return?
little pit marks into silver that will be there forever. A black suit return seems Opening lead: Spade queen
"normal" but where is that
to lead? West's opening lead
marks declarer with the one diamond.
spade ace so there's no
future in that suit. A club
Bid with Corn
return by East will surely
establish dummy's queen, so South holds: 11-24-81-B
there's nothing to look for in
the club suit.
•Q J 1065
'32
The killing return is the
496 4
diamond jack, forcing one of
•A 9 4
dummy's honors with the
hope that West can win an
early lead. Now when West North South
wins his ace of clubs, a dia- 14
14
mond
lead through dummy 244
With Garlic Bread
nets the.defenders two diaSalad 40' Extra
mond tricks and the game ANSWER: Pass. The possigoes down one.
ble 4-3 fit in clubs should
tTii
Y-Special For Kids
Declarer makes his game play as well as the 5-2 fit in
free Refills On Drinks
Inside Dining Onk
if East does not tied the hearts and North might hold
timely diamond shift. One of a five card club suit.
--declarer's diamonds will go
The Aces,
on dummy's established Send bridge questions toTexas
75225,
P.O.Box 123413, Dallas,
club
winner
and
declarer
envelope
with
self-addressed,
stamped
Cant Eat This Good At Floirc For This Prici,
will lose only two clubs and

Tuesday,Nov.24
Parents Anonymous
- will meet at 6:30.m. For
information call 759-1087
or 753-6917.
Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at 8 p.m. at
west end of Livestock and
Exposition Center.

Wedding Planned
At Church Chapel

Dr. Roger C. Schoenteldt,
associate professor of management at Murray State University,
has done some fine research in the
Foreman's Job as perceived by
his wife. He published a Supervisory Management article in
1980. This article has been
reprinted in the Business and
Public Affairs publication. If you
can find a copy of this, read it, the
insight is tremendous.
••••
All of you movie goers, if you
missed The French Lt.'s
Woman", you missed the best
movie of the year.

westside meet
Paula Cole spoke about
her experience as a summer missionary to Lake
Placid, N. Y., at a
meeting of Baptist Young
Women of Westside
Church at home of Pat
Dalton Nov. 10.
The members voted to
bay paper plates and
cups for church kitchen,
and to make a donation to
the Murray-Calloway
County, Comprehensive
Care Center.
Carol Turner, president, said the next
meeting will be Dec. 1 in
home of Carolyn Carroll
with the Week of Prayer
for Foreign Missions to
be observed along with a
Christmas party. Each
member will bring a
favorite dessert and a gift
for her secret pal.
Other members present were Ava Watkins,
Teresa Williams, Lori
Adams,Sara Crick, Susie
Scott, Judy Hughes, and
Tammy Paschall.

the club house.
Lawson discussed location of roses and the importance of watering and
good drainage.
Sallyanne Sawyer,
chairman, presided.
Hostesses were Euva
Alexander, Marjorie Major, Frances Whitnell,
Lois Sammons, Janet
Wallis, and Lillian
Graves.

eastern star

Betty Dodd, worthy
matron, and Dennis Sorreles, worthy patron,
presided at the Nov. 10
meeting of Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of
the Eastern Star at
Masonic Hall.
Other officers serving
include Pam Alexander,
associate matron; Ricky
Alexander, associate
patron; Frances Chur-.
chill, secretary; Norma
Finney, treasurer; Caron
Sorreles, conductress;
Levicia Zambella,
associate conductress;
Dorothy Dodd, chaplain;
Braboy, marshall;
garden meet Betty
Louise Short,organist.
C. L. Lawson presented
Appointive officers ina program about "Mak- clude Charlotte Wilson,
ing Of A Rose Garden" at Adah; Lola McClain,
a Nov. 5 meeting of the Ruth, with Alma McNeeGarden Department of ly protem; Susie Allen,
Murray Woman's Club at Esther. with 130a Henry
- ammaiimismemmo%

protem; Eva Alexander, skating party
Martha; Twila Coleman,
A skating party, for
Electa; luta Hutson,
warder; Elbert O. Alex- benefit of fund for Kentucky Arthritis Foundaander,sentinel.
tion will be sponsored by
Calloway Middle School
choir concert 4-H Club Friday, Nov. 27,
The Norman Luboff from 5 to 7 p.m. at MurChoir will present a con- ray Roller Rink.
cert Saturday, Nov. 28 at Kim Twigg, club presi8 p.m. in Tilghman High dent, said the cost will be
School Auditorium. This $2.50 per person and the
the second event of the public is invited.
1981-82 Lillian Lowry
FOCUS Performing Arts
hairdres sers
Series, sponsored annually by Paducah Communi- Wanda Brown was
ty College.
elected president of the
Tickets for the Luboff Murray Affiliate of NaChoir concert will be ;10 tional Hairdressers and
per ticket and will be Cosmetologists
available at the door. Association at a meeting
Series tickets will also be Nov. 9 at Sirloin
on sale for $15 for adults Stockade.
and $10 for students.
Other officers elected
Further information is were Wanda Futrell, first1
available at 442-6131, ext. vice; Aleta Beane, se13.
cond vice; Kay Dalton,
secretary; Leta Taylor,
financial secretary; Judy
and Sheri Parker,
cancer council Curd
historians; Mary Ann
The Purchase District McCuiston, parliamenCancer Council will meet tarian.
Monday, Nov. 30, at 7:30
Carol Towe of Henderp.m. in Waller Hall, son,first vice president of
Paducah Community Col- KHCA, was guest
lege Campus.
speaker. Attending were
For more information 21 hairdressers represencall 442-1310.
ting 10 beauty shops.

for reply.

Honor Roll Released

THE NATURAL WAY
TO LOSE WEIGHT
LOSE 17 TO 25 POUNDS
IN JUST 6 WEEKS!
NO SHOTS NO DRUGS NO(ONTRACTS
4404

/
440
AT THE Los41

'CO

Let's Talk
* Turkey 0
1/3 TO 1/2 OFF
Jr. & Missy Fashions
*PANTS — TOPS*
*BLOUSES — DRESSES*
*SKIRTS — SWEATERS*
*BLAZERS — FUR COATS*
*SUITS*

Call soda', for a free consultation

CENTER-

"The Village" 641 N. Merray 753-0020
491

WEST PADUCAH
MEN'S STORE
CO.',OS

REIDLAND
r
:,--.14.CLOTHING
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Jim Feltner, principal,
North Calloway County
Elementary School, has
released the honor roll for
the second six weeks
period as follows:
Fifth Grade-Alan Bazzell*, Scott
Bazzell, Shane Black,
Lisa Cleaver, Kellye
Geurin, Jennifer

on
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HOLIDAY LAYAWAY SPECIALS
Open Thanksgiving Day - 8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Thanksgiving Day Specials
Every
u
Sport Coats
Suit In Stock
Levi, Botony 500,Crown
Jeans
Levi, Botony 500
Eogle, Hoggor

$100°°

'
Big 8. W1;110.00

$5995

& Up

Good Solution
Of Corduroy

TIN ultins•lore hi the
alma ElvesIme.

$1399

HARRISON POND

limiest Selection
la This Area

EVERYTHING ELSE IN STOCK...10% OFF
---11/EEKEND SPECIALS
3 Pc. Corduroy
Flannel
Levi
Suits
Shirts
Super Bells
$1395
By Crown $6995

$1 999 Pr.
Am

Save.20 c/0
On

Down & Fiber
Fill Coats
—ALSO—

Botony SOO
'Top Coats

,

By Lavi$9995

lig & Tan
$15.95

Leather Coats & Vests
Fantastic Adler
Leather
Leather
$9995 $18995
Leather Vests Req. 89.95
Adler & 1.1-Bar-C $7995
o
Bingo Boots Western•$c
off •95

. t
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Ladies Diipartaiaat — ExtorlYuy, In Stock
Vi Price Rio VIA Oriental Deportment • Save At least 20%

Johnston, Rhoda Jones,
Alison Leslie*, David
Letterman, Stephen
Lovett, Debbie Mott, Jennifer Parrish, Danielle
Rodriquez, and Heather
Walston.
Sixth Grade—
Carey Alexander*, Gai;
Bailey, Britannie Barton,
Angie Bray, Amy Carraway, Darrin Chapman,
Gina Coursey,
Reshana Darnell,
Karen Fortner, Joanna
Gibbs, Kim Goetz, Vicki
Grady, Regina Hicks,
Kim Higgins,
Jennifer Hill, Jason
Hunt, John Imes, Shay
Mitchell, Stacey Morris,
Melissa Smith, Angela
Woods, and Mathew
Yuill.
Editor's Note: • Indicates straight A
students.
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Your
Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY ,
NOVEMBER 25, 1981
%list kind of day will tomorrow be? Te Had oat what the
giarl
gaY
'
read
the
ferecagt
givesfor
your
birth
Sign.

Sweet Smell Eludes
Woman Plagued by Odor

the offensive odor I a,. trying to cover up. and thes'd make busy mothers instruct their youngsters to ask who's
nasty 4.'emments like Soap and wilier are cheaper and calling, so don't blame the child for carrying out
would do you more good "
mother's instructions.
Abby,if you think I P. hould see a doctor, at least please tell
• ••
me what kind of doett,r I should see
SMEIIS RAI) IN KENTIVKY
DEAR ABBY If you have/over addressed yourself to nriN
DEAR SMELLS: See your family physician for a problem. I've inward it. so hare's hoping ftai,IJ comment
thorough checkup and tell him exactly what you've again
told me. If there is actually an offensive odor, he will I'm meddle-aged and happily mimed. but for a year now
determine the source and prescribe•remedy. If there
had • temfic crush on a man who attend!! the same
is none — if you're only imagining it — you have church my family and I do I try to justify it by telling
another problem, which can be relieved by treatment: myself that nu one la being hurt since I'm the only one who
Don't despair. In any case,. Ws nothing to be ashamed knows it, and it has made my middle years easier to bear as
of and you can be helped.
a result of the excitement and anticipation I experience
when I know l'ist going to ere him or talk to hon.
•••
It has not interfered with the strung, happy relationship I
have with my husband and I don't expect that it will In
DEAR ABBY. ther the years I have had the problem ot way it has made me feel like a schoolgirl again — very Rice
telephoning a friend's home, asking for the friend by name. Can it really be wrong''
and being asked, "Who is calling, please?" I was even told
GOT A (1(l'Sti IN BIRMINGHAM
recently by the wife' of a friend that it is common courtesy to
identify myself before asking to speak to her husband'
DEAR GOT: No harm in fantasising. Dream on. But
Am I wrong to assume that a conversation is pnvate and don't try to make your dream• come true.
privileged communication between two adults and need not
• • •
be censored by anyone else?
Frequently a small child will answer the phone and
persistently ask. "Who is this?"
Do you hate to write letters because you don't know
Please let me know what is common courtesy between (we what to say? Thank-you notes, sympathy letters.
adults.
congratulations, how to decline and accept invitaPAY SON PETE IN ARIZONA tions and how to write an interesting letter are'
included in Abby's booklet."How to Write Letter.for
DEAR PETE: The moat courteous callers start off All Occasions." Send $2 and • long. stamped (37
with, "This is John Jones calling. Is Mr. Smith cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby. Letter
available?" Mr. Smith has a right to know who is Booklet, 12060 Hawthorne Blvd., Suite NOM, Hawcalling him before he picks up the telephone. Most thorne.
90250.

AIDES
(Mar. 21 to Apt. 19) 18
04
1
Industriousness and comBy Abigail Van Buren
mon sense combine to bring
you business success. It's a
good time to schedule unpor- PEAR ABBY: You are the only person I know who can
tent conferences.
help me. I have a problem that didn't just start. I've had it
TAURUS
1-tc_---,v all my life, but lately it's really been getting to me. I stink.
(API% 20 ib MaY 20) "'NV.- You know, body odor. I suppose I should try to finds doctor
significant who deals with this sort of thing, but because of my
Expect
developments in your love life embarrassment and inability to talk openly about it, I've
now. It's a good time to make
tads, and also to gotten nowhere.
new
Abby, I'm a clean person. I bathe twice a day and
patch up differences.
sometimes three times. I use an anti-perspirant as frequently
as I bathe, and I change undergarments as well as
(May21 toJune 20)
You may receive new wort outergarmenta every day without fail. I'm almost a fanatic
assignments. Efficiency and about dental hygiene. I brush my teeth and use a mouthcharm pave the way to SUC- wash several times a day.
efts. Mixing business and I've given up using perfumes or colognes because even
pleasure also helps out!
though I could smell the fragrance, other people would smell
CANCER
(June 21 toJuly 22)
Children will understand
your point of view. Creatively
motivated, you'll make headPatrick Devon Tubbs. Rt
11-19-81
Rt 1. Benton, Karen
way on artistic endeavors and
Adults 170
Girl, 6, Murray, Holly D
Baby
Goheen
and
will also attract remance.
Nursery 8
Rt. 1, Benton, Robert Smith, Rt. 1, Benton, lila
LEO
Leon Andrus, Rt. I. Har- L. Wyatt, 500 N. 7th, Mur(July 23 to Aug. 22)
NEWBORN
Lamb,M.D.
E.
Lawrence
Gerald F. Holmes, ray, Dora Mae Bucy. 62S
din,
Excellent rapport with
ADMISSIONS
S 4th. Murray.
Mayfield.
1,
Rt.
family is indicated. Now is a
Oliver, Baby Boy
DR. LAMB — In trained to the level you are
And for weight control not" I know identical twins
Rt.
1,
Wyatt.
John
perfect time to shop for new oneDEAR
E.
of your columns your and would not be able to do you don't need to run or )og come from one ovum but Is
items for the home. Keep in advice to a 45-year-old man the same things you do //ab- fast. A steady slow jog that there one sperm cell or two? (Frances), Rt. 2, Bx. 39A, Alm,Sue Spann, 1204 E.
Jimmy R. Wells, Fern
Paris, Tenn.
'-touch with relatives.
Dogwood, Murray,Sylvia Terrace. Murray, Estelle
was never, absolutely never out harming themselves. A covers the same distance is
DEAR READER — IdenScott, Baby Boy M. Patterson, 1555 Ox- W. Piper, Rt. 1, Clinton,
VIRGO
to jog or run so fast that he person who is well trained just as effective. These tical twins occur because the
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22) "Oil would be out of breath or and has no underlying medi- points are coverAA in The fertilized egg (ovum) splits (Cheryl), Rt. 1 Bit. 87, ford, Murray, Larue H Lowell E. Copeland, Fern
You're articulate and con- tired. I am 44 years old, 5 cal problems may safely do Health Letter number 15-12, in half, forming two new fer- Murray,
Sledd, 1607 Dodson, Mur- Terrace,.Murray, Lubie
Exercise Wise, which I am tilized ovum. The split does
vincing, and should make im- feet 5 and work in an office. that much.
DISMISSALS
'
ray, Jack Edward Smith, L. Page (expired), Ht. 1,
after
the
not
sinoccur
until
I
spend
much
of
my
sending
spare
you
Others
who
portant calls and visits now.
The key is knowing that
Brandy P. Thomas, RE Rt. 1, Kirksty.
Sedalia, Paul Bennett
You'll gain success through time doing vigorous exercis- you are in an adequate state want this issue can send 75 gle ovum has been fertilized
es, running as much as five of good health to do it. That cents with a long, stamped, by one sperm cell. The ferti- 1, Sedalia, Rebecca Jane
Virginia J. Clenderson, (expired), 521 Orchard.
the written or spoken word.
miles in 38 minutes, tennis, requires a good medical self-addressed envelope for lized ovum has all the genes Cornwell and Baby Girl, 1 1 1 1 Poplar, Murray, S. Fulton, Tenn.
LIBRA
yard work and carrying my .examination.
it to me,in care of this news- for future development.
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
golf bag, all of which help
paper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio When it splits the two split
Buying and selling are keep my weight at 140 to
As you get older there are City Station, New York, NY ovum have identical genes.
favored. You're present 145.
usually some changes in the 10019. Most people who get So identical twins are of the
shrewdness will be effective. In my
arteries. It becomes even in trouble with exercise do same sex. But if two ova
effort
to
get
vigorYou should be delighted with ous exercise I frequently more important that you so because they overdo it or were fertilized they might
the results of a shopping trip. push myself until I'm short have a low cholesterol and a because they have high risk result in two males, two
females or one male and one
of breath and tired. For the normal or low normal blood factors.
SCORPIO
female
and these would not
pressure
if
you
want
to
last
five
or six years I've felt exercise near the level of
(Oct.23to Nov. 21) in
be
identical
twins.
DEAR
DR.
LAMB
—
I
am
Your personality is a factor these procedures have kept your tolerance. Despite your writing for my brother and
You could have specialon the plus side. Mental me in good physical condi- ability to exercise safely myself. We are male twins ized genetic tests if there is
perception is keen, and you tion.
now at that level, I believe and we are often asked if we any doubt about being idenwill have success in In view of your statement, you should know what your are identical twins. I thought tical_ But if you are identical
could you give me further risk factors really are. If that if both twins were male twins you will have the same
negotiating with others.
advice regarding vigorous your blood pressure or cho- or both female they were physical features other than
SAGITTARIUS
f4
411). exercise
for me for now and lesterol is high you should identical while twins of the differences from environ(Nov.22to Dec.21) A
for later years?
slow down. While exercise is opposite sex were fraternal ment, such as from weight
You'll make important
Convience Food Stores
valuable in controlling twins. How do you know if training or --differences in
DEAR.READER
—
Most
headway from behind the American males are not weight, so is diet.
you are identical twins or eating patterns.
scenes. Private chats are
helpful to matters concerning
career and friendship. Insight
grows.
CAPRICORN
t
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19) Ad a
Social contacts come to your National Adoption
children of any age who rewarding way of adoption — it's a
assistance. You're popular
Week
is
being
observed
have physical, mental building and extending beautiful way to have a
and will attract romance and
new friendships. Enjoy this this week and Gail and-or emotional han- their family unit," family," said Blalock.
Blalock, Bureau for dicaps, and groups of Blalock said.
For information perhaPPYdaY!
Social Services, 201 South three or more siblings,
AQUARIUS
"As you celebrate sons may call Special
Sixth St., has issued an said officials.
• (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Thanksgiving in your Needs Adoption Pro. Meet with higher-ups about appeal on the part of the
Now in its sixth year family tradition consider gram, toll free, 1-800-432new career ideas. This is a bureau for families to National Adoption Week
the children who wait for 9346, or locally, 753-5362.
favorable time to promote think of adoption as has brought about a new
the
love and security of a
your interests. Leave no stone Thanksgiving is being awareness
of
children
permanent
family.
unturned.
celebrated.
who await adoption. Perhaps there is a child
PISCES
•
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X
Bureau officials said "More and more families waiting to join a family
Benefits come through although the availability are realizing adopting just like yours and partravel and advisers. Students of white infants and pre- children with special ticipate in those family
You Can Tell By The
enjoy academic success. Join schoolers has steadily needs is a viable and traditions. Consider
On The Tape D & T
Total
friends and loved ones at a
declined, there are many
Lowest In Town
The
Is
cultural event.
older children 'and
YOU BORN TODAY are children with special
Prices Good
practical and have a strong in- needs who are waiting for
11-24
thru 11-29
tuitive sense. You may be adoptive families.
especially talented in music, At the present time the
painting or sculpture. Though
Adoption
introverted at times, you'll Special Needs
recruiting
is
Program
succeed in public life once you
overcome your shyness. If you families for 139 children
become involved in the larger in this area. In addition to
issues that affect mankind, these children, there are
you'll rise to a position of many other children in
leadership as a public servant. Kentucky for whom adopIs under new managment and
Law, architecture, religion, tion is the plan, officials
teaching, psychology and said.
specializing in Fresh Catfish
1 Lb. Can
engineering are other suitable
• • vocations. Birthdate of: Joe Adoptive families are
and BBQ Ribs.
Turner Party Dip
• DiMaggio, baseball star; needed for white children
8
Oz. 3 For $1.00
Thompson,
. Virgil
composer; over the age of 10, black
and Ricardo Montalban, ac- children of all ages,
PLATE LUNCHES ARE SERVED DAILY FROM
.tor.
•

usir-

Hospital Patients Listed

HEALTH

Know your state of health

41244Z

42L-L-L

KI

Will Be Open
All Day Thanksgiving

National Adoption Week Observed

SA

SAVE — SAVE! SAVE

D& T
Warehouse
Food

HOLIDAY

Folgers
COee

We Will

RESTAURANT

1

Be Closed
Thanksgiving Day
Happy Holiday!

$219

11 TILL CLOSINC

*NOTICE*

HOMEMADE PIES

All City of Murray Sanitation
Dept. Customers, Trash Containers & Garbage Cans Containing Ashes will not be emptied. All
ashes must be in a plastic bag at
curb side. This policy is necessary
in order to prevent the possibility
of fire in our collection trucks.

Field Prp-Liaguer

Wieners

• & COBBLERS

Friday Night
Country Boy Night
Come In Register For 2 fish
dinners to be given away

98

Potatoes
q 78

Why

TIT (NI PEAkIASISPECIAIS
tst ilk Deer Netters Nate*

-

4

I

Private disiog room for group Comer of private
parties 31/1 Ialle

Mar'anne
3 Lb. Yellow
Onions
78'

located to Ihn
lo Aura
4/4E4
C1,45104J,

ii

1 Lb.

R.C.
or
Diet Rite
RC

•-•

Turner Milk Gal. $2.19

Blue Bonnet

bisects mi gran
We are pleased to
announce that Lesa
Hoke, bride elect of
Harry Douglas
Allison has selected
.her china, crystal
and stainless from
our complete bridal
registry. Lisa and
Doug are planning a
December wedding.

490z.

20 Lb.

$1.00 Off On All Fish Dinners

Om I I

Tide
86

1

12 Oz.

Saturday Night
Turkey and Dressing Served Every

NY

Field
Bologna
Lb. $1.49

8 Pac
16 Os.
Plus
Deposit

1'‘i.t II ill.. MURK tl

a TIMI.s.Tor-ilaa.Nmt•mber 21. 111111

Stumbo Alerting Citizens AboutProblem Of Child Abuse
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP)- The state Human
Resources Department is
stepping up efforts to try
to prevent child abuse as
the state enters a critical
time of the year for such
abuse.
State Human
Reiources Secretary
Grady Stumbo told a

news conference today
that reports of child
abuse have climbed
dramatically in the past
few years.
"Child abuse is a
serious and sometime
tragic situation. I'm
concerned that the problem is growing," Siambo said.

He said that studit•N
show that the reports of
child abuse appear to
increase dramatically
after the holiday season,
during winter months and
during times of economic
stress.
Stumbo said that he
wants to call attention to
the problem and to alert

to the signs of evaluation and therapy to
possible trouble.
abusive parents and their
He said that social children in the central
workers in the Bureau for Kentucky area.
Social Services have
Stumbo also pointed out
recently received train- that two other groups are
ing in recognizing and active in Kentucky to
handling child abuse and help with child abuse.
a contract has been sign- They are the Kentucky
ed with the University of chapter of the National
Kentucky to provide Committee for the

Prevention of Child
Abuse and Parents
Anonymous, a self-help
group for parents who
want to stop abusing their
children.
"Child abuse is
everybody's problem,"
Stumbo said. "We can't
just bury our heads in the
sand and ignore the

problem."
Stumbo said the reports
of abuse rose 20 percent
during the last fiscal
year, with his department investigating approximately 15.000
reports involving 37,000
children.
He said abusive
parents often seem

AFTER THANKSGIVING

Lawson
To Speak

Friday Saturday

and Sundays
-

10.99
MEN'S SWEATERS
Reg. 12.99
V-neck acrylic sweaters with ribbed cuff
and waist Available in navy. red, camel
gray and natural S-M -L-XL

VVONIENSVVE AR

15.99
BENDOVER PANTS
Orig. 26.00
Levi's bendover pants give you the
freedom to move any way you want with
no cutting or binding Asst colors
Sizes, Petite 6-18, Misses 8-18

10.99
BLOUSES
Orig. 18.00
Assorted styles of novelty blouses and
tops in georgette, ultressa and batiste
Sizes S-M -L

Dr. Hughie G. Lawson,
Associate Professor of
History at Murray State
University, will speak at
a winter meeting of, the
Jackson Purchise
Historical Society on
Saturday,Dec.5.
In making the announcement, Society
President Robert L. Hendon, said the address will
concern "The Early Settlers of Calloway and
Trigg Counties," and that
Dr. Lawson Auld give
special emphasis to preCivil War settlers and the
areas from which they
came.
Lawson received his
bachelor's degree at
Emory University in
Atlanta, and earned both
the MA and Ph. D. at
Tulane University in New
Orleans. He.came to Murray State in 1969.
The location for the dinner meeting is the commons area of Mayfield
High School, and the cost
of the 6 p.m. buffet dinner
preceding the speech is 17
a person.
Professor Hendon
stressed that to
guarantee a dinner reservation, checks must be
received by Monday,
Nov. 30. These should be
sent te Margaret Heath,
1202 Joe Cresson Drive,
Benton,Ky.42025.
The general public is
invited,and presidentelect Fransuelle Cole has
pointed out the meeting
should prove most interesting to those working in genealogy.

Berry
Seeks Seat

25% OFF
LADIES' COATS

12.99
ARROW SHIRTS

Allot our fall and heavy winter coats
are on sale at great savings for you
Sizes 5-13, 8-2U. 14-241
/
2
Orig. 54.00-80.00

Values to 19.00
Colors and patterns to fit your mood.
'Long sleeve dress shirts by Arrow in
solids or stripes Sizes 14 '/2 to 17

16.99
HAGGAR SLACKS

18.99
LEVI'S

Reg. 26.00
Belt loop styling with co-ordinating elastic
bell in 100% polyester stretch fabric
Navy, brown or black Sizes 3010 42

California straight and super straight
leans Sizes 5-13

16.99
FLORAL
LOU NGEWEAR

Orig. 28.00

1/3-'/2 OFF
FALL SPORTSWEAR

14.88
MEN'S LEVI'S

Reg. 24.00 to 26.00
Comfortable, front zip loungewear in
vibrant prints Choose either round or Vneck 100% Polyester S-M -L

Famous name brand skirts, pants,
blazers and blouses
Sizes 5-13 and 8 to 20
Orig. 12.00-65.00

23.00
FLEECE ROBES

1/3,112

OFF
FALL DRESSES

Reg. 30.00
Warm fleece robes for chilly nights Front
zip styling in green. burgundy or royal
Acetate-polyester blend S-M -L

Choose from a selection of 1 and 2 mete
dresses in fall and holiday colors
Prints and solids
Sizes 5-13.8-20. 141
/
2-245/
Orig. 22.00-70.00

. 20% OFF
GIRLS' SPORTSWEAR
A group of girls 4 14 separate sport
wear including blouses, skirts and ibir,1,

25% OFF
LADIES' SHOES

Orig. 7.99 to 17.99 .
Sale 5.88 to 14.88

Choose from a select group of shoes from
Life Stride. Mushrooms or Candies
Selection will vary by store

Reg. 16.99

3.88-4.88-5.88
BUSTER BROWN
IRREGULARS
Tiny tiny flaws save you more on
children's separate pants and tops
Sizes 6-24 months. 2T-4T. Boys and
Girls 4-6X

Basic boot ct15r straight leg styles
Sizes 28 to 42

10.99
SPORT SHIRTS
Long sleeve sport shirts from Dee Cee
Assorted stripes and plaids in blue, tan,
brown red oi green Sizes S-M -L XL

18.88
GIRLS' LEVI'S.
Reg. 22.99
Levi % stonewashed lean with
favorite white label Slims and regular
Sizes 7-14

9.99
MEN'S PAJAMAS
Comfortable year round pajamas ot
polyester cotton with long sleeves and
button front Assorted colors
Sizes A 3 C I)

Not.itypiidlori ,n(,gppnp5. Ily

499...
BOXED JEWELRY

isolated tram the community and that abused
children often appear
afraid of their parents
and show signs of
repeated injuries that are
not treated properly.
Stumbo said that
suspected cases of abuse
should be reported to the
local Bureau for Social
Services office or by contacting the two volunteer
agencies.
The National Committee for the Prevention of
Child Abuse can be
reached in Louisville at
502-585-1995 and Parents
Anonymous can be
reached in Bowling
Green at 502-842-3209 or
by calling collect a hot
line at 806-491-5603.

Storsilours

••

Store Location

14.88
MEN'S ROBES
mo (Ad
velour robes in

I Ii: perfect gift idea
individually
to,irerl ne(.klacelias;arring and pin', f
it away tro4s4 Ofi-cfrwir.
Originally 7.50 to 12.50

kimono style

--nurnon
all

ii.Awn or tan One sire fits

ALWAYS A SPECIAL DAY AT NATIONAL STORES. YOUR HOMETOWN DEPARTMENT STORE.
•

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP)- Theodore Berry,
an attorney who narrowly
lost to House Speaker
William G. Kenton in the
1977 Democratic primary
election, says he will seek
the late speaker's 75th
District seat.
Kenton's widow,
Carolyn Kenton, also has
announced as a
candidate.

Gas Supplies
To Be Good
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP)- Natural gas supplies are expected to be
good in Kentucky this
winter according to state
energy officials.
State Energy and
-Agriculture Secretary
William Sturgill said
Thurksday that supplies of
natural gas appear Ozcellent and no shortages
are anticipated for coal,
electricity or fuel oil. •
The Department ;of
Energy's announcement
was based on reports filed by the five interstate
gas companies that collectively supply mere
than 95 percent of the
natural gas sold in the
state.
The reports are required by the Federal
Energy Regulatory
Commission.
They show only one
supplier, Tennessee gas
Pipeline, that anticipates
having less than 100 prcent of its customers'
reported requiremeiSts
for this winte,r,-__ _
That shortrall is not expected to pose any problems, however,since the
affected distributor,
Western Kentucky Gas,
antitipates sufficient gas
from other suppliers to
make up the deficit.

OP

•'!'. fat .
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Bring the

Money Saved By Program
-'—

DIpentfor $10 per filling.
. .
By June W 1061, the
preventive dental proclose of the state's 1981
gram is helping Kenfiscal year, more than 2.8
tuckians save money, acmillion Kentuckians, or
cording to department
78 percent of the state
Secretary Grady Stumbo.
population, were receiv"Last year, Kentucky
ing the dental benefits of
consumers saved more
consuming fluoridated
than $9 million on tooth
water. During the 1981
fillings in areas where
fiscal year more than
Human Resources has
370,000 school children
placed water system
participated in the
fluoridation equipment
department's fluoride
and provided fluoride
mouthrinse program.
mouthrinse programs for
school children," Stumbo
Also last fiscal year,
said. The savings are bas- Human Resources proed on an average cost of vided and installed

Human Resources

fluoridation equipment in
three commtufity water
plants In addition,
fluoridation equ pmipment was placed in
six rural schools.
Since 1951, when the
first public water supply
in Kentucky was
fluoridated, 215 community applies have added fluoridation equipment. Since 1973, Human
Resources has installed
fluoridation equipment in
143 rural schools with
combined enrollments
exceeding 40,000
children.

"Consuming
fluoridated water Is
documented to reduce the
occurrence of dental
cavities by 65 percent,"
Stumbo said. "There is
an additional 25 percent
to 40 percent reduction in
cavities in children who
also use a fluoride
mouthrinse. Without the
preventive effects of using fluoridated water or a
mouthrinse. Kentucky
children ages 6 to 18
years old would get an
average of two permanent tooth cavities each
year."

Family to
Our
HOLIDAY
FEAST

Art Auction Planned By Students
Going...going...gone
will be the chant at the
annual Art Auction at
Murray State University
on Tuesday evening, Dec.
1, when work by students
and some faculty will go
on the block for public
bidding.
To begin at 6:30 p.m. in
the ballroom of the
Uriversity Center, the
1911 auction is sponsored
by Organization of Murray Art Students(OMAS)
U raise funds for the Spring Student Art Show.
Dennis Horn, OMAS

president, said he expects
between 200 and 300
pieces representing
many different art forms
to be available for auction. He emphasized that
the auction is open to the
public, as well as to people in the campus community.
"It offers an excellent
opportunity for everyone
to get in on the fun and excitement of bidding on
some really fine quality
art works," he added.
Proceeds are divided
between the artists and

OMAS, which is made up
of about 160 art students
on the campus. OMAS
will make its proceeds
from the auction to support the annual spring
show.
-- •
Dan Farris will be the
auctioneer and Mark
Miller the ring man at the
auction, where the
buyer's number system
will be used. Door prizes
will be awarded
periodically throughout
the auction.
The Student Art Show
each spring is an OMAS

project and is the
highlight of the year for
individual student artists
as well as OMAS.
Students handle, all
aspects of the show — arranging for two nationally known artists as
jurors,installing the show
in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, the opening
night reception, publicity
and show awards.
Several Purchase
Awards and Merit
Awards are presented to
students whose work is in
the Student Art Show.

•

Program Scheduled At Library
'A program of "European Organ Adventures"
will be presented Monday, Dec. 8, by. John
Winter, retired professor
of music at Murray State
sUniversity and for
several months interim
dean of its College of
Creative Expression.
The program, scheduled to begin at 8 p.m. in the
Great Room of the Forrest C. Pogue Special Collections Library on North
15th Street, is being sponsored by the Associates of

Murray State University the public.
music faculty for 31 years
Librar s, of which Mrs.
Winter was a member before his retirement in
Lois:)parks igresident.
of the Murray State 1979.
The progr
will consist of a color slide and
tape recording presentation dealing with Winter's
All City of Murray Sanitation
European trip of several
Dept. Customers, Trash Conmonths ago during which
he played and researched
tainers & Garbage Cons Containa number of pipe organs
ing Ashes will not be emptied. All
in Holland and northern
ashes must be in a plastic bag at
Germany, some of which
dated back to the early
curb side. This policy is necessary
17th Century.
in order to prevent the possibility
The 45-minute presentation is free and open to
of fire in our collection trucks.

*NOTICE*

Have
Thanksgiving At
Our House
Children

Menu Includes:

SOUTHERN STYLE FRIED CHKKEN, ROASTED
YOUNG TOM TURKEY, BAKED BLUEGRASS
SUGAR CURED HAM, PILGRIM ROAST
ROUND OF BEEF, AU MS, KY. CORNBREAD
DRESSING, CRANBERRY SAUCE, HOUDAY
FRUIT SAUCE, OLD FASHIONED CANDIED
YAMS, KY. WONDER GREEN BEANS,
MAYFLOWER WHIPPED POTATOES w/GIBLET
GRAVY, CHEESE BAR FEATURING KY. MADE
CifEESES, AND FRESH FRUIT, SALAD BAR
FEATURING ASSORTED CONGEAL SALADS,
TOSSED GREEN SALAD, RELISH TRAY,
ASSORTED DESSERTS, INCLUDING
MINCEMEAT PIE, KY. RIFLE RUM CAKE, AND
PUMPKIN PIE.

•

Under 12

$65°

Adults

5

Pius TO X $
3
9

Thursday Nov. 26th
. 12 p.m.8 p.m.

Ken-Lake State
Resort
Dining Room
Aurora, Ky.
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Super Savings On In Stock
Formal & Casual Dinnerware!
Limited Group of Serving Bowls
and Platters for Holiday Entertaining

8TH

ANNIVERSARY SALE
DISCOUNT
%

STOREWIDE 10

Only 5 Days Left

The Entire
Collection of
Noritake!
Don't Miss It!
Nortake formal chino, casual and not
so casual dinnerware, glass and
accessories.
Excluding Current Bridol Registries

Night Gowns(7v`
Robes
Entire Stock
(.5 Off

7534541

thru November 28th
Hours: 10:00-5:30 Monday-Saturday
Cash•Visa•Master Charge
and Layaways
•Your non-stop Christmas Shop
‘IN

44"
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.All Jewelry
&
Music Boxes
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HALER & TIMM.Tuesday,No*rmber 24, 19$1

QUALM _MEATS
FOR LESS!
-t RIB EYE

BONELESS
HAMS .167

CLOSED THANKSGIVING DAV
TIM AD GOOD NOV.24TH THRU NOV.11TH
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STEAKS to a
CHECK BIG JOHN'S PRICES BEFORE YOU BUY
YOUR THANKSGIVING TURKEY!

sitto NOBODY HAS LOWER
PRICES THAN BIG JOHN !I
Chalk
Big Mai:Prises

HEN TURKEYS

Smoked ,nrd
79C

Betterball

PICNICS Lb.

Chest
Big Joilies Nen

HEN TURKEYS
Miele (SNeed 994)

89`

Sliced Lb.
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SMOKED PICNICS
Fmk
GROUND CHUCK

BIG JOHN'S DEU
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WIENERS

Fmaii, Rseition

trea.99

Merrell

FRIED
CHICKEN
as me
BARBECUE

SUCED BACON

19 Pleses$1459

1201
"

Mrs. Viewit's Cele Slaw Or

POTATO SALAD

$339

.0.119s

Fresh

Deli Made

OYSTERS

Le $109

POTATO SALAD

RI 02. Celli2
69

EVERY DAY
OF THE WEEK!

NEW LOW PRICES
Sweet See

'CHEESE
DINNER

4
71
/
401.39

Packer Label

MANDARIN
ORANGES

0,594

CHICKEN &
DUMPUNGS
K.N•qo
CORN
FLAKES

inn
24 Oz

89t

is 0,$119

GELATIN

30,19e

Pm her label

FLOUR

s Le.75e

DETERGENT

*Ohs Nike

Ilyde Park

BISCUIT
MIX

MAYONNAISE
Coffee Rick

Pilltkers Besisrevilk

CREAMER

BISCUITS

0:16$

Mold NI

80,22s

MUFFIN
MIX
Wei Pee Mind

VEGETABLES

NOODLE
CHICKEN
i
100294
SOUP

4901$2°9

320z139

Showboat

32 0:894

SPAGHETTI

II* Park

CREAM
CHEESE
um,
TOMATO
JUICE

Jiffy CanA
Pecker label

DISH
LIQUID

Fleskomen's Dry

YEAST

.0,89s

2 1.11.59e

P NAMON
a
ROLLS

Stuffed Oaten

TUNA

6,2oz794

.69'

OLIVES

tsoi $183
kgs.299

20 01

59$

Pecker label

6 oz994

POWDERED
SUGAR

2 LB 95e

Puke LOW

tioz2V

Messes lislitot

DIAPERS

Pular LAN

PINEAPPLE

SALTINES

Dreis &pew

DRAMO

Pk417'

heker Label Mod

Vterksei

SPAGHETTI
RINGS

ca29

10,83'

Mt. C's

FRENCH
FRIES

300 Sin

05a0
PATTIES

$0,194

Kraft'
FRENCH
DRESSING

LB 49$

Peeks, Label

FIG BARS

80,79

WE RESERVE THE RICHT TO LIMIT OIMNTITIES

2 Le 129

Pecker Label

BLACK
PEPPER

c4.59'
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FRESH PRODUCE
FOR LESS
•

Mishipo bit Mobs

Fowles flooshw MAI 11.3,116.1 Raw

ApptEs As. kr *kW WWI
311k..

POTATOES

99'

1011kg.I
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- $469
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WHIP
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CLOSED THANKSGIVING DAY
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ORANGE
JUICE
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BUTTE
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R

1164
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,49,

SAUCE

383..39

% hole
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lIbb
146

PtIrdrici

49 at. Fry-4d

14 °I

PINEAPPLE.•59'

Hyde Park

ORANGE
JUICE

120,79$

Hyde Park

Kraft

WHIPPED
TOPPING

MARSHMALLOW
CREME
7 01 59$

6O99

Indian Trail Frozen

CRANBERRY ORANGE
RELISH
10019r
Often Giani Frozen
BROCCOU With
CHEESE SAUCE 100,89e
Pe Riff Deep Dish

PIE
SHELL
Shorthorn

Hyde Park

Pillsbury Brown

CRESCENT
ROLLS

79s

Land 0 Lakes

BUTTER

1 Ur S179

Imperial

is69'

Hyde Park Hem Defy

FOIL

37'7 SI Fi

99'

GO

YAMS

303c39'

Kleiner

NAPKINS

s0c469'

.0,19'

Ocean Spray

CRANBERRY
SAUCE
300 Sire ci,49'

HOT ROLL
MIX

Pillsbu

Plus

Pillsbury

MARGARINE
2c..4139'

GRAVY
mot

Cake M to

z
30z99

i!,iftrz

SWEET
GHERKINS
16 o,119
Ff From Our Bakers
POTATO DINNER
ROLLS
12F39

YOU'LL PAY LESS AT BIG JOHN!
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO MIT QUANTITIES
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At The Movies

Story Of D.B.Cooper Showing
By Kent Forrester
About ten years ago a
skyjacker who called
himseff D. B. Cooper
demanded $200,000 or
he'd blow up an airplane
full of passangers. After
the money was delivered,
he ordered the plane to
fly over the forests of the
Northwest. He
parachuted from the rear
of the plane. He's never
been found.
In the popular mind, D.

B. Cooper' has become
something of a folk hero.
He "beat the system" by
- applying imagination to
the science of skyjacking
— usually bungled by
goggle-eyed fanatics, impoverished emigrants,
and assorted riffraff on
the lam.
Of course, for D. B.
Cooper to become a folk
hero, he had to kidnap
and endanger a hundred
or so innocent people and

steal $200,000. But those
are only inconvenient
details for a folk hero.
"D. B. Cooper lives,- we
are told.
The Pursuit of D. B.
Cooper begins with
Cooper jumping from the
plane. The rest of the picture, entirely fictitious, is
the pursuit.
Cooper is played as a
Wyoming version of a
redneck hoot and hollerer
by Treat Williams. The

pursuer, an insurance
company agent, is played
by Robert Duvall.
--There's not enough
meat in D. B. C.00per
test William's or Duvall's
talents, but both turn in
competent p e rformances, though
Duvall is the more interesting to watch.(A recent article in American
Film called him
"America's best.")
The movie is basically

a chase movie. As the
cars, planes, pickups,
horses, and boats rush
by, a bangi and a guitar,
playing something that
sounds like dueling banjos, accompany them on
the soundtrack. When the
banjo stops, a country
and western singer
naselizes something
about being 'free and
easy" and having "greenback dollars."
Unfortunately, the

movie is not intelligent
enough to hide the cranking of its backstage
machinery. When it
needs a white water boat
chase, the audience
becomes aware of the
heavy hand.of the difector as he clumsily
maneuvers his
characters into boats and
sends them down a river.
Part populist
melodrama, part chase

Where a man belongs.
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Arellano, president,
chairman of the board
and chief executive of
Abitibi-Price Sales.
Arellano also said
Abitibi-Price, headquartered in Toronto,
was increasing prices to
Canadian customers by
about $34 a metric ton. In
the United States, AbitibiPrice does all its business
east of the Rocky Mountains.
Consolidated-Bathurst
of Montreal set the pace
last week when it boosted
prices to its U.S.
customers 8 percent, or
$40, to $540 a metric ton
effective March 1.
Abitibi-Price's increase
would bring the price of a
metric ton of newsprint to
its U.S. customers to $525.

Paddlings Increase
By School Officials

4

,99999

Rated R. Light
violence, coarse expressions and sex in a moving
car. The .most disgusting
scene, however, occurs
when Cooper and his
girlfriend kiss with their
mouths open and fuil of
food Ugh!

Newsprint Producer
Makes Price Jump
NEW YORK — AbitibiPrice Inc., the world's
largest newsprint producer, announced Monday it was raising prices 5
percent to U.S. customers
beginning March 1.
The.announcement by
Abitibi-Price's U.S.
operating arm, New
York-based Abitibi-Price
Sales Corp., means an increase of $25 a metric ton.
It followed by a week a
decision by another
eastern Canadian
newsprint producer —
Consoldiated-Bathurst
Inc. — to increase prices.
"We're raising prices
to cover an increase in
costs of labor, energy and
wood aside from an increase in delivery costs to
customers," said George

Int R.J REYNOI.DS TOSACCO COMPANY

- ,.vos

movie, part "one big
score," D. B. Cooper,
feebly entertains in a
loud, fast, helterskelterish way. Williams
and Duvall lift it above
the level (though not very
far) of a made-for-tv
movie.

MIAMI (AP) — Dade
County schoolchildren in
increasing numbers are
making the acquaintance
of -Mr. Understanding"
and similar wooden
paddles that translate
school officials' new gettough attitude into
something the students
can feel.
Paddlings in county
schools jumped 27 percent last year, with 16,750
cases of corporal punishment reported by principals, according to
statistics kept by the
224,500-student school
district.
James Hunt, principal
of Booker T. Washington
Junior High School, rests
Mr. Understanding on top
of his desk in full view of
students who are sent to
his office.
"It takes all the anxiety
out of their visits," said
Hunt, a big man with a
wide grin.
Last year, as principal
of Lake Stevens Junior
High School, Hunt
administered 874 paddlings — the record for the
school system.
Hunt said the use of
corporal punishment is
up because there is a
new, get-tough attitude in
the schools toward unruly
students.
Dade school principals
and teachers who use the
paddle — only 48 of 261
schools reported no paddlings last year — are
under longstanding
orders to follow procedures set by the school
board. Rules specify
that:
—The paddle must be

wooden and no larger
2-inch
1
than 2 feet long, /
thick and 4 inches wide. It
can be used only on the
buttocks.
—Elementary students
can be struck only twice,
junior high school
students three times and
high school students four
times.
—Another principal or
teacher must witness the
paddling, and no other
students may be present
to contribute to "ridicule
or shame."
— A principal must
notify parents that their
child was paddled and
keep a record of the paddling. The record is forwarded to superiors.
Hunt told The Miami
News in an into-view
published Mondaychat he
thinks there we more
paddlings than were
reported last year. Some
principals don't report
them at 1, he said.
Not everyone is happy
with the trend toward
mort paddling. School
board member Janet
McAliley is opposed to
corporal punishment and
has formed a committee
of 30 principals, teachers
and students to study its
effectiveness.
"What concerns me,"
Ms. McAliley said, "is
that we may be uselessly
paddling the same kids
over and over again for
the same offense."
School statistics show
that boys are paddled
more often than girls,
that most paddlings occur in junior high schools
and that more blacks are
paddled than whites.

BEING
GRATEFUL
THAT
GOD
IS.

I•

And that He's right here, right
taking care of us, as we
turn to Him.
now

8mgtar.

We'd love to have you join
us in gratitude this week. Our
Thanksgiving service includes
Bible readings and passages
from Science and Health
with Key to the Scriptures by
Mary Baker Eddy; testimonies
by ChristiartScientists; .
and singinzf hymns.

Camel Lights.
Low tar.Camel taste.
•
99.

You and your fanulv are
Warmly ilwited.

•

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
THANKSGIVING SERVICE

Warning The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigirette Smoking Is Dangerous to,Yriur Health
8 mg. "tar", 0 8

mq inlet:mu. ay. per cigarette by FTC method

COLORED PRINT

11:00 a.m. Thanksgiving Day
1640 Farmer Ave., Murray
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ramciuwarlugii&lk6i Crafts Noted During Anniversary Year
and special events this year
the latest exhibit is, a kind of
bird's eye view of all 233 forThis is a year of celebration mer shows), museum officials
for lie American Craft Mu- recently amounced the projseum — 19111 is the 25th anni- ected opening of a second exhiversery at the founding of the bitor space of 3,500 square feet
muss= ass pernianentraccrd to be housed on the main lobby
of the excellence ot American floor tit the new headquarters
of a large manufacturing concrafts.
If it were simply a matter of cern.
The space donated by interrecording the passing of a
quarter century, there would be national Paper co.) will have
little reason to note the occa- three contemporary craft shows
sion, according to Paul Smith, a year after it opens in the
director of the museum in New spring 01 1962. It is the latest in
York, which is sponsored by what has been a career of inthe American Craft Council.
novation.
However, what is being noted
As August Heckscher, direcis not merely the passage of tor of the Twentieth Century
years. Instead, the vitality and Fund and a former New York
continued growth of American administrator of cultural afcrafts is where the focus should fairs in the early days of the
be and is, in Smith's opinion.
museum, recalled, "The craft
Besides numerous exhibitions musetan played a courageous
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsleatares

HAI!290
A SPACIOUS FAMILY-DINING ROOM highlights this ranch home.. Openness
is the keynote here in which the ldtchen is an integral part of this area. Although
the house has a basement, the first floor features a laundry.Plan HAUMG has
1,031 square feet. For more information write — enclosing a stamped, selfaddressed envelope — to architect Carl E. Geiser, MOO Telegraph Rd‘,
Southfield Mich.40034.

Whirlpool
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Factory Authorized
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Nowao
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Whirlpool

*
NowensT
s39900

Automatic
Washer/Dryer

By EARL ARONSON
AP'Newsfeatures
Some French marigold varieties (Tagetes patula) when
.planted solidly can control root
knot nerniatodoK., researchers
say, but they don't know why.
In any event, George W.
Park Seed Co., of Greenwood,
&C., reports it has applied the
results of research in this country and the Netherlands in preparing a blend of effective
French varieties it calls
"Nemagold."
Dr. Ralph E. Motsinger, extension nematologist at the University of Georgia, reported
thaLbout 50 days after the
thariNds were in the soil, he
found no sign of southern root
knot reproduction, in contrast
to the heavily infested roots of
tomatoes he grew without treatment.
There has been speculation
that marigold roots secrete a
nematocidal compound into the
soil but none has been identified. Another possibility is a
trap-cropping effect. Motsinger
said it might be a combination
of both but "we do know that
very few nematodes reach maturity or the egg-laying stage in
(French) marigold roots."
One explanation is that although nematodes do enter the
root systems, their reproduc-

Models LA7680XK/LE.5800RK
Limited edition,lame capacity

washer features 4 automatic
cycles plus bleach and fabric
softener dispensers.3-cycle dryer
features 4 dtying temps,no-iron care for
perm't press fabrics and knit setting.
(Gas model also available.)

SUBMERSIBLE
PUMPS

Buy
Now!

Buy
Offer Ends
November 28,1981 Now!
Whirl
ore pool
Quality.

a water
system that
mstalls deep in
your wed
where the watt:
I t It quiet.
dependable. and
offers the
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system you can
own
and at a
price you can
afford Sold aad
Serviced by:

MURRAY
SUPPLY
CO.
268 Mo.n
753 3361
00,3;
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By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q.
We moved into our
house several months ago. We
used the fireplace in the living
room for the first time a week
ago. In less than five minutes,
we had to put out the fire because smoke was curling out
into the room. Can you tell us
what causes this and what we
can do about it?
A. — A fireplace which has
what is called a poor draft may
need cleaning. Have it looked
into before you light another
fire. Sometimes a buildup of
creosote in the chimney can be
seen by opening the damper
and using a mirror to see upwards. When such a chimney Is
cleaned, it often permits the
fireplace to draw properly. But
this is only one of several possible reasons for your problem.
It just may be the fireplace is
not properly, built and that it
has never worked since it was
installed or the house built. Another possibility is that something on the outside, such as an
overhanging tree, may be causing a down draft. There are
certain ways to correct the failure ,of the fireplace to draw
properly, including the use of a
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• Attaches to Any
TV (not incl.)
• Uses Handy
Instant-Load
Program Paks
• Enjoy Fast-Action
Games
• Eight Vivid Colors
Plus Exciting Sound
Effects
•4K Memory
• Fully Expandable
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Now that I have a mu NA;aye
oven, can I use the s.ttne cleaning mixture'

A. - Yes Unplug the oven
before doing the cleaning. Apply the mixture with a sponge

and be sure to ruse well and
wipe dry.
Q. - Our kitchen faucet
leaked for several weeks. It has
since been fixed, but the constant dripping left stains on the
bottom of the sink I used a
cleansing powder on them, but
it only lightened them a little
Is there any way to Art these
marks off' They look somewhat like rust
•
A. — They probably are rust,
which may have formed in
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Hutch
Rebel
Inserts
At Wholesale
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SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

1201 Main, Murray, Ky.
759-1630
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A TRS-80 Color Computer is the perfect gift
for the whole family!
Play exciting games,
track finances, write
your own programs,
and that's just for
Starters!

1. 53
/
4% interest paid monthly
2. No monthly service charge
3. No minimum balance requirement

Six-Month

yeas s I have
For
cleaned the inside of in+, oven
with baking soda arid'water

MAKE CHRISTMAS EVEN MORE
COLORFUL WITH A TRS-80

Our CHECKING ACCOUNT is the Best in town because it offers you —

WHY WAIT ANY LONGER?
Do It Now!Check with us today!

commercial draft-inducvr- or apiece of material to cut down
the size of the opening. You
may have to call in a professional to find the exact cause of
the trouble.

RADIO SHACK TRS-80•

Color Computer

It's that simple and that good!

NMI MEP
CND11/1
I/MO MIND

very old water pipes and which
ordinarily you do not see. In
any case, use one of the rustremoving solutions Be sure to
rinse well after the stains are
go!'f•
•II s•••••••••••••••••••••Oeb
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All City of Murray Sanitation
Dept. Customers, Trash Containers & Garbage Cans Containing Ashes will not be emptied. All
ashes must be in a plastic bag at
curb side. This policy is necessary
in order to prevent the possibility
of fire in our collection trucks.

TRS•80 4K

Then you must NOT be CHECKING with HOME FEDERAL!

can culture The message. ac
cording to Snuth is that "crafts
in all their forms are among
America's most vital contributions to the world and they vrovile a signdicant alternative to
an ineressingly- technical mixt
coldly materialistic workl."
Smith seri crafts have. 1.111tured unusually quickly. from
what started as a kind of alternative movement with, overall, not very high standards of
workmanship. to a fully -developed art form with the" highest
standards
"Americans are, recognized
by all of the world as leaders in
crafts American inventiveness,
experimentation and execution
are highly admired, he said
Although the American Craft
Museum to in New York, he
sees its role as a national one
- to introduce to the public
through publications and traveling exhibits the best work of
today, to report on new directions and to document and col.
led the works of American
craftsmen
The new gallery to be opened
next spring will not onl- double'
exhibition space, according to
Smith, but will also introduce
crafts to new audiences
"I like the ides of twinging
exhibits to people -- wherever
they gather. One of our most
successful shows in this regard
was at the San Francisco airport," he recalled.
As for the future, Smith sees
a growing role for handmade
objects of quality .
"Objects that last and have
meaning will become even
more attractive in the future,"
he concluded

Here's the Answer

*NOTICE*

dependable ware.

au'rad da0642.4.414?

For use when the next gardening season rolls around,
here is some advice gathered
by Nancy Buvel.
Nancy, writing in Country
Journal magazine a while ago,
conceded that a rigid formula
won't always work. She suggests watching budding and
blossoming of trees for guides.
Hints:
— When snowdrops bloom,
plant peas, lettuce and onion
sets if the ground can be
worked. Crocus bloom signals
safe planting time for carrots,
lettuce, spinach and radishes.
— Early tulips in bloom tell
you the ground is ready for
beets.
— When maple blossoms are
freshly opened, plant Swiss
chard seeds.
— Midseason tulips open? It
is safe to plant cabbage seedlings.
— Daffodil bloom is a cue to
plant seeds of parsnip, salisfy
and Hamburg-rooted parsley.
— Apple blossom time is safe
to plant bush beans and sweet
corn seeds and set out—leek
seedlings.
(For Earl Aronson's "Associated Press Guide to House
Plants," send $1 to House
Plants, AP Newsfeatures, 50
Rockefeller Plaza, New York,
N.Y. 10020.)

City Water Service
to farm or
suburban areas
Exclusive STARITE feature!
make this the
most efficient and

Our way of life.

live cycle is inhibited there because the marigolds do not allow them to mature.
North Carolina agronomist
Dave Rickard advised gardeners to pull or plow out and expose infested roots right after
harvest to destroy a potential
winter home for nematodes. In
the South, he recommends that
home growers work the soil two
to four times during the winter
fallow. This would expose the
past year's root crops to sun
and weather and kill off exposed nematodes.
Gardeners are instructed to
plant seeds on seven-inch centers to form a dense canopy
and to cultivate out grass and
weeds which serve as hosts for
root knot nematodes.

rule of leadership from the begin:wig "
Aileen Osborn Webb, the impetus behind the opening of the
museum and a potter herself,
saw crafts as a way of providing- employment and &tog
otootoos to the lives of Amencans.
The museum was established
at a time when new ideas were
invigorating many areas of life,
and inevitably the artistic revolutions of the Bauhaus ui design
and abstract expressionism in
art would be reflected in the
methods and images of the
craftsmen, says Heckscher,
adding "Mrs. Webb looked pustied or sad at times and some
craftsmen obiected to the avant
garde nature of some of the exhabits."
But the museum continued to
support experimenting craftsmen. In the late l2110s, when
the pursuit of crafts became a
way of life for some young
people as well, as a way of
making things, there was a
burst of public interest in
crafts.
The, museum responded to
the ferment of the '110s by
"kicking up its own heels and
joining the general exuberance," recalls Heckscher,
In various thenied shows such as those on the bed,
amusements, paper and body
coverings — -the museum explored the limits of artistic
craftsmanship, reminding us
that no corner of the imagination — and no cranny of the
home — need be immune to the
contagion of the handmade,"
says Heckscher.
The exhibits continue to explore various aspects of Amen-
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Murray State In Contention
For I-AA At-Large Berth
RICHMOND, Ky.(AP)
— An NCAA Division IAA football playoff
invitation has been sent
to Eastern Kentucky
University. The
top-ranked Colonels were
among six teams selected
Monday for .the 1981
championship eliminations, according to a
university spokesman.
Murray State University Sports information
director said today the
Racers are still in contention for an at-large bid to
the playoffs.
"It appears to boil
down to us, Delaware or
WINNERS AMONG CHAMPIONS — The following Calloway County High School football players received
special, recognition by award during Monday evening's footbaU banquet They are: (first row, from left,)
Randy Dawson, specialty team player of the year and scholastic award; Tony Hendon, Dennison-Hunt 101
percent award; Craig Darnell, best receiver, Tommy Workman, best offensive back and most valuable
player; and Kirk Starks, best linebacker; Tim Brown,coaches award;(back row,from left) Kevin Cornell,
senior award, Rodney Hatanaka,senior award, Don Hargrove,- best offensive lineman, Tim Pittman, best
defensive lineman; Jeff Garrison, best defensive back; Bob Waters, senior award, Marty Hayes, most improved; Bolan Conoley,scholastic award;and Roger Tibbitts,senior award.
,

Starks Qualifies For Nationals
Terry Starks of
Calloway Middle School
qualified for National
Junior Olympic Meet,
Dec.• 19, in Amatillä,.•
Texas, by placing sixth in.
National Regional Junior
Olympic Meet Saturday
and Sunday in Chicago.
Starks ran 3,000 meters
in a time of 10 minutes 36

tional.

seconds. He was in the 1112 year old group and is in
seventh grade.

Two other Calloway
students finished 37th
• In the Same age group overall in their groups
Jeff Smith,also a Seventh and each lacked eight
grader at Calloway Mid- places qualifying for nadle, placed 21st with a tional.
They were Barry
time of 12 minutes 52
seconds. He lacked three Knight, Calloway
places qualifying for na- freshman, 15 and 16 age

category, running 5,000
meters with a time of 17
minutes 54 seconds; and
Scott Nix, Calloway
eighth grader, 13 and 14
age category, running
4,000 meters with a time
of 15 minutes 37 seconds.
The four youths were
accompanied to Chicago
by their coach, Jim Nix.

Aaron,Robinson Await Vote
NEW YORK (AP) —
Hall of Fame voters will
have a rare opportunity
to put two historic
baseball figures into the
Cooperstown, N.Y.,
shrine as first-time candidates in 1982.
Home run champ
Henry Aaron and twoleague Most Valuable
Player Frank Robinson

head a list of 14 former
major leaguers whose
names have.been placed
on the Hall of Fame ballot
for the first time.
Including holdover candidates from last year
who remain eligible, the
ballot will contain 43
names. Ballots will be
mailed in early
December to 10-year

members of the Baseball five years.
Writers Association of
Under the agreement
- America, with the elec- between the Hall of Fame
tion to take place in and the BBWAA, the list
mid-January.
of eligible candidates is
Aaron, Robinson and submitted each year to a
the other 12 newcomers panel of six veteran
were among more than 30 baseball writers. A canformer major leaguers didate must be approved
who became eligible for by at least one of the six
consideration because to have his name included
they have been retired on the ballot.
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Layfayette," Vance said.
Delaware has one game
remaining, against Connecticut, Friday.
Vance said Layfayette
moved into "heavy contention". when it upset
Lehigh last weekend.
The 1-AA playoff selection committee has
authorized the Racers to
continue practice but
head coach Frank
Beamer has indicated no
practice for this week but
the team will be ready to
go Monday if selected.
An announcement of
the final selection is not
anticipated before Saturday,Vance said.

The Colonels, 10-1 in the
regular season and 8-0 in
the Ohio Valley
Conference, will host a
first-round game Dec. 5
against an opponent to be
announced Saturday, an
EKU spokesman said.
Others receiving berths
included Idaho State,
South Carolina State,
Boise State, Tennessee
State and Rhode Island.
Idaho State and South
Carolina State also were
chosen as host teams.
EKU officials said they
were told the two remaining playoff teams and the
final host team would be
announced Saturday.

Kickoff for the Colonels' game was scheduled for 1 p.m. at Hanger
Field, with tickets priced
at $7.50 for box seats, $6
for reserved seats and $3
for students and general
admission seats.
EKU said tickets would
go on sale Tuesday at its
ticket office and by mail.
Mail-return orders
must be received before
Dec. land must include a
stamped, self-addressed
envelope. Tickets for
mail orders received
after Dec.1 will be held at
the Hanger Field will-call
window, the statement
said.

AP Selects All:-State Team;
Purdom Honorable Mention
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Keith Bosley, the
mountainous Richmond
Madison .lineman who
drew raves from opposing coaches and college
scouts, heads The
Associated Press' 1981
All-State football team. The 6-foot-5, 265-pound
senior led the voting at
middle guard and
offensive tackle and was
named to the first team at
both positions.
He anchors an offensive interior line that
averages 6-2 and 232
pounds and a defensive
line that averages 6-3,
225.
John Purdom, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Wells Purdom and a guard on the
Murgay High Tiger team
received honorable mention in the AP All-State
poll.
The all-state backfield,
which accounted for
nearly five miles in
offense and scored 691
points, is led by
Elizabethtown quarterback Bill Ransdell.
It includes running
backs Greg Taylor of Corbin, Jim Anderson of
Lexington Henry Clay,
Marvin Adkins of Rowan
County and Destry Fallon
of Louisville Ballard.
Adkins and Fallon tied
for the final running-back
slot.
Rounding out the first
offensive unit are
receivers Preston Gray
of Louisville Manual and
Alan Sexton of Somerset,
Bosley and Louisville
Butler's David French at
tackle, Henderson Coun-

ty's Stacey Johnson and
Mayfield's Joe Prince at
guard. Henderson County's Chris Cleveland is
the center and Danville's
Gary Bugg is the kicker.
Joining Bosley on the
defensive line are Will
Wolford of Louisville St.
Xavier and Kelvin Alcorn
of Danville at end, Rowan
County's Greg Ramey
and Shelby County's
Avery Marshall at tackle.
The linebackers are
Derrick Thomas of
Paducah Tilghman,
Steve Dotson of Lexington Lafayette and
Tommy Wilkins of
Russellville.
Bowling Green's Cisco
Bryant, who was the
leading vote-getter at a
single position, heads the
defensive backfield. Also
named to the secondary
were Eric Givens of Lincoln County and Billy
Haynes of Henderson
County. The punter is
Stan Shockey of Fort Mitchell Dixie Heights.
Jake Bell, who guided
Henry Clay to a 13-0
record and a berth in the
Class 4-A finals, tied with
Louisville Seneca's Mike
Egan for coach of the
year. Egan led the Redskins to a 9-1 finish after
seasons of 1-9 and 2-8.
The second-team offensive line includes ends
Jim Kessinger of Fort
Campbell and Junior
Jones of Shelby County,
tackles Tim Pruitt of
Henderson County and
David Newman of Bowling Green, guards Steve
Jewell of Corbin and Van
Griffey of Lexington

Bryan Station, and Henry
Clay's Byron Ogger at
center.
The quarterback is
Paintsville's Tony Mayes
and the running backs
are Mike Sutkamp of
Bellevue, Terry Mirtuns
of Madisonville-North
Hopkins and Jeff Myers
of Campbell County.
Louisville Ballard's
Craig Stopa is the kicker.
The defensive line
features Middlesboro's
David Martin and
Mayfield's Mark Wiman
at end, North Hardin's
Mark Fatkin and Dixie
Heights' Jeff Lemker at
tackle and Christian
County's Jerry Reese at
middle guard.
The linebackers are
John Groves of Russell,
Mike McClain of Seneca
and Meredith Evans of
Middlesboro. The backs
are Owensboro's Glendell
Miller, Carroll County's
Pat Smith and Dixie
Heights' Tony Popp.
Houston Smith of
Franklin-Simpson is the
punter.
Elizabethtown Coach
Duke Owen said the 6-3,
192-pound Ransdell is
"the best in this state" at
quarterback.
"He'siren just a model
quarterback for us in
leadership and ability,"
said Owen, whose team is
12-2 and will meet Fort
Thomas Highlands for
the Class 3-A crown.
Ransdell's "statistics
speak for themselves, but
the true story behind him
is his unselfishness to do
the things we have to do
here at E-town," Owen
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said.
Ransdell has completed 94 of 178 passesfor
1,929 yards, 15
touchdowns and has been
intercepted just five
times. He also kicked 42
extra points in 48 attempts, ran for a twopoint conversion and
kicked a 30-yard field
goal.
Rowan County's
Adkins, who at 5-10, 200
pounds is a punishing
runner, is the statistical
leader of the all-state
backfield.
He carried 268 times for
2,329 yards and 30
touchdowns and broke
the 300-yard mark three
times as the Vikings
finished 11-1.
"He had the speed to be
able to break it out in the
open and was tough
enough to crack through
the line," said Coach Ray
Graham. "He's the
strongest high school
player I've been around."
"He's just a big old
country boy," added
assistant coach Bill
Buelterman. "Halfbacks
didn't want to come up
and tackle him because
he'd hurt ya."
Taylor, a second-team
selection at defensive
back last season, rushed
for 952 yards and 15
touchdowns as Corbin
finished 8-1. He also
caught 10 passes for 302
yards, kicked 21 extra
points, returned two interceptions for
touchdowns, caught four
passes for two-point
conversions and booted a
field goal.

NEW YORK (AP) — It
will take "an act of God"
to stop Mulimmad All's
comeback fight in the,
Bahamas next month
from taking place, according to the head of the
company promoting the
bout.
All was paid Monday as
scheduled for his Dec. 11
bout against Trevor
Berbick, said James Cornelius, president of
Sports Internationale
Ltd.,the promoter.
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Sports At A Glance
Sports In Brief
%ES YORK AP - Former
Boston College basketball player
GRA Kuhn and four others were
convicted of conspiracy to fix BC
games in the 1978-79 season to
profit their besting syndicate
The government said the five
had conspired to matuptilate the
scores of BC games so members
of the group could beat the
bookmakers' point spreads in
betting
Convicted of conspiracy to commit racketeering and sport
bribery and violation of the
Travel Act were Kuhn, 26. of
,
•' Swissvale, Pa ; brothers Anthony
• and Rocco Perla, of Braddock
,
Hills, Pa, Paul Mazzet of Pitt• sburgh and James Burke of New
.. York
U S District Judge Henry
Bramwell set Jan 8. 1982 as the
sentencing date The defendants,
who will appeal the verdicts,
could receive a maximum of 30
years in prison and 645,000 in
fines.
NEW YORK (AP) - Dan
Roundfield, the power forward
who led the Atlanta Hawks to
three wins last week, was named
Player of the Week in the National Basketball Association for
the period ended Nov. 22.
Roundfield averaged 20 points
and 13 rebounds per game in helping the Hawks beat Phoenix, New
York and Indiana. He also had 10
blocked shots in the three games.
shot 23-44 from the field for a .523
mark and made 14-16 free throws.
NEW YORK (AP) Washington Capitals center Dennis Maruk, who scored four goals

and added frog mast' a three
games, was armed the National
Hockey League Player of the

Week
Meryl, who helped Wiudsingtos
to three victories last week,leads
the Capitals with M points in M
games.
WICHITA. Kan I AP) Mathews Motshwarateu and Ms
teammates capttred five at the
top eight spots as the University
of Texas-El Paso won its fourth
straight NCAA cross country
championship
Motshwarateu captured the
1981 individual title by recording
a time of 28 minutes. 45.6 seconds
on the 10,000-meter Echo Hills
Golf Course us Wichita.
Betty Springs of North Carolina
State won the individual women's
title, and Virginia took team
honors
Springs finished the 5,000-meter
course in 1619 Her closest rival
was Leann Warren of Oregon,
whose time was 16:25.3
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. (AP)
- Veteran stock car driver Darrell Waltrip has claimed his first
NASCAR Winston Cup Grand National driving championship,edging Bobby ,Wison by 53 points.
Waltrip, who finished sixth in
Sunday's Winston Western 500,
amassed 4,880 points, while
Allison, who won the race at
Riverside International
Raceway, compiled 4,827.
In winning the 1981 Winston Cup
championship, Waltrip captured
12 races in the 31-race season and
posted 11 top-five finishes and 25
finishes in the top 10.

Third-Ranked Kentucky Deals
NFL Standings Olympic Champs 124-73 Loss
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Sao Francs I 3 I TX 211
SEATTLE MARINERS Add- Atlanta
i I I in $33 WI
ed Sammy Welborn, pitcher, to Los Amities 5 7 1 7111 rn4I7
their 40-man winter roster.
Iles Orkin
6 I 1 III 351 a
CINCINNATI REDS- Named
51/55154 GUM
Joe Amalfitano an assistant coach. Cincinnati 35, Dow 21
Detroit 73, Mine 7
HOMEY
Tampa Boy V. Grams Bay 3
ST.LOUIS BLUES-Called up
Runk IS, Nee England 117
Joe Mullen. right wing, and Alain
Sew Odeon' 77, Houston 14
Lemieux, center, from Salt Lake
Nett York Giants It.Philadelphia 11
of the Central Hockey League,
i'nsisurgn 72. Cleveland IS
and Rik Wilson, defensernan,
Cny 40. Seattie 13
from their Kingston junior
St lows 35 Baltimore 31
hockey league affiliate
Kew York Jets 16 Mtanu 15
COLLEGE
San Diego 35. Oakland SI
CALIFORNIA-Fired Roger
Sac Franctaro 33 Lot Angelav, 31
Theder, head football coach.
roar.i 24. Washington 10

Transactions

Panthers Hold No. 1 Spot

Jinx Not Affecting Pittsburgh
By The Associated Press
The so-called "No. 1
jinx" doesn't seem to be
jinxing the Pittsburgh
.,
Panthers.
Five other teams-who
weri No. 1 earlier this
season in the college
football poll dropped out
shortly after assuming
that position — but the
Panthers have managed
to hold on tenaciously.
, For the third straight
week, the Panthers retained the top ranking
Monday after defeating
Temple 35-0. And they
can finish the regular
season in the No. 1 spot if
they beat No. 11 Penn
State Saturday.
The 10-0 Panthers and
five closest challengers
all retained their

positions after Saturday's
action. They were Clemson, Georgia, Alabama,
Nebraska and Southern
Methodist.
Pittsburgh collected 60
of 65 first-place votes and
a near-perfect 1,294 out of
a possible 1,300 points
Monday from a nationwide panel of sports
writers and
broadcasters.
Clemson, only other
unbeaten-untied team in
the country with an 11-0
record in its first perfect
regular season in 33
years, received the other
five first-place ballots
and 1,234 after beating
South Carolina 29-13
Saturday.
Georgia, which will
play Pitt in the Sugar

Bowl New Year's Day,
held onto third place with
1,157 points, while
Alabama was fourth with
1,054. Both were idle over
the weekend.
Nebraska, Clemson's
Orange Bowl opponent,
held onto fifth place with
1,015 points after a 37-14
trouncing of Oklahoma.
No. 6 SMU, winner of the
Southwest Conference
championship after a 3218 trouncing of Arkansas,

received 965 points. The
Mustangs, ineligible for a
post-season bid because
of probation, finished the
season with a 10-1 record,
second best in the
school's history.
Texas, which clinched
a Cotton Bowl berth
against Alabama with a
34-12 trouncing of Baylor,
moved up from eighth to
seventh after Michigan,
last week's No. 7, lost to
Ohio State 14-9.

Ex-Coger Guilty

NEW YORK (AP) — A dicts were "satisfactory
federal jury has found to the government."
U.S. District Judge
former Boston College
basketball player Rick Henry Bramwell, saying,
Kuhn and four others "I agree with your
guilty of conspiring, to verdict," set Jan 8.-for
shave points and fix sentencing, at which time
basketball games in the the defendants could
receive a maximum 30
1978-79 season.
The jury of eight years in prison and
women and four men $45,000 in fines.
It was the third time in
reached its verdict Monyears that such a scan30
day afternoon in the fifth
By WILL GRIMSLEY
•
that maybe a split season week of the trial after dal had struck college
AP Special Correspondent — a mainstay of the three days of basketball.
HEADLINE: -Mini- minors — might be a deliberation.
Convicted with Kuhn,
Playoffs for '83, Says hypo.
26, of Swissvale, Pa., who
Defense attorneys said now tends bar, were
Steinbrenner."
On the contrary, it
they would appeal.
Say it ain't so, George, would be bush.
Anthony and Rocco
say it ain't so.
Prosecutor Edward Perla, brothers from
"We shouldn't start
Major league baseball watering down our cham- McDonald, himself a BC Braddock Hills, Pa., Paul
has just gone through one pionship series," insists alumnus who briefly Mazzei of Pittsburgh.and
traumatic experience as Whitey Herzog, general played basketball his James Burke of New
an outgrowth of the mid- Manager and field boss of first year, said the ver- York.
summer strike, clutter- the St. Louis Cardinals,
ing the October calendar one of the best minds in
"THE TAILOR SHOP"
with ill-advised mini- the game.
playoffs and pushing the
"The hallmarks of
Of All Types
World Series into numb- baseball always have
Custom Sewing By Appointment
ing early winter. Why been tradition and
make it a siege?
Drapes
integrity. We can't afford
Yankees owner George to mess with that. Fans
Custom Mode - Altered - Repaired
Steinbrenner is a bright have come to expect the
Steam Pressing — Come By
fellow, innovative and best teams in a 162-game
Early Mon.-Fri, 7 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sot 7 5
progressive, whose input series play in the World
See
Virginia
Rogers
Miller
Dedri Tindell
into the game — par- Series. If there's a chance
Tisho Gardner
Doris Watson
ticularly his role in for a second-place team
101 N. 12th St.
759-1177
Murray
standardizing umpires in to win, it takes away
the two leagues — has incentive....
been creditable.
"Besides it's unfair to
But more mini- the fans. With all these
- playoffs? Shame, playoffs they are worn
• George.
out before they ever get
Steinbrenner, in voic- to the World Series. We
ing his prediction last seem to be getting a lot of
week in Oklahoma City, new millionaires into the
. apparently was referring game who are thinking
to a joint committee more of TV revenues and
study of a plan to gimmicks than the inI restructure both of the tegrity of our game."
• two major leagues into
Dick Wagner,president
three divisions and use a of the Cincinnati Reds
-wild card" for mini- and with Steinbrenner a
playoffs prior to the member of the joint comLeague Championship mittee studying league
Series.
restructure, called any
This is an idea borrow- move to adopt a split
ed from the National season in the majors
Football League. The "sheer insanity."
• •
you want good coverage
Right If you want professional service
National Basketball
"We are making a
Right if you want fast fair Claim Settlorner,I
Association and National study of possible playoff
and, best of all it s no gambso
ylockey League use changes. I think baseball
Call us for a quote on a Great hirnencan auto or
postseason playoffs to will move cautiously, takhomeowners policy
ridiculous extremes in an ing into account the
effort to prolong interest, weather, length of the
TV exposure and com- season and the impact on
mercial revenues.
the World Series."
901 Sycamore St.
According to SteinbrenCommissioner Bowie
Murray, Ky.
ner, the American Kuhn said there probably
GUAI AA4 RICAN
.,.....League
favors
the idea. would be a committee
_ar
The more conservative report but no vote at the
National League's at- winter baseball meetings
titude ranges from in Florida next month.
lukewarm to outright
Baseball has been virhostility.
tually changeless for 100
Some, having seen the years 1.1. is understood
monetary success of the and played by the
"Personal Service pull, us out front. ..comstrike -invoked smallest of kids. Herzog's
petitive Rotes keep us There"
mini-series this year, warning should be
ha, • even conjectured heeded
•

LEXINGTON. K)
API =--Kentucky Coach
Joe Hall admitted the
wore surprised him, but
he didn't buy the theory
that fatigue accounted for
the 51-point pounding the
Wildcats inflicted on
Yugoslavia's national
basketball team
"No, I'm not going to
break it down like that,"
Hall said after
third-ranked Kentucky's
124-73 exhibition ‘•ictory
Monday night.
"I thought our game
the first half just took it
away from them
They
started tough and I think
our fast break and our
defense just broke them
down."
Yugoslavia's
breakdown began at 13:17

of the twat half. The
Olympic gold medalists
were leading 12-11 when
Melvin turpin's au-loot
Jumper ignited s
th.it pruLtut ed a 42-18
Kentucky lead less than
six minutes iater.
The Yogoslavs were
pla)ing their fifth game
in sill days and entered
Rupp Arena with a 2-2 exhibition record after a 7166 victory over Illinois the
night before
The came off the
best game they've played
on the trip," Hall said. "I
don't think they would go
down that much in one
day. Our defense just
wore them down."
The Wildcats sported
six players in double

figures. a St- I 0
rebounding edge and
defensive play that (orced X turnovers.
Paying without 7-baut-1
junior Sam Bowie. whose
leg fracture is to be Xrayed again _Dec, 3. the
Wildcats relied on outside
shooting and inside
muscle
Junior forward Derrick
Hord and sophomore
guard Jim Master were
KentuckN's outside
threats, with 28 and 24
points, respectively
aster scored 11 points and
Hord eight during the
decisive. first-half râllEilhng ui for Bowie
were Turpin, a 7-foot
sophomore, and Tom
Heitz. a 64 sophomore
who was red-shirted last

season. turpin responded
with 14 pmand a rebounds.
added 12
points and six rebounds
. -Rahat Om played
very weir Hal said of
his rime pot isims.—We
had MI points and .111 rebounds out of the post, so
they did a good sib. No
question about that"
Juniors Dirk Minruef'cid and Charles Hurt
added 12 points apiece for
Kentucky. which opens
its regular season Saturday &KRIM!Akron.
Peter Vilfan led
Yaoslavia with 23
points. including some
baskets from long-range
against Kentucky's 1-3-1
zone late in the game. Hajko &tic added 14 points

Dryer Files Suit Against Rams
LOS ANGELES AP)
— Fred Dryer says he
loves the Los Angeles
Rams as a team, but he
has filed a $5 million
Superior Court lawsuit
against the National
Football League club's
management, which he
blames for his downfall.
"They ended my

career," the defensive
He,says he was Omni'send said Monday. "I had ed extra benefits amouna no-cut contract and ting to 850.000 annually,
they cut me. They don't winch had been promised
care what a contract him along with an extra
reads."
two years under an oral
Dryer isn't a broke ex- agreement. Then, there
player. He still is collec- • was one cut and its
ting on the final year of embarrassment, plus a
his written contract call- second cut and flidre eming for 8220,000 per year.
barrasunenton being left

hanging without knowing
his future
•'When they did that to
me, it ripped away what
I've been doing for 22)
years," Dryer said.
Most of the money is
-asked for personal
distress to Dryer plus
breach of contract.
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Thanksgiving Services
christion science

•

served,following the serThanksgiving day wor- vice. The Rev. Dean
ship will be at 11 a.m. Woodard is pastor.
Thursday, Nov. 26, at
joint service.
Christian Science Society, 1640 Farmer Avenue.
Four churches will
Particular emphasis have a joint
Thanksgiv441/bap1aced this year on ing service
Wednesday,
the love and prayer which
supports the family, a Nov. 25, at 7 p.m. at Coldwater Baptist Church
society spokesman said.
with the Rev. Ricky Cunningham, pastor of
brooks chapel Owen's
Chapel Baptist
Bethel and Brooks Church, as speaker. BobChapel United Methodist by Manning of the host
Churches will have a joint church will direct the
Thanksgiving eve service music.
Other churches -parat Brooks Chapel Church
ticipating will be West
at 7 p.m. Wednesday.
Refreshments will be Fork and Kirksey Baptist

Today In Several Areas Of Country

Churchers. A fell wshi
perio
y , a swa erft
women will follow the
service.
• •

revival services
The Rev. Michael
Howard will— be guest
speaker for Thanksgiving
revival services,Nov.26-.
29, at Locust Grove
Church ofthe .Nazarene.
It is located one mile
north of Kirksey off
Highway 299. Services
will be at 7 p.m., Thursday through Saturday,
and 11 a.m. and 2 p.m.
Sunday.
He is a son of Mr. and
Mrs. Sherman Borders of

Rev. Michael Howard
Calloway County. The
Re-v. Erect Carter,
pastor. Invites the public
to attend.

Protestant Vigilantes Protest
BELFAST, Northern
Ireland (AP) — In a major challenge to the
British government, the
Rev. Ian Paisley led
10,000 cudgel-carrying
Protestant vigilantes in a
show of strength against
London's policies.
The burly preacherpolitician, demanding
Britain launch all-out war
against the Roman

Catholic guerrillas of the
Irish Republican Army,
marched his "Third
Force" through the Protestant town of
Newtownards Monday
night in defiance of the
government's warning
that it would not tolerate
private armies.
"We will start a great
recruiting campaign
because I want no less

than 100.000 men in
Ulster. Ulster, united and
together, is on the
march,"said Paisley.
He claimed he fielded
20,000 men from all six of
Northern Ireland's
counties, but reporters on
the scene estimated there
were 10,000.
Many of the marchers
wore hoods or masks.
The Cabinet minister

'for Northern Ireland,
James Prior, declared
last week that the government would use "the full
force" at its command to
counter any challenge ,to
- its -authority: Bat- the
police did not interfere as
Paisley led his men
through the streets to
wild cheering from an
estimated 30,000
supporters.

Rain and snow hit large
sections of the West, the
central Appalachians and
the- Mississippi.and (bin
river valleys today as
heavy winter storms continued across the northern states.
- The latest storms- have
hit hardest in Minnesota
and Wisconsin, and the.
.National Weather Service
said more snow Iland
freezing rain may be in
the offing for those states
late tonight or early
Wednesday, and the foul
weather could—spill into
southern Michigan.
Two deaths Monday in
Wisconsin were attributed to weather.
Chicago & North Western
Railway conductor Lyle
Allen, 50, of Adams slipped on ice and fell under a
freight train; La Crosse
County authorities said.,
Winnebago County officials said Lori Ann.
Hess, 16, of Hartford,
died;- -apparently -of - exposure, on U.S. 41 near
Oshkosh.
An ice storm Monday
paralyzed iau_ch of
southeastern Minnesota,
including Minneapolis

and St. Paul. Children ice
skated orr the sidewalks
of the- Twin Cities and
traffic was at a standstill
as a coating of ice seemed
to cover everything.
_ Even maildelivery was
called off in the Twin
Cities.
Police estimated that
up to 600 vehicles were
stuck on a Stretch of
Interstate 94 south of Elk
River, Minn. between
Rogers and St. Michael.
Most drivers had to wait
about three hours before
the road was sanded and
they could get started
again. In ELI( River itself,
about 100 vehicles stacked up at the bottom of a
hill before police blocked
off the highway.
Hospitals reported
bumps, bruises and fractures from people falling
on the ice. There were
scattered power outtages
as well.
In Arizona, meanwhile,
an air-pollution alert
issued Friday remained
in force for the northeastern and southcentral parts of the state
for today through
Wednesday, when winds

FEZ,.Monicco'(AP) —
A Majority of the 'Arab
nations favor Saudi
Arabia's blueprint for
peace with Israel, but the
Arab summit meeting
opening Wednesday probably will not endorse it
because.of the opposition
of Libya, Syria and other
hard-liners.
That was the assessment of several sources
who -attended -the
closed-door meeting Monday of Arab League
foreign ministers preparing for the meeting of
'
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substantial majority . of
the league's 20 members
favor the eight-point
peace plan -advanced by
Saudi Crown Prince
Fahd, but—ndlitermined
opposition" from the
hard-line minority will
probably block its en▪ imn
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Friday Nov. 27-6:00 P.M.
• Auction To Be Held
Across The Street From Overby
Honda In The Farmer Barneft's
Body Shop — Look For
The Crowd

Overby Honda has sold so many new
Hondas that they are over stocked on nice
trade-ins with more new Hondas arriving
daily. They have to move these to make
more room
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seventh point, which
implies recognition of
Israel by saying that "all
states" in the Middle
East have the right to live
in peace.
Conference sources
said Iraq, Algeria and
South Yemen raised
objections to point seven
and some other points.
Foreign Ministers
Abdelaati Obeidi of Libya
and Abdelhalim Khaddam of Syria told the
meeting they opposed virtually all of the eight
points.
Khaddam told
reporters that a refusal
by the summit to endorse
the plan would not
necessarily kill it but
could leave it as a "working document" to be
taken into account in
subsequent peacemaking
efforts.
Farouk Khadoumi,
chief foreign policy adviser -for the Palestine
Liberation Organization,
told reporters that the
seventh point was

unacceptable unless accompanied by "explicit
guarantees" from the
superpowers.
He did not spell out
what he had in mind. His
statement was a retreat
from PLO leader Yasser
Arafat's earlier cautious
approval of the plan.
Khadoumi said U.S.
and Israeli acceptance of
all eight points was
essential to approval by
the PLO, which is a
member of the Arab
League.
Israel has rejected the
plan. The Reagan administration, while
calling the seventh point
a major step toward
peace, has insisted that
the Camp David accords
are the only basis for
resolving the ArabIsraeli conflict.
The key point of Fahd's
plan is establishment of a
Palestinian state with
East Jerusalem as its
capital. Israel has said
repeatedly it would never
agree to that.
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Dan Miller
Auctioneer
*All Sales Final
*Cash . . Carry Only

To Be Auctioned
Over 50 Units

Temperatures around
the nation at 2 a.m. EST'
ranged from 14 in
Bradford, Pa. to 70 in
Corpus Christi,Texas.
Here are temperatures
and sky conditions from
selected cities:
East: Atlanta 47
showers, Boston 34 lair,
Buffalo 31 cloudy,
Charleston, S.C. 45 partly
cloudy, Cincinnati 42 drizzle, Detroit 33 cloudy,
Miami 63 fair, Nashville
48 foggy, New York 36
fair, Philadelphia 26 fair,
Pittsburgh 29 cloudy,
Washington 38 partly
cloudy.
Central: Bismarck 33
cloudy, Chicago 37 hazy,
Dallas 51 fair, Denver 35
fair, Des Moines 36 foggy,
Indianapolis 40 foggy,
Kansas City 39 fair,
Minneapolis-St. Paul 31
foggy, New Orleans 66
fair,St. Louis 42 windy.
West: Albuquerque 41
fair, Anchorage 14
cloudy, Las Vegas 53
partly cloudy, Los
Angeles 60 hazy, Phoenix
59 fair,San Diego 62 hazy,
San Francisco 60 cloudy,
Seattle 41 fair.

- Plan May Be Rejected
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from a Pacific storm are
expected to break up the
thermal inversion.
Phoenix has been cloaked
with high amounts of carbon monoxide
Elsewhere, thunderstorms were scattered today from southwestern
Louisiana to east-central
Alabama and there were
showers over northern
Georgia and the southern
Appalachians. Skies were
cloudy over the _ Northeast, and there was
rain in New York state.
There was a large
patch of fair skies stretching from southern
California over the
southern Plains to
Florida.
In addition to the Minnesota and Wisconsin
forecast, the National
Weather Service said
there would be showers
today over the Pacific
Coast and the Great
Basin, with snow in
higher elevations.
There will be snow
from the northern
Rockies to North Dakota.
Showers were forecast
from central Florida to
the mid-Atlantic Coast.
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WASHINGTON AP) — day it does not intend tc
Members of the Federal --appeal an administrative
Trade Commission have law judge's ruling that
10 days to decide whether threw out the case.
to pyirsue a_ long-running
The _judge said in
antitrust case against the
September
that the FTC
makers
of
largest
three
staff had failed to prove
breakfast cereals.
charges that Kellogg
The staff of the FTC Corp., General Mills Inc.
— told commissioners Mon- and General Foods Corp.

had violated antitrust
laws.
The commission
members now must
decide whether to let the
administrative law
judge's ruling stand, to
order its staff to appeal
anyway, or to extend the
time during which it can
make a decision.
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Official Says Jail Records Should Be Open To Public
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The state Attorney General's office
says it is contrary to the
principles of personal

Liberty to deny public
"It is especially imporinspection of records con- tant that jail records be
taining the names of per- open to public
sons lodged in a county inspection,'' Assistant Attorney General Carl

Seniors Organize Squad
RENTON, Wash. thinking.

Drill Team.
"Heads back,
stomachs in, right
face!" the drill instructors bark for an hour
every Friday afternoon,
and obeying the orders
are women who range in
age from 63 to 81.
"It's fun," Jeanette
Riggle, 72, who helped
organize the squad, said
Monday. "It's good
mental work, strong
discipline and quick

Miller told Pike County
Jailer Sid Phillips.

concentrate."
The drill team was
"I think they do about

(AP) — A dozen or so
senior -citizen
cheerleaders had
nothing to do when the
softball season ended,
so they hired two
Marine drill sergeants
and fell in line as the
Renton Senior Center

Miller said in an opinion
released Monday.
"It 13 contrary to the
principles of personal
liberty recognized in this
nation for persons to be
secretly held in jail,"

Like they would with new
Marine recruits. They
snap it to you —
straighten up!
Shoulders back! They
put us through the
paces."
Annie Kuharic,81, the
oldest member, said
that after an hour of
marching, she goes to
folk dance class. The
result of her labors?
"I stay young," she
said.
Marching, Mrs.
Kuharic said, is "good
for the posture and good
mentally. .I'm a little
slow mentally, my
thinking is a little slow,
but I'm trying awfully
hard. You really have to

Lawyer Asks For Case Delay
WARTBURG, Tenn.
(AP)— A lawyer has asked for a delay in th case
of three state prisoc inmates accused i.. the
stabbing of James Earl
Ray, who is serving 99
years for the murder of
Martin Luther King Jr.
Isaiah Gant, a Chicago
attorney defending the inmates, sent a telegram
Monday asking a judge to
delay the case until mid
to late December.
A trial date has not
been set,and Monday had
been scheduled for
motions to be filed in the
case.
_
King was shot to death
as he stood on a motel
balcony in Memphis on

April 4,1968.
Ray, 53, who pleaded
guilty to murdering the
civil rights leader, later
recanted his plea and has
demanded a new trial.
Ray was sitting in the •
law library at Brushy
Mountain Penitentiary in
Petros last June 4 when
he wasstabbed 22times.
After a brief hospital
stay, he was transferred
June 17 to the Tennessee
State Prison in Nashville.
Gant was asked by
Brushy Mountain inmates John W. Partee of
Nashville, Jerome N.
Ransom of Chattanooga
and Doc Walker of Memphis to defend them after
they were charged with

Phillips claimed

the

records were covered by
organized in the fall the exemption of the
when the women, then Open Records Law of ina personal
known as the Late formation
Bloomers cheering nature where public
squad, saw the softball disclosure would conseason end. The women stitute an unwarranted
attend the center, which invasion of personal
organizes activities for privacy.
senior citizens.
''The fact that
Mrs. Riggle asked knowledge of their inSgt. Ray Wagner of the carceration may be emMarine recruiting office barrassing to them or to
in Renton to help, so he members of their family
and Sgt. Dan Garrett of is of secondary imthe Federal Way portance," Miller said.
Unlike other opinions of
recruiting office share
the Attorney General's
drill duty.
"They're coming office, which are only adalong fine," Wagner visory, opinions relating
said. "We don't get to to open records have the
drill them as often as force of law.
In another opinion
we'd like but they're
released Monday, the Atcoming along fine."
torney General's office
said a county judgeexecutive 'cannot

a motor truck
or semi-trailer truck to
exceed the basic weight
Limits set by state lawai
county roads.
Maj. L.E. Fentress. the
legal officer for thaiLso.
tucky State Police.
requested the opinion..
Fentress said state
police have run into problems in several eastern
Kentucky counties in trying to enforce the 18,000pound weight limit. He
said trucking companies
have claimed the county
judge-executive has
granted them authority to
exceed the weight limit
on roads that are not
state maintained.
Assistant Deputy Attorney General Charles
Runyan said the law cited
by the companies and
local officials does allow
the judge-executive to
make exemptions.

However, Runyan
noted the law specifically
excludes motor trucks or
semi-trailer trucks from
its provisions.
Runyan agreed with
Fentress that any contrary interpretation

vrould subvert the clear
intent of the law setting
weight hinds. which is
-to provide the state with
a rule to prevent- the vat and hazards due to examen* sue of vehicles
and weight of load
"hi short. tho statute-is_
for the benefitot theroad.

and ultimately.: the "people," Runyan said.
The Attorney General's
office also said Monday
that McCreary County
can set up a tourist and
convention commission.
even though there is no
incorporated town.-4n the
4
county.
George Wilson, president of the Mct'reary
County Chamber of Commerce. said state law has
been interpreted to allow
a county to unilaterally
establish a tourist and
convention commission
only if there is at least.
one incorporated city in
the county.
Runyan said the portion of the law dealing
with cities applies only to
Louisville and Jefferson
County. He said it was the
clear intent: of the law to

assault to commit
murder.
A spokesman in the
Morgan County Circuit
Court clerk's office said
Gant cited a schedule
conflict as the reason for
his request to Judge
William S. Russell.
Gant wai on a team of
lawyers who represented
10 inmates acquitted in
May of killing three
guards at the Pontiac
Correcttimal Center in
Illinois.,
Russell has been
overseeing the case in the
absence of Criminal
Court Judge Lee Asbury,
who suffered a heart attack, the clerk's
spokesman said.

and 10.46 percent for
three-Month bills on Sept.
22,1980.
Beginning Tuesday,
banks and savings and
loans may pay as much
as 11.779 percent interest
on their $10,000 six-month
savings certificates,;which are tied to the sixmonth bill rate, down
from the previous 12.455
percent.

Tree More Possum
With

'' Tt
"
(*Pubes are allowed to
carry firearms make
arrests and wear
miler:us. and. _ hadgel._
though all but about 100
received no law
enforcement training
Run)an said the special
- deputies Weft not only illegal but could . cause
problems
The opinion said that
except in emergencies
the appointment of a
a
special deputy is
meaningless act." and
any arrests - a special
deputy makes are illegal.
Leaving the special depu

ty and sheriff open

Buy Now While The Selection
Is Good St Layaway For
Christmas

Rex Dog Food
$699

SO Lb (21% Protein)

50 lb.(25% Protein)

$7
7S

Special-Special-Special
High Protein Purina
Buy SO Lb. Reg. Price $13.99
Get 10 Lb. Free
a $2.75 Savings

Distemper Shot $1.95
Rabies Shots $2.50
Measels Shots $1.75
Parvo Shots $3.00

Buchanan Feed
753-5378i
Industrial Rd.

PURINA
CHOWS

Murray, Ky.

1.0

lawsuits
The opinion also said;
only "legal peace of
ficers- may carry
concealled weapons for
their protection and the
special deputies are not
ask Jeffe'rsOn -Cireint peace officers
Greene said tw plans to
Court to rule. on the
file suit this week asking
question
Greene made the ap- for a declaratory
pointments since he took judgement."
Runyan suggested that
office about four years
step
in his opinion as
ago, under what he now
says is "questionable "perhaps the best way to
resolve-Wsquestion:*
" lire nt poi

Give One Of
These Beautiful
Recliners As A
Christmas Gift And
Keep One For
Yourself!

Treasury Bill Yields Show Decline
WASHINGTON(AP)— the 10.972 percent of one
For the fifth straight week earlier, the
week yields on short-term Treasury said.
Treasury bills declined
The government also
from the previous week.
about $4.7 billion in
sold
They are now at their
three-month bills at an
lowest levels in a year.
average rate of 10.56 perThe average discount cent, down from 10.693
rate on the approximate- percent. •
ly $4.7 billion in six-month
The yields were the
bills sold Monday was lowest since 10.824 per10.915 percent,down from cent for six-month bills

all counties the
power of creating a
tourist and convention
commission
."0iii-S is a reasonable
construction." Runyan
said. "A xtatute Amid
not be interpreted so as to
lead to en alisurdceaciusion...We .think it is
patently abinfrit to- advance the notion that out
of 120 counties in Kentucky. Mc4'reary County
was excluded from the
statute's application, and
simply because it has no
incorporated cities within
its boundaries."
In another opinion. Run' in told Jefferson County Sheriff .loe Greene that
700 or more special
deputies he appointed are
illegal
C;reene said he intends
to keep the volunteer
deputies. however, and

Buy One Berkline
Recliner At The
Manufacturers
Suggested Retail
Price And We'll
Give You A Second
Recliner Of Equal
Value or Less...

Over 100 Chairs
In Stock Wallaways And
Rockers Recliners.
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Woman Scientist Barbara McClintock,79,
Wins Award For 30 Year Old Discovery
By PAUL RAEBURN
AP Science Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —
Working alone in a small
laboratory. Barbara
McClintock made a
discovery 30 years ago
that should have
revolutionized the
science of genetics. Instead, the discovery was
misunderstood and largely ignored for more than
two decades.
Now, at the age of 79,
Miss McClintock is being
recognized. Lst week she
won both the 115,0u0
Lasker Award — the
most prestigious
American prize for
medical research — and
an award of $60,000 a year
for life from the MacArthur Foundation.
A handful of scientists
have been aware of Miss
McClintock's work all
along. Most of them knew
she had made a tremendous accomplishment,
but few of them
understood it completely.
Alfred Hershey, a
Nobel Prize-winning

1.
WHAT OWL? A pigeon roosts stop a plastic owl in
Seattle's Westlake Mall, ignorant of the fact the owl is
designed to discourage winged pests. The fake owls
have been used with more success on some metal
bridges to protect the spans from corrosive pigeon
droppings. The phony owls were also installed on some
downtown buildings to protect the appearance of the
structures.
(AP Laserphoto)

geneticist, didn't unders- complex scheme to explain why some plants
tand it at all.
"She was a distinguish- had striped leaves, or
ed scientist who did a lot why others had speckled
that people could kernels.
understand, but her most
With the Carnegie Inrevolutionary work is stitution of Washington
what I couldn't supplying the modest
understand and still financial resources she
don't," he says.
needed, she persisted,
Miss McClintock has publishing densely
worked since 1941 at Long written research reports
Island's Cold Spring in obscure scientific jourHarbor Laboratory, a nals and carefully
leader in research on cataloguing her findings.
cancer and viruses. She
has several small rooms. "I worked alone — I
to herself where she didn't have to sell
analyzes samples of anything," she said in an
interview. "When you
maize, or Indian corn.
For many years, she work alone, and you are
raised corn on a small absolutely convinced, you
plot of land on the 'know- it's all going to
laboratory grounds. She come out in the wash."
painstakingly crossed
Miss McClintock, a
one variety of maize with small woman, sketched
another and carefully ex- diagrams in the air with
amined the resulting her hands as she talked in
plants.
a steady stream about
The tedious ex- how she made her
periments continued for revolutionary finding.
many growing seasons,
In the late 1940s, she
each new generation of
seedlings providing clues noticed that parts of the
that had to be fitted into a leaves on some corn

MANILA, Philippines
(AP) — Several towns on
the Philippines' main
island of Luzon were
flooded Tuesday as one of
the most powerful
typhoons to reach the
country in a decade approached land.
Heavy rains thdt began
early Tuesday caused
waters in Laguna de Bay,
15 miles south of Manila,
to rise eight feet, but the
Red Cross reported no
casualties. The typhoon,
with winds gusting up to
138 mph, was expected to
hit land about 70 miles
northeast of Manila.
Non-essential governmental offices were closed, trains were canceled
and airline flights were
altered. Six .U.S. Air
Force C-130 cargo planes
were flown from Clark
Air Base to Okinawa, and
other aircraft were kept
inside hangars.
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54 Summer TV
ta:e
57 Mideast title
58 Blue soil
60 Anger
61 Speck
62 Anc.ent
chariot
63 Compass pt
DOWN
1 Total

1
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ill 19
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2
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48
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kOld COME 114EVVE NEVER
ENTERED YOU IN AN
'U6LY 206° CONTEST 7

55 56
60
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I WOULD PROBABLY
COME IN LAST!

BUT FIRST IN
QUICK RETORTS
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1/14EY'R E TRYING TO STAY AHEAD
OF THE CLERK
GROCERY STORE
WHO MARKS
THEM UP

PRICES RISE
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DOING FINE,JUDGE .
CHEER UP. ITS NOT
TOO FAR 70 JAIL.'
.

THAT WAS WEIRD: 'YOU
LOOK IN THE
LOOK
HE'S
HOUSE..FOR THE (
MASKED MAN.
THE
PHANTOM

PANT -
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•
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entrance test, the Yonhap
News Agency said
Tuesday.
The report said Mrs.
Pang Ok-ryo entered a
prayer center near
Uijongbu, just north of
Seoul, on Nov. 15. She
died Monday after eating
nothing and drinking only
a little water for the eight
days,it said.
University entrance examinations were ,administered Tuesday for
591,721 students seeking
123,678 places in next
year's first-year college
classes.
WASHINGTON (AP) —
The Supreme Court next
month will take up a case
that could lead to a ruling
on how accurate the U.S.
Census Bureau must be in
counting the nation's
population every 10
years.
At issue is the 1980 census and bow it affects the
distribution of federal
dollars and seats in Con:
gress. More than 60
lawsuits have been filed
alleging "undercounting" and other irregularities in the latest

census.
States and municipalities challenging the
count could qualify for
wore federal aid and, in
some cases, more
representative in the
House if they succeed.
Many of the challenges
argue that the census
must be accurate enough
to satisfy the Supreme
Court's "one-man; onevote!-',., principle — a
question the court never
has ruled on.
The court will begin
hearing oral arguments
on a preliminary issue in
the matter on Dec. 2.
GUATEMALA CITY
(AP) — Health Minister
Roquelino Recinos
Mendez was released
Monday night by leftist
guerrillas who kidnapped
him nearly three months
ago. He was kidnapped
Aug.31.
Gen. Fernando Romeo
Lucas Garcia military
government allowed
publication of a sharplyworded anti-government
manifesto in local
newspapers to secure his
release.

DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
SHELBYVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — The official
figures were unavailable,
but there was no doubt
that opening -day
averages on Kentucky's
burley tobacco markets
surpassed those offered a
year ago.
Record prices were
reported Monday as the
auctioneers' chant was
heard- in warehouses
across the state. But the
budget problems of the
federal government closed the offices of the
Federal-State Market
Reporting Service in Lexington at mid-day.
The service compiles
the official sales figures
for the burley markets. A
spokesman said
warehouses would
resume reporting to the
service when the federal
budget problems were
solved.
There wasn't much excitement demonstrated
by growers, but there
were few complaints
about the prices either.
Bradley Heightchew of

Henry County watched
part of his 30,000-pound
tobacco crop sell in a
matter of seconds at the
New Globe Warehouse in
Shelbyville.
"I did allright, I
guess," Heightchew said
after his bales of burley
were tagged with prices
ranging from $1.75 to
$1.83 a pound.
Last year's record
average was $1.66 a
pound.
Several warehouses in
Lexington reported
opening-day prices of
$1.77 a pound and spot
checks revealed prices at
least that high at
warehouses in Glasgow,
Springfield and Carrollton.
Some farmers are hesitant to sell their crops in
opening-day sales,
holding back in hopes of
higher prices a week or
two into the season.

again later."
His satisfaction with
the prices was reflected
in his decision not to reject Monday's sales
results.
Prices were expected
to be relatively high this
year, the result of a shortage which followed two
poor growing seasons.
More competitive bidding also is expected —
unlike last year when
tobacco companies paid
close to the same price
for the leaf, regardless of
its quality.
Among those expecting
lively bidding was
Thomas Craig of
Shelbyville, the auctioneerfor the New Globe
Warehouses.
Craig, whose chant
Monday marked his 36th
year in the business, can
remember the days when
per-pound bidding moved
in one-quarter cent
increments.
But for the 27-year-old
Now the bids flash by a
Heightchew, a first-day cent at a time, and the
sale is customary.
warehouse floor is
"I always put it on the crowded more with bales
first sale. That way, if I of burley than with the
don't like (the price) I traditional hand-tied
can always stop it and try bundles.

Last year, about 15 percent of the crop taken to
New Globe's No. 1
warehouse was baled.
This year, company officials said, the baled
burley amounted to about
85 percent of that on the
floor.
The change is a probable result of the bales
becoming eligible this
year for federal price
supports. In previous
years, only a portion of a
farmer's ,crop could be
baled and qualify for the
supports.
Kentucky farmers..
grow about two-thirds of
the nation's burley
tobacco. The crop they
began marketing Monday
could gross more than
$800 million, based on the
support prices and production estimates.
Last year's openingday sales brought an
average Price of $165.20
per hundredweight on 3.7
million pounds.
This year's support
prices range from $1.08 to
$1.80 a pound, dependins
on quality, and average
$1.64 a pound.

1I-24
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"She (Miss McClintock) had described all
this in the 1930s, but It's a
new threshold because
it's only 4ust been
rediscovered."
Miss McClintock has
been retired since 1967,
but she still works long
hours at her research,
and was somewhat annoyed at having to come
into New York , City
several times last week to
collect her awards.
She still works with only a microscope and
samples Dr corn. She
doesn't have a roomful of
computers or a staff of
graduate students. Her
assets are careful observation and a clear, open
mind.
"You don't find people
that have this
remarkable deductive
ability," says Donald
&own, director of the
embryology department
at the Carnegie Institution in Baltimore. "That
is definitely the sign of a
great scientist."

Burley Opening-Day Averages
May Surpass Those Of Last Year

11)

WHAT'S GOING
ON IN THERE?

•

SEOUL, South Korea
(AP) — A 53-year-old
A LOT TO JAW ABOUT — Five members of a Chinese film delegation react woman died of apparent
with surprise as the mechanical shark from the movie "Jaws" rises from a Lake exhaustion after eight
at Universal Studios in Los Angeles. The delegates are in Los Angeles for China days of fasting and
Film Week,a cultural exchange program between the United States and China.
prayer for her son's
(AP Laserphoto) success in a university
•
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said.
In the late 1960s, Miss
McClintock's vindication
came when movable
genes were found in
bacteria, using the new
techniques of molecular
biology.
Now scores of
biologists are trying to
discover the role of these
movable genes, called
transposons. The
movable genes might explain how viruses cause
infection, how cancer
cells are formed,and how
,higher animals evolved
from their primitive
ancestors.
Karen Artzt, a
geneticist at Memorial
Sloan-Kettering Cancer
Center in New York, calls
them one of the most exciting _findings in modern
biology.
"We don't know yet
how important they are,"
she says."We don't know
why they're there, and
when you're standing tottering at a new threshold
you don't know *what
you're going to find.

Floods Reported In Luzon

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Dry, as wine
4 Selected
9 Fruit seed
12 Rubber tree
13 Lubricated
14 High card
15 "Call Me

seedlings were losing
their color and other
parts of the leaves were
gaining colors. It was an
unexpected finding, and
something that another
researcher might have
overlooked or ignored.
"I figured this was
something terribly
basic," Miss McClintock
said. "I came to the conclusion that one cell had
lost something that the
other had gained."
By 1947, she had
reasoned that the
changes were caused
when bits of genetic
material rearranged
themselves in the corn
seedlings. That
contradicted one of the
basic tenets of genetics,
that genes were arranged
on chromosomes in fixed
patterns. Chromosomes
were supposed to be permanent blueprints that
direct the growth of all
plants and animals.
She reported her findings in 1951 and was met
with silence. "I wasn't
listened to for years," she

Foundation Criticizes Administration
WASHINGTON (AP)
The Reagan administration during its first 10
months, "although head- ed in the proper direction,
should and could have accomplished more," says
a conservative think
tank.
The Heritage Founda-

%draft report appointments or me
hull, in
released SatuFday,, was appointment of indcritical of the administra- iViduals who are not
tion's personnel practices--'committed to the presiand of the Justice, dent's goals. and
Defense' and Energy policies."
departments. The report
The foundation a year
r
cited delays !ri
ago glade more than 2,1100
appointments, "un- recommendations on how
qualified or misqualified to make the government

more conservative.
Despite Criticism,'
about various depart:
ments, President Reagar
htbself received a higt
rating from the organiza
tion, which said he "ha:
eskrcised,persona
r3
leaderih
effectively.
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2 NOTICE

2. NOTIC

I cash in

71 Model Dawns
1r by SS'For Sale.
Coll 753-0193
after 600 p.m.

wfth a
•
•
•

on o i

good conditio
for sale. Coll
7 5 3 - 340 3 .

NOTICE
Will clean gutters and do
yard work. Call
after 5 p.m.
759-9638. Ask
for Carl.

AUCTION

Attn: Mr. Former 8 Mr. Dealer
After Harvest Days
Consignment Farm Machinery
Saturday, December 5, 1981
10:00 A.M. - Rain or Shine

AT THE TAIRGROUNDS-IAURRAY,KY
If you hove machinery for sole or if you ore in need
of some good used mochinery, then mark your
calendar now and plan to attend this auction!!
Tito auction company will have- a representative
on the grounds Thursday and Friday prior to the
auction to unload and check in your machinery.

TRACTORS
870 Case Diesel, Pr. Shift, "Clean"; 970 Case
Diesel, Pr. Shift, "Nice"; 1150 MF Diesel w/Duals;
1066 INC volDuols, 1,080 Hrs., "Sharp", 574 INC
Diesel, 434 Hrs., "Like New"; 5000 Ford Diesel;
7040 AC, Cob and Air, w/Duols, 1006 Hrs.
"Sharp"; 4020 John Deere Diesel; 930 Case
Comfort King Diesel; 966 IHC Diesel; 730 Case
Comfort King Diesel; Cub Formoll w/equipment;
8N Ford; 806 IHC Diesel; 1850 Oliver Diesel; 235
MF Diesel; 990 David Brown; H-Formall, Super A
Formall; M Forma; 160 AC Diesel

FIELD EQUIPMENT
John Deere B W 14' Wheel Disc, John Blue
Anhydrous Applicator; I H C 510 Semi 5x16' Plow,
"Nice"; 477 New Holland Hay Bine, "Nice"; MF
Hoy _Rake; 124 MF Twine Tie Baler, "Nice"; S13
Ford Hay Rake, "Like New"; 5500 Heston Round
Baler, "Like New"; 1070 Heston Hay Bine, "Like
New"; IHC 6 Rbw Plonter; Hahn Hi-Boy; IHC 14'
Disc; Dunham 14' Culti-Mulcher; 263 White 19'
Wing Fold Disc, "Like New"; Mechanical 2 Row
Pull Tobacco Setter, "Nice"; IfiC 470 Wing Disc,
5' Rotary Cutter; IHC 11 Tine Chisel Plow, "Nice";
IHC 4 Row Cultivator, "Real Nice"; MF 3 Btm
Plow; 2 Row 3 Pt. Cultivator; Kewanee 19' Hyd
Fold Disc, "Like New"; 300 Gallon Pull Type
Sprayer; AC 6 Row No-Till Planter, "Nice"; AC 6
Row Cultivator; 13' Chisel Plow, 15' Lelly Roteria,
"Like New", Saddle Tanks.

COMBINES
M-2 Gleaner diesel, Cob and Air, 15' Floating
Head, "Extra 'Sharp", A-630 Corn Head, "Like
New"; 300 MF, Cab and Air, Quick Attach, 1060
Case w/Cab; 510 MF Diesel, Cab and Air,
"Sharp"; 44MF Corn Head, "Nice", 95 John Deere
w/Cob; 410 MF w/Cab, "Real Nice", 33 MF Corn
Head,"Good"

TRUCKS
1970 Ford 2 Ton w/Grain Bed ond Hoist, 1974
Ford F-350 w/Groin Bed; 1963 Ford 2 Ton w/Groin
Bed and Hoist and Winch, 1973 Ford 2 Ton w/
Grain Bed and Hoist, 1974 Dodge w/Lirne Bed,
1974 Chevy 2 Ton w/Graun Bed

Coesipmets Accepted Uetil Sale Time
Equipment listed is ,only a portion of what will be
offered for sale.
SALE IS SUBJECT TO ADDITIONS
AND DELETIONS"
TERMS: Strictly Casio, Cashier's Chock or
Approved Chock. NO EXCEPTIONS

JAMES R. CASH
Tilt AUCTIONEER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY
502 623 8466 or 502 623 6939
SELLING SUCCESSFUL SALES IN SEVERAL STATES

Daily Exercise Classes
Slimnastics, Aeorbic Dancersize,
Diet Consulting, Jogging, Modern
Muscle Firming Equipment,
Sauna,Sun Booths, New 12 month
memberships now available.

Murray Health Spa
New Members Welcome

753-8143

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
225 I. P. Niger S1. (Across From Coomatimoty Center)

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Hair Cuts $1.00
Open Floors
Moo., Toss., Thurs., Fri., at.
812 - 753-3685

J CKANB MILL E WARD
invite you to come to their.
Health Spa for a free introduction
214N. 15th Street Murray
Instructors: Alice Craig Lou French

14 MISCELLANEOUS
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32 APTS FOR RENT 34 HOUSES FOR RENT 31 PETS SUPPIIIES

as spoils
ID s
resumes block ond
whites for publication

6x9,2 ft, MI ktirlily trailer
excelent for trout'no wood I bedroom loft ap3rtmeno
also topper for long wheel pas heat,
reaity Ø.f
base Ford courier Call ferent and nice Water
Carter
43-7785
and cable .ncivded
Ste& ior sale bundled Or 8135.00 753 1961
Studio
banded. Vol/ haul or we Two bedrooto apartmeaT
300 Mein
753-8298
will lbOwi iø No- bundle for rent, range vvea,
Thanksgiving Specials at lots Cali Shorn/Ater
refrigerator, if,shwasnee
Antique City Mall Hwy. 45' Lumber CO McKenzie
d&sposal, washer and
N of Jackson Tenn. at 3 Tn. 901 352-5777. 7 to 5
way. 10 percent off of after 5 901 352 3632 also dryer hookup, air carpet
No pets One year lease
everything our way of sawdust
land S22561'0054 required
saying "Happy
$225 per montn Phone
Thanksgiving" open
753 1671 or 753 345
everyday but Monday
FOR SALE
10:00-5:00.

I

Bible Call
War and Peace
759-4444; Bible
Story 759-4445.

11181 Copier, dependable, gm/ condition
sod awns* under
innintemacs centred.
1-9,89 Pew supply
cleoded. Coll 753-2424
for more

Watkins specials black
men
vanilla
pepper
7 . horsepower DeWalt 3
thol camphor ointment. ph. 3 Phar.•:. r:dial arm
Trevor or Geraldine saw. 753 5561.
Mathis 753-8284.
'Itenn-Core washer and
Add cultural and refine- dryer
John Deere pull
ment to your home with type lawn sweeper 40"
an oil painting from Good
Hearth Glow free star
man's Art Shack. Prices ding wood burning stove
to fit alt budgets. Call 753- 36x36x24. Call 759 1524.
3473.

- Do your christmarn7pFirewood
•
ping early. Leather Order now and burn
purses, wallets, jackets, seasoned wood this winter
belts. Custom made 436 2758.
minor shoe repair. Mur- -Fork lifts new and used
ray Leather Shop, Dix- complete line of lifts for
ieland Center. 759-9633.
every purpose. Datsun
Small super market in ex- and others. If you need a
cellent condition lift give us a call 502-247Mayfield, Ky. 42066 502- 4069.
247-1461 or 247-5961 after Anti-freeze for recreational vehicles. Call 7537:30 p.m.
4947 after 5:30 p.m.
Mature- lady to live with
retired lady 753-8648.
Vrood for sale $25.00 a
rick. Call 489:2101 or 48914 Kt. Opel Pendants, 2231.

*savior $139.00
NOW $39.95
One Group Diamond
Rings...
$39.95
$49.95
$59.95

GOLD &
SILVER INC.
Olympic Plan
753-7113
5, LOST & FOUND
Lost: white black female
dog. Lost 2,2 miles_ South
of Locust Grove Church.
Reward. Call 753-2610.
Lost 2 year old male
Bassett Hound answers to
name of Fred and 1 year
old Beagle retlish brown
and white. Lost on 121 6
miles South of Murray.
Reward. 436 5838 or 7533087.

6 HELP WANTED
S180 Per Week Part Time
at Home. Webster,
America's foremost dic
tionary company needs
home workers to update
local mailing lists. All
ages,
experience un
necessary. Call 1-716-842
6000. Ext. 5112.

Lombard chain saws and
service. Stokes Tractor
Industrial Rd.

Dan Wesson 357 magnum
with holster $200.00. 753
8184

BUSINESS RENTALS

CAR STEREO
Pioneer.
Kenwood
Maraptz
Mitsubishi
Sanyo
Professional in•
stallation. Sunset.
Boulevard Music Dix
!eland Center Chestnut St
753 0113.

WANTED
Responsible party to
take up payments on
like new piano.

CLAYTONS
753-7575
23 EXTERMINATING

II MURDER
Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Phone 7331114

HOUSES FOR RENT
3 bedroom brick home
block from university
$200.00 per month Call
Z5i5870.
Nice 2 bedroom brick
with large utility,
washer, dryer
refrigerator, air condi
tioner, shady lot and
garden spot. Married
couples only. Reasonable
rent for young couple with
proper references and
deposit. 492 8594 after 6
p.m.

3 bedroom. bath
den
with fireplace garage
references
deposit
$200.00. Strout Realty 753
0186.

CLAYTONS

Two bedrooms with central heat, new furniture
IBM Selectric correcting and carpet. Near univer
typewriter. Call 759-1139. sity. Shady Oaks Mobile
Home Court 753 52fl'-i
SPORTS EQUIPMEN

22. MUSICAL

1 bedroom apartment ex
tra nice furnished gas
heat, water, cable in
eluded. S15500 month.
Call 753 8948 6 8 P m

2 bedroom house 4 miles
West of Murray. Water
furnished $100.00 month
753 5801.
Two bedroom cottage, liv
753-7575
ing room, kitchen, full
bath. Located at Paris
27. MOBILE
Landing on the Coast
Guard Road. $125.00 a
HOMES SALES
month plus utilities.
1971 12 x 60 trailer and lat Deposit required. 502 436set up and ready to move 5353
into. Natural csAc heat in
Two houses near universi
Murray $6500.00 753 1873.
ty,
5100.00 deposit,
1974 12 x 65 2 bedroom $10800 per month rent
Call 753 6114 after 6p m
new carpet 753 6268

2 bedroom trai er near
Murray. No pets nice
Call 489 2611.

Mini
Wareham
Storage Specs
For Root
753-473111
31 APTS FOR RENT
1 bedroom furnished
apartment for adults.
New pains and drapes. 2
blocks from 'hospital No
pets. Lease and deposit
required. Call 753 9208
after 4 p.m.
Enjoy country at
mosphere and corrve
nience of town in a
Hamlet North Apart
ment. 1 bedroom town
houses available. 753 7559
or 753 7550.
'Newly decorated 'one
()cc:1room apartmr.nt
$175.00 per month Call
Spann Realty Associates
753-7724.
2 bedroom furnished or
unfurnished.- apartment
pm
753 8130 before
753 6965 Mier 5 p m
Equal Housing t
bedroom apartment
Murray Manor /5313661i

2 registered polled
hereford cows and calves
436 2676

41

PUBLIC SALE
FAUN?

38 PETS SUPPLIES

INS 2 bay shop with 2 2
bedroom apatments will
be yours Let that shop
you've always wanted be
yours Call Spann Realty
Assoc 753 7714

1 bedroom furnished
apartment 753 8878

25" color $39.95
19" color, 13" color, 19" B/W

Want to buy standing
timber cash or percentage. J.L. McKnight 7537528.

17 LIVESTOCK
SUPPLIES

Cocker Spaniel pupp•es
biome and black and
urhite SO 00 Also some
breeding
Reasonable Call 90)735
1795

431iaT Estate

The inside of this house is
like brand new. All new
bathroom-, new wall to
wall carpeting, nice lot.
Firewood for sale 125.00 Coleman Real Estate 753
rick delivered. Call 436- 9898. Call us we also have
2744 after 5 p.m.
other rentals.
New brick 4akefront,
Custom made rifle case, three bedroom
two
central heat and
slings, leather clothing. bath
Murray Leather Shop, air on main lake. Lovely
Dixieland Center: 759- view with patio deck on
three sides. References
9633.
deposit.
lease. Strout
Firewood and hay 435 Realty 753'0186.
4243
Three-bedroom brick
lakefront,
Freezer: Sears 20 cu. ft. one bath
heat pump
fireplace
model 29205 1 year old,
outside storage carport
like new $400.00 753-'3006.
$250.00 per month
deposit. Strout Realty 753
26 TV RADIO
0186.

TEXAS REFINERY
CORP. offers plenty of
money plus cash
bonuses, fringe benefits
to mature person in Murray area. Regardless of
experience write F C
1971 Richardson 12x60 two
Sears, Pres. Box 711
bedroom
central air
Ft. Worth Tx. 76101.
and heat (gas)
un
SITUATION WANTED furnished. 753 3142
Will do babysitting in my daytime after 5 p.m. 753
8854.
home 753-9444.
Will keep baby or small
28 MOBILE
child in my home. Ex
HOME RENTALS
perienced. Call 753 3697
_
Custom machine 12x60 in Murray natural
quilting
quilts or gas $140.00 month plus
bedspreads. Call 753-6557 deposit. No pets. 7504873.
after 5:30 P.m.
-6717ooms with central
Would like: to sit with heat new furniture and
elderly people. Have carpet. Near university.
Shady Oaks Mobile Home
references. Call 759 1255.
Court 753
_ _5209.
Will do babysitting in my 2 bedroom
furnished
home. 753 9417
$160.00 month Randy's
Tr. Pk. Call 753-8411.
14 WANT TO BUY

t
house inAlrno
°nth
Heights $775 00
Phone /53 8411

NILI1 Ulf
Beautiful AKC registered
KIM
miniature Schnauzer pup
pies will be ready fir
cs
2 bedroom unfurnished Christmas depostt will
H.,45 North
duplex with stove
hold. Call 753 7791
5 Miles north
refrigerator
aiioeheiet 1 247 3662
dishwasher one disposal Six month old bloat
Now Open T hur
Extra nice in Westwood Great Dane, full
10 OM to 5 p m F(3).
Subd. Heat pump with low pedigree, cropped oors,
& Saturday 10 a m
utilities $250.00 month 753 fully obedience trained.
m
3742 before 4 00 p m or Call Sal, 753 9101, 753
6527
305 792 5565 after 1 p m
Furnished apartmenfceraliri2=1
.
A7rES
ficiency 1 or 2 bedrooms
Zimmerman Apts S 16th
$2100.00 down Take over
St 753 6609
reasonable paymentsand

Wood, cut up slabs, $17.00
a rick. Call 753-8526.

Large
Selection
Used TV's

I bedroom

Large house ideal for 3
boys or 3 girls also. Fur
nished apartment both
near university. Call 753
/967 after 5 p m.

43 REAL ESTATE

OLD MAN
WINTER
Won't give you the
blues in this bright
and cheery home.
Private wooden
fence surrounds
backyard with
concrete and brick
patio and gas grill.
Gas logs in
fireplace provide
comfort, economy,
and convenience.
Phone today for all
the details on this
quality home in a
quiet residential
neighborhood.
Priced in the 550's
through Kopperud
Realty, your
Homes for Living
Realty in Murray!
JUST
COMPLETED
And ready for a
new owner. Three
bedrooms, great
room, three full
baths, very attractive kitchen, large
utility room and
two car garage.
Located in new
development ?du,.
jacent to
G a tesborough.
Immediate possession and priced in
the $70's. Owner
financing
a vaialable. Phone
753-1222, the Kopperud Rea,lty
!tome Team.

PRICE JUST
REDUCED
On this attractively remodeled 3
bedroom home..
Central gas furn ace, very
e conomical
utilities, good loc.&
tion on quiet
street. Now off e red' at only
128,500. Home is
vacant and ready
for immediate occupancy. Owner
transferred and
must sell. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty.
OVERLOOKING
WOODED
HILLSIDE
Ecomomic family
living in this
wooden
contemporary
home and 1 42
acres located in a
lovely setting at
the edge of Murray. Many unique
and unusual
features including
40x12 Redwood
deck, 40x12 concrete patio,
fireplates in living
room and family
room, pella thermopane windows,
and much much
more. Price just
reduced. 570's.
Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty,
for all the details.
We are members
of Multiple Listing
Service.
Take This
Home...Please!
No kidding, owner
must sell. He's
been transferred
-from Murray to
Omaha. He's leaving behind an
assumable loan.
Poor guy! We've
got every confidence this home
will sell within the
month. Three
bedrooms with
delightful decor,
beamed ceiling
greatroom, practical utility and
fenced yard provides home for
your family. Dial
753-1492 now.
HALFWAY TO
HEAVEN
or maybe even
closer
Row cropping,
livestock or a combination of both tobacco barn,
milkhouse, farrowing house, year
round spring-fed
creek runs through
the property into a
30-acre water shed
lake. Oh yes,
ladies, there is a
four bedroom
brick home
pampered- by its
owners. What
more could you
ask? How about
financing you say?
We have that also
on this 293 acre
country estate.
Dial 753-1492 for
your personal
brochure on this
estate. After hours
dial 436-2166.

Purim'IL Therms
Insersacs
Estate

Ssiftitside Court Sq.
Illerrey, Remwelly
753-4451
PRICED FOR QUICK
SALE Three bedroom
home in town on large
lot. 150 x 106 This home
is neat and clean ready
to move in Insulated
garage and fenced
backyard. Ideal -invest
ment property convenient
to stores: could • be zoned
commercial. Talk to us
about financing. For
more information call
SPANN REALTY
ASSOCIATES 753 7724
44 LOTS FOR SALE'''.
4 burial lots in Memorial
Gardens 753 4539
.

h947 Continental ciwiec
tors item Ease114411 con
Odeon 4313176
8004 Corvarr Monte anti
pue to good running con
down ill 1•59
NO0 CitatiOn sharp car
$4600 00 733 tam
1977 MG rd with black in
ter or perfect condition
753 OM or 7174??*

FOR SALI
1981 Cutlass
Oldsmobile Supreme
Csops. Om owner,
CNN mks.

PURDOMS
Oldsmobile
Pentisc
Cadillac
1404 W. Mein
751-3315
1976 Monte Carlo Landau
air condition
Dower
steering and brakes tilt
wheel
c loc k
radio
very sharp and in good
condition 153 357

SERVICES OffFRED
GENERAL HOY
REPAIR 15 years ex
perience C•rperor v
Ctstrtte
Olurntl:ng

M1ALL
73.0
J011 TO SMALL
/I :p•Free
e
rggr
114:
10es
9
ST;igg
Days 11
,
443
rights
APPLIANCE SERv ICE
KENMORE
W HIRLPOOL
WESTINGHOUSE
2.:
years experience
Sat
Bob'. Ap
by Hopper
Oliencr Sersie 203 S Stoi
St 753 4E2 or 753 $ill•
F irew000 for sale $2000
rick delivered- Cali 416
1191

ROOFING
SUILT-UP & SHINGLES
ishosaces All week
gio•r000te••1
imiwomrs Cal 7$9111$9 of 7334301.
Win cfeen semen's, at
tics, garages, haul away
sink Call 436 2712

•

Fence sales at Sears now
Call Sears 753 2310 for
free estimate for your
needs
ALCOA

ALUMINUM
siding •
1921 Ford Granada at/
and !rim Aluminum trim
power _ steering and for brick houses Jack
brakes AM M radio
Glover 753 1873
cruise control
45 000
miles good price needs K& K Slump Removal
2 tires 3298619
Do you need 'lump,.
removed from yObe yard
1972 MG red with black in
or land cleared ot
tenor,
perfect condition stumps' We (an remove
753 0700 767 4767
slumps up to .24 below
1973 Buick watiOn $500 00 the ground. leaving nnI;
rah
sawdust and
759 1465
for free estimate giot,
USEDTPUCKS
SO
Kemp 435 1113 or But,
Kemp. Jr 13$ 1119
1966 pickup 783 engine
good condition S350 00 753
Carpet .Cleaning Clear
1736
odor free (a rpet 1.1‘.?
_
longer and smells betty,
1978 Ford F 100 pickup
For free estimates iii
needs paint
good
'ortrs carpet C lean,nq
mechanically $7350 00
753 9516 Ftper.enc
dn.!
Call 753 87801949 Chevrolet dump reliable

SIDING or vinyl

r

truck 753 5561

Need work On VOW' trees
Topping, pruning, shap
10 GMC Van conversion.
.40 acres '1 mile highway Fully customized with ing, complete removal
and more Call BOVE R'S
frontage Route, 1346 next refrigerator, sink, stereo,
to Irvin Cobb esort couch (converts into TREE SERVICE, for pro
fessional tree (are 753
$48,000, $13000 00 down bedt, rally wheels
owner financing Will ac custom paint and cap 1536
cept boat or travel trailer tains chair,s 13,000 miles
or trade in Write Bill Oh Reply 107534014.
Aluminum Service Co
tesen Carbondale, III or
aluminum sad vinyl
Surplus Jeeps, Cars, and
call 618 549 3002 after 5
Trucks available Many
siding Custom trim
m
sell for under $200 00 Call
work References Call
312
742
1)43
Ext
2641
for
46 HOMES FOR SAL information
Will Ed Bailey 153
on how to
New well planned 3 purchase
0689
bedroom 1,-2 bath house
Very nice. Call 753 3903.
SER V ICES OF FE RED Will sharpen hand saws.
Alexander Sept i( Tank chain saws and skill saws
House for sale or trade for Cleaning. Vacuum clean Call 753 4'56
house in Murray
3 ed from your driveway
bedroom, 2 bath fully rndustrial, residential,
carpeted, 15 acres of or commercial, 24 hour CARPET CLI ANING
Free estimates Sati‘oiiiii
tendable and,
large service Call 753 5933
vibra var
references
barn
out building
highway frontage located AAA CUSTOM MADE steam or qui( x at yr lean
LEE S CARPE I
CABINETS, boOkcases. ing
on Hwy 1346 Call 437
m.ksic :centers, etc , CLEANING /53 5821
4473
Unique log home three RiasOnable 436 2566
Professional office and
bedroom, central gas
essi7n a - i building maintenanre
heat with full basement papirhanging, painting, daily or weekly
Assumable loan Call farm buildings, top, sides
Carpet Cleaning 753 587/
Purdom & Thurman Commercial or
- Realty 753 4456
residential Call Tremon Floor Sanding I.
finishing 354 6117
Farris. 759 1987
A good buy at $14 900
1
4 BR
story
P
paneling
your plumbing and air Carpenter
bath
' 2 mile south of All
conditioning needs Also etc 30 years experienee
2 acres
Lynn Grove
do carpentry, painting, 436 1253
Coleman R E 753 9898
looting and concrete All Don't put off getting your
'Home for sire by owner, work done to satisfaction favorite sofa or chair
1505 Oak Dr., excellent 753 1211.
reupholstered because of ,
condition, immediate
Let T&D the long wait for its
possession. Three Leaf Removal
bedroom brick over 1400 Landscaping and Lawn return We Offer one week
take ad
kg. ft. living area. Fully Maintenance take care of service Also
carpeted. Phone Paducah this troublesome task vantage of our year end
special Say- you saw this
before 5:00 p.m. 554-4111 quickly and efficiently
ad and save $5000 on an,
or after 5:00 p.m. 554- Free estimates 759 1913
sofa and chair combina
7580. Ask for Ken Adams.
ion Bill's Upholstery 104
MOBILE HOME
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
S 13th
ANCHORS underpinn
built in appliances Must ing, roof's sealed,
patio
sell. 130, 000. Call 489 awnings, and house type Roofing Hot Tar arid
Gravel Roofs Ask about
2670 .
roofs for mobile homes
5 year guarantee Roofs
753 1873 Jack Glover
coated cold or hot ap
47 MOTORCYCLES
Guttering by Sears Sears plications shingle roofs
1975 Honda CB 400cc continuous gutters install, removed and replaced
motorcycle 4 cylinder
Complete roof and deck
ed per your specified
like new tions Call Sears 753 2310 ing removed and replar 5000 miles
$925.00 Call 753 1326 after for free estimate
Roil roofing
ed
5p m
fiberglass shiogles in
Asphalt driveways and stalled on straight 4x12
Motorcycle must sell 1979 parking lots sealed by
Labor and
H arley Davison Sears For free estimates roof 533 50
All work
material
Superglide FXEB call 753 7310
guaranteed the profes
53500 00 Call 753 6564 for
Concrete and blocks and sionals Yates Roofing Co
appointment
Basements, 6.42 0158 call collect
brick
Custom made leather driveways, sidewalks and
lockets, trousers, hats storm cellars 70 years 30 years experience
Minor shoe repair Mur experience and free Carpenter building and
additaw,
remodeling
ray Leather Shop, Dix estimates 753 5476
Call 436 2253
'eland Center 759 9633
Automobile Macpanic
56 FREE COLUMN
48 AUTO SERVICES will do work on automatic'
and all gasoline engined 6 year old Collie to give
Compression engines for trucks. All work done away 753 4010 or 753 9548
,37 4546
sale 396 317 350 283 guarantied. Call 4
Super Cobra 478
390
351C Pontiac 428 OHC6
Mopar .440
383
318
Automatics
Stan
dards
Changeovers
759 1739

The Nutrient Deficiency Test

49

USED CARS

For
Sale
1977.
Ford
Granada
Ghia.
Sod Valet Until

Good condition,
clean, good family
car. Asking i2,311.
Call 1531121 after 5
290
v.. •
g/I 1., 1li.lI
rkii 1' i 145,

. USED CARS

P.O.

Do Yob Know What
Vitamins To Take?
Do You Combine Your Food
Properly?
Do you nee61 more Pr Less
Protein? Enzymes.
Minerals?
•

Learn about this computer-age test
that answers these questions and
many More.
Call Dr. Broeringmeyer 75j-2613
'woe

•

TM:MI KR 41 .1k).. LE:MENA !IMES. urmla•. November 24.1981

1 NOTICE

2. NOTICE

l

78 Model Dawn
.by 55' For Sole.
1.2
Coll 753-0193
after 6:00 p.m.

cash
with ain
classiied
ad...

<, !CONWAY TIN
' &WIWI
203 Ma Strait
Murray, lIy.
753-8500

on.o in
good condition
for sale. Call
7 5 3 - 3 40 3 .

We vriN inne yew car install
plies, points, aped. dim
end einist cerfainree., ant
tin*, clisck nein syston
4-6-8 cyl. Only $35.00
4•
,
11 •
1 111.

NOTICE
Will clean gutters and lo
yard work. Call
after 5 p.m.
759-9638. Ask
for Carl.

AUCTION

Attn: Mr. Farmer & Mr. Dealer
After Harvest Days
Consignment Form Machinery
Saturday, December 5, 1981 _
10:00A.M. - Rain or Shine

'AT THE FAIRGROUNDS-MURRAY,KY
If you have machinery for sale or if you are in need
of some good used mochinely, then mork your
calendar now and plan to otte. this auction"
The auction company will have a representative
on the grounds Thursday and Friday prior to the
auction to unload and chock in your machinery.

TRACTORS
870 Case. Diesel, Pr. Shift, "Clean"; 970 Case
Diesel, Pr Shift, "Nice"; 1150 MF Diesel w/Duals;
1066 INC w/Duals, 1,080 Hrs , "Sharp", 574 INC
Diesel, 434 Hrs , "Like New", 5000 Ford Diesel;
7040 AC, Cab and Air, wOuals, 1006 Hrs.
"Sharp", 4020 John Deere Diesel, 930 Case
Comfort King Diesel, 966 INC Diesel; 730 Case
Comfort King Diesel, Cub Formal! wieguipment;
8N Ford; 806 INC Diesel, 1850 Oliver Diesel, 235
MF Diesel, 990 David Brown; H-Farmoll; Super A Forman, M Farmall, 160 AC Diesel

FIELD EQUIPMENT
John Deere B W 14' Wheel Disc, John Blue
Anhydrous Applicator; I H C 510 Semi 5x16' Plow,
"Nice", 477 New Holland Hoy Bine, "Nice", MF
Hay Rake; 124 MF Twine Tie Baler, "Nice"; 513
Ford Hay Roke, "Like New", 5500 Heston Round
Baler, "Like New", 1070 Heston Hay Bine, "Like
New"; INC 6 Row Plonter, Hahn Hi-Boy, INC 14'
Disc; Dunham 14' Culti-Mulcher; 263 White 19'
Wing Fold Disc, "Like New"; Mechanical 2 Row
Pull Tobacco Setter, "Nice", IHC 470 Wing Disc,
5' Rotary Cutter; INC II Tine Chisel Plow, "Nice",
INC 4 Row Cultivator, "Real Nice", MF 3 Btm
Plow; 2 Row 3 Pt Cultivator; Kewanee 19' Hyd
Fold Disc, -Like New"; 300 Gallon Pull Type
Sprayer; AC 6 Row No-Till Planter, "Nice", AC 6
Row Cultivator, 13' Chisel Plow: 15' Leh, Rotena,
"Like New", Saddle Tanks

COMBINES
M-2 Gleaner diesel Cab and A,r, 15 Floating
Heod, "Extra Sharp", A-630 Corn Head, "Like
New", 300 MF, Cob and Air, Quick Attach, 1060
Case w/Cab, 510 MF Diesel, Cob and Air,
"Sharp", 44MF Corn Head, "Nice", 95 John Deere
w/Cob, 410 MF w/Cab, "Real Nice", 33 MF Corn
Head,"Good"

TRUCKS
1970 Ford 2 Ton w/Groin Bed and Hoist, 1974
Ford F-350 w/Grain Bed, 1963 Ford 2 Ton w/Grain
Bed ond Hoist and Winch; 1973 Ford 2 Ton. wi.
Grain Bed and Hoist, 1974 Dodge w/Lime Bed,
1974 Chevy 2 Ton w/Groin Bed.

Coesigmeeets Accepted Until Sale Time
Equipment listed is only a portion of what will be
offered for sale
SALE IS SUBJECT TO ADDITIONS
AND DELETIONS"'
TERMS: Strictly Cash, Cashier's Check or

Approved Check. NO EXCEPTIONS

JAMES R. CASH
THE AUCTIONEER
FANCY FARM KENTL CRY
502 623 8466 or 502 623 6939
SELLING SUCCESSFUL SALES IN SEVERAL STATES

Daily Exercise Classes
Slimnastics, Aeorbic Dancersize,
Diet Consulting, Jogging, Modern
Muscle Firming Equipment,
Sauna,Sun Booths, New 12 month
memberships now available.

Murray Health Spa
New Members Welcome

753-8143

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Commend,/ Center)

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Hair Cuts $1.00
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat."
4-12 - 753-3685

JACK AND MILLIE WARD
invite you to come to their
Health Spa for a free introduction
214 N. 15th Street Murray
Instructors: Alice Craig Lou French

M1E MI'X in 3M

2. NOT IcE

24 MISCELLANEOUS 32. APTS. F Olniirrfe
j 34. HOUSES FOR RENT 38. PETS SUPPLIE

6x91
/
2 ft. tilt utility trailer
excelent for hauling wood 1 bedroom loft apartment 3 bedroom house in Almo
also topper for long wheel las heat,
really dif- Heights 5275:00 month.
base Ford courier. Call ferent and nice. Water Phone 753-8411.
Carter
753 7785
and cable included
31_ LIVESTOCK
Slabs- for sale bundled or 1135.00 753-8948.
Studio
SUPPLIES
we
or
-haul
banded.
You
Two bedroom aparagaa
753 8298
x00 MO"'
- will haul in 10o bundle for rent, range,
..ivep.
registered
polled
2
Thanksgiving Specials at lots. Call Shomaker
refrigerator, dishwasher
hereford cows and calves
Antique City Mall Hwy. 45 Lumber Co. McKenzie
disposal, washer and 436-2676.
N of Jackson Tenn. at 3 Tn. 901 352-5777. 7 to 5 dryer
hookup, air, carpet.
way 10 percent off of after 5 901-352 3631 also No
pets. One year lease 38, PETS SUPPLIES
everything our way of sawdust.
and $225 deposit required.
saying "Happy
$275 per month. Phone Beautiful AKC registered
Thanksgiving" open
miniature Schnauzer pup753-2622 or 753 3865.
FOR SALE
everyday but Monday
- pies will be ready for
2 bedroom unfurnished Christmas deposit will
10 - 00 5:00,
IBM Copier, dependuplex with stove
hold. Call 753-7791.
dable, good condition
refrigerator
dishwasher and disposal. Six month old Black'
and currently ender
Bible Coll
Extra nice in Westwood Great Dane, full
maintenence contract.
War and Peace
Subd. Heat pump with low pedigree, cropped ears,
Large paper supply in759-4444; Bible
utilities $250.00 month 753- fully obedience trained.
3742 before 4:00 p.m. or Call Sal, 753-9101, 753cluded. Call 753-2424
Story 759-4445.
,6527.
305-792-5565 after 4 p.m.
for more details.
Furnished
apartmenTiWWatkins specials black
men- 7, , horsepower DeWalt 3 ficiency 1 or 2 bedrooms.
vanilla
pepper
thol camphor ointment. ph. 3 Phase radial arm Zimmerman Apts. S. 16th
St. 753-6609.
Trevor or Geraldine saw. 753-5561.
-v
Mathis 753-8284.
Kenmore washer and 1 bedroom furnished
alt1411412)
Add cultural and refine
pull
dryer
Deere
John
- apartment 753-8878.
ment to your home with type lawn sweeper 40"
an oil painting from Good
Hearth Glow free stan- 1 bedroom apartment ex
753-1222
man's Art Shack. Prices ding wood burning stove
tra nice furnished, gas
to fit all budgets. Call 753- 36x36x24. Call 759-1524.
heat, water, cable in
3471
cluded. $155.00 month.
PRICE JUST
Do your christmisIEFpFirewood
Call 753-8948 6-8 P.m.
REDUCED
ping early. Leather Order now and burn
On this attractivepurses, itallets, jackets, seasoned wood this winter HOUSES FOR RENT
belts. Custom made 436 2758.
ly remodeled 3
3 bedroom brick home
minor shoe repair. Mur- Fork lifts neW-570uied block from university
bedroom home..
ray Leather Shop, Dix- complete line of lifts for
$200.00 per month. Call
Central gas furieland Center. 759-9633.
every purpose. Datsun 753-5870.
n ace, very
Small super market in ex- and others. If yo,u need a
conomical
e
lift
502-247give
us
a
call
cellent condition
Nice 2 bedroom brick
utilities, good locaMayfield, Ky. 42066 502- 4069.
with large utility,
tion on quiet
247-1461 or 247-5961 after Anti-freeze for recrea- was.her,
dryer
tional vehicles. Call 753- refrigerator, air condi7:30 p.m.
street. Now of4947 after 5:30 p.m.
tioner, shady lot and
fered at only
Mature lady to live with
garden spot. Married
retired lady 753-8648,
$28,500. Home is
'rood for sale $25.00 a couples only. Reasonable
vacant and ready
rick. Call 489-2101 or 489- rent for young couple with
14 Kt. Opel Pendants, 2231,
for immediate srproper references and
Regular $139.00
cupancy. Owner
Lombard chain saws and deposit. 492-8594 after 6
NOW $39.95
service. Stokes Tractor p.m.
transferred and
Industrial Rd.
One Group Diamond
must sell. Phone
The inside of this house is
Wood, cut up slabs, $17.00 like brand new. All new
753-1222, Kopperud
Rings...
a 'rick. Call 753-8526.
bathroom, new wall to
Realty.
$39.95
wall carpeting, nice lot.
OVERLOOKING
$49.95
Firewood for sale $25.00 Coleman ReW Estate 753WOODED.'
$59.95
rick delivered. Call 436- 9898. Call us we also have
HILLSIDE
2744 after 5 p.m.
other rentals.
Ecomomic family
New brick lakefront,
Custom made rifle case, three bedroom
two. living in this
central heat and
slings, leather clothing. bath
wooden
Olympic Plaza
Murray Leather Shop, air on main lake. Lovely
contemporary
Dixieland Center. 759- view with patio deck on
753-7113,
home and' 11
/
2
three sides. References.
9633.
deposit,
lease. Strout
acres located in a
Firewood
and
hay
435LOST
8.
FOUND
Realty 753'0186
5,
lovely setting at
4243.
Lost: white black female
the edge of MurThree bedroom brick
dog. Lost 2/
1
2 miles South
one bath
lakefront,
ray. Many unique
of Locust Grove Church. Freezer: Sears 20 Cu, ft. heat pump fireplace
model
29205
I
yearold,
and unusual
Reward. Call 753-2610.
outside
storage
carport
like new $400.00 753-3006.
features including
Lost 2 year old male
$250.00 per month
Bassett Hound answers to
deposit. Strout Realty 75340x12 Redwood
26
TV
RADIO
name of Fred and 1 year
0186.
deck, 40x12 conold Beagle retlish brown
crete patio,
and white. Lost on 121 6
3 bedroom. bath
den
Large
miles South of Murray.
with fireplace garage
fireplaces in living
Reward, 436-5838 or 753references
deposit
Selection
room and family
3087.
$200.00. Strout Realty 753room, pella therUsed TV's
0186.
oisports, ID's,

resume's block and
whites for publication

Cocker Spanial puppies
blonde and black and
white $85.00. Also some
breeding stock.
Reasonable. Call 901-2352705.
41

FACTORY
NTLETSMI
NOW
13.
Hwy 45 North
5 Miles ti,orth of
Mayfield 1-247-3862.
Now Open: Thursday
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Friday
& Saturday 10 a.m. to 6

6 HELP WANTED

$180 Per Week Part Time
at Home. Webster,
America's foremost dictionary company needs
home workers to update
local mailing lists. All
experience unages,
necessary. Call 1-716-8426000. Ext. 5112.

25" color $39.95
19" color, 13" color, 19" B/W

CLAYTONS
753-7575
27 MOBILE
HOMES SALES

1971 12 x 60 trailer and lot
TEXAS REFINERY set up and ready to move
plenty
of
offers
CORP.
into. Natural gas heat in
money plus cash Murray $6500.00 753-1873.
bonuses, fringe benefits
to mature person in Mur- 1974 11 x 65 2 bedroom
ray area. Regardless of new carpet 753-6268.
experience write F. C.
1971 Richardson 12x60 two
Sears, Pres. Box 711
bedroom
central air
Ft. Worth Tx. 76101.
and heat (gas)
un
SITUATION WANTED furnished. 753-3142
Will do babysitting in my daytime after 5 p.m. 7538854.
home 753-9444.
Will keep baby or small
28 MOBILE
child in my home. ExHOME
RENTALS
perienced. Call 753 3697.
12x60
in
Murray
natural
Custom machine
quilting
qui-Its or gas $140.00 month plus
bedspreads. Call 753-6557 deposit. No pets. 753-1873.
after 5:30 P.m, _
2 bedrooms with central
Would like to - sit with heat new furniture and
elderly people. Have carpet. Near university.
Shady Oaks Mobile Home
references. Call 759 1255.
Court
_ 753 _5209.
Will do babysitting in my 2 bedroom furnished
home. 753-9417,
$160.00 month Randy's
Tr, Pk. Call 753-8411.
14 WANT TO BUY

2 bedroom house 4 miles
West of Murray. Water
furnished $100.00 month.
753-5801.
Two bedroom cottage, liv
ing room, kitchen, full
bath. Located at Paris
Landing on the Coast
Guard Road. $125.013 a
month plus utilities.
Deposit required. 502-436-,
,5353.
Two houses near university,
$100.00 deposit,
$108.00 per month rent.
Call 753-6114 after 6 p.m.

mopane windows,
and much much
more. Price just
reduced. $70's.
Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty,
for all the details.
We are members
of Multiple Listing
Service,

Take This
Home...Please!
No kidding, owner
must sell. He's
Large house ideal for 3
been transferred
boys or 3 girls also. Furnished apartment both
from Murray to
near university. Cali 753-'
Omaha. He's leav2967 after 5 p.m
ing behind an
43. REAL ESTATE
assumable loan.
Poor guy! We've
got every confidence this home
zukcjib
will sell within the
month. Three
c:j 753-1222
bedrooms with
delightful decor,
beamed ceiling
OLD MAN greatroom,
pracWINTER
tical utility and
Won't give you.the
fenced yard problues in this bright
vides home for
and
cheery,.
home.
Want to buy standing 2 bedroom trailer near
your family. Dial
Private wooden
timber cash or percen- Murray. No pets nice.
753-1492 now. tage. J.L. McKnight 753- Call 489-2611.
fence surrounds
HALFWAY TO
7528.
backyard with
Two bedrooms with cenHEAVEN
tral heat, new furniture
concrete and-brick
IBM Selectric correcting and carpet. Near univeror
maybe even
patio and gas grill.
typewriter. Call 759-1139. sity. Shady Oaks Mobile
closer
Gas logs in
Row cropping,
SPORTS EQUIPMENT Home Court 753-5209.
fireplace provide
livestock or a comcomfort, economy,
ilan Wesson 357 magnum BUSINESS RENTALS
bination of both with holster $200.00. 753
and convenience.
8184.
tobacco
barn,
Phone today for all
MINI
milkhouse, farthe
details
on
this
22 MUSICAL
Worsham,
rowing house, year
quality home in a
CAR STEREO round spring-fed
Storogo
Space
quiet
residential
Pioneer."
*Kenwood
creek runs through
neighborhood.
For Root
Marantz
Mitsubishi
the
property into a
Sanyo
Professional in
Priced in the $50's
753-47511
30-acre water shed
stallation. Sunset
through
Kopperud
Boulevard Music 't--Dix
lake. Oh yes,
Realty, your
!eland Center Chestnut St. 32. APTS. FOR RENT
ladies, there is a
Homes
for
Living
753 0113.
four
bedroom
1 bedroom furnished
Realty in Murray!
apartment for adults.
brick home
JUST
New paint and drapes. 2
pampered by its
WANTED
COMPLETED
blocks from hospital. No
owners.
What
pets. Lease and deposit
And ready for a
Responsible party to
more could you
required Call 753-9208
owner.
new
Three
toke up payments on
ask? How about
after 4 p.m.
bedrooms, great
like new piano.
financing
you say?
Enjoy country atroom, three full
have
that
We
also
mosphere and conve
CLAYTONS
baths, very attracnience of town in a
this
293
on
acre
titre kitchen, large
Hamlet North Apart753.7575
country estate.
ment. 2 bedroom town
utility room and
Dial 753-1492 for
houses available. 753-7559
two car garage_
your personal
or 753 7550.
EXTERMINATING
Located
in
new
23
brochure.za„lhis.
'Newly decorated . one
development adestate: After hours
bedroom apartment
jacent to
$175.00. per month. Call
36-2166.
dial
Gatesboro•ugh.
Spann Realty Associates
Immediate
posses753-7724. •
sion and priced in
2 bedroom furnished or
the VP's. Owner
unturnisttect, apartment.
753 8130 before 5 p
financing
avaialable. Phone
Kelley's Termite 753 6965 after 5 p ns
LIVIA IRS,CUM®
753-1222, the KopEqual Housing I
1200.Syrnirnive
8, Pest Control bedroom apartnient. C.111 perud Realty Murray,
Kentucky 42071
1491
(502)753
Murray Manor 753 8668
Phone 753-3914
.80ine Team.

1967 continental collectors item. Excellent condition 436-2676.
1964 Corvair Monza antique in good running condition.472-2959.
1980 Citation sharp car
5,4600.00 753-9400.
1972 MG red with black interior, perfect condition.
753-0780 or 767-4776

FOR SALE
1981 Cutlass
OWsmebile Supreme
Coupe. One owner,
8,000 miles.

PURDOMS

p.m

43. REAL ESTATE

43. Real Estate

GOLD
SILVER INC.

PUBLIC SALE

49. USED CAR

$2100.00 down Take over
reasonable payments and
this 2 bay shop with 2 2
bedroom apatments will
be yours. Let that shop
you've always wanted be
yours. Call Spann Realty
Assoc. 753-7724.

hordes's & Thermal
Insurance A
Real Estate
Seatiside Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451
PRICED FOR QUICK
SALE Three bedroom
home in town on large
lot, 150 x 106. This home
is neat and clean ready
to move in. Insulated
garage and reliced
backyard. Ideal investment property convenient
to stores; could be zoned
commercial. Talk to us
about financing. For
more information call
SPANN REALTY
ASSOCIATES. 753-7724.
44

LOTS FOR SALE

4 burial lots in Memorial
Gardens 753-4539.

Oldsmobile
Pontiac
Cadillac
1406 W. Main
753-5315
1976 Monte Carlo Landau
air condition
power
steering and brakes tilt
wheel
radio
cloc.k
very sharp and in good
condition 753-7857.

48 AUTO SERVICES
Compression engines for
sale. 396 327 350 283.
Super Cobra 428 390
351C. Pontiac 428 OHC6.
Mopar 440
383
318
Automatics
StandardsChangeovers.
759-1739.

APPLIANCE SERVICE
K ENMORE,
WHIRLPOOL,
WESTINGHOUSE. 20
years experience. Bobby Hopper, Bob's Ap
pliance Service 203 S. 5th
St. 753-4872 or 753-8886.
•
Firewood for sale $20.00
rick delivered. Call 4362292.

ROOFING
BUILT-UP & SHINGLES
References. All work
guaranteed. Free
Estimates. Call 7591859 or 753-6581.
Will clean basements, attics, garages, haul away
'junk. Call 436-2292.
Fence sales at Sears now.
Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimate for your
needs.

•

„

S.

Custom made leather
jackets, trousers, hats.
Minor shoe repair. Murray Leather Shop, Dixieland Center. 759-9633.

GENERAL HOME
REPAIR 15 years experience. Carpentry
cncrete
plumbing
roofing
sliding
. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days /71
2359 nights 474-2276.

ALCOA ALUMINUM
SIDING or vinyl siding
1978 Ford Granada air
and trim. Aluminum trim
power steering and for brick houses. Jack
brakes AM-FM radio
Glover 753-1873.
cruise control
45 000
miles good price needs K & K Stump Removal.
2 tires. 328-8649.
Do you need stumps
removed from yoirr yard
1972 MG red with black in- or land cleared of
terior, perfect condition stumps? We can remove
753-0708 767-4767.
stumps up to 24" below
1973 Buick wagon $500.00 the ground, teaving•only
sawdust and chips. Call
759-1465.
for free estimate, Bob
50 USED TRUCKS
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319
1966 pickup 283 engine
good condition $350.00 753- Carpet Cleaning. Clean
1736.
odor free carpet; last
1978 Ford F-100 pickup longer and smells better.
For free estimates call
needs paint,
good
mechanically $2350.00. lieff's Carpet Cleaning,
753-9826. Experienced and
Call 753-8780.
_
1949 Chevrolet dump reliable.
truck 753-5561.
Need work on your trees?
Topping, pruning, shap80 GMC Van conversion. ing, complete
removal
Fully customized with .and more. Call BOVER'S
refrigerator, sink, stereo, TREE SERVICE,for procouch (converts into fessional tree
care. 753bed), rally wheels
8536.
custom paint and cap
tains chairs. 13,000 miles.
Reply to 75t-5014.
Aluminum Service .Co.,

40 acres 1/2 mile highway
frontage Route 1346 next
to Irvin Cobb esort.
$48,000, $8000.00 down
owner financing. Will accept boat or travel trailer
or trade in. Write Bill Ottesen Carbondale, Ill. or
Surplus
call 618-549-3002 after 5 Trucks Jeeps, Cars, and
available. Many
p.m.
sett for under 5200.00. Call
Ext. 264 for
46. HOMES FOR SAL 312-742-1143
information on how to
New well planned 3 purchase.
bedroom 11
/
2 bath house.
Very nice. Call 753-3903.
SERVICES OFFERED
Alexander Septic Tank
House for sale or trade for Cleaning. Vacuum cleanhouse in Murray. 3 ed from your driveway.
bedroom, 2 bath fully fndustrial, residential, r
carpeted, 15 acres of or commercial, 24 hour
tendable land,
large service. Call 753-5933.
barn
out building
highway frontage located AAA CUSTOM MADE
on Hwy. 1346. Call 437- CABINETS, bookcases,
music centers, etc.
4473.
Unique log home three Reasonable 436-2566.
bedroom, central gas- 'Prof ession -5-1
heat with full basement. paperhanging, painting,
Assumable loan. Call farm buildings, top, sides.
Purdom & Thurman Commercial or
Realty 753-4456.
residential. Call Tremon
Farris. 759-1987.
A good buy at $14 900
1
4 BR
1 1 2 story
All your plumbing and air
bath
1 2 mile south of
needs. Also
2 acres. conditioning
Lynn Grove
do carpentry, painting,
Coleman R. E. 753-9898.
roofing and concrete. All
'Home Glile by owner, work done to satisfaction
1505 Oak Dr., excellent 753-2211.
condition, immediate
possession. Three Leaf Removal - Let T&D
bedroom brick over 1400 Landscaping and Lawn
sq. ft. living area. Fully Maintenance take care of
carpeted. Phone Paducah this troublesome task
before 5:00 p.m. 554-4111 quickly and efficiently.
or after 5:00 p.m. 554- Free estimates 759-1913.
7580. Ask for Ken Adams.
MOBILE HOME
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
ANCHORS underpinnbuilt-in appliances. Must ing, roof's sealed, patio
sell. $30, 000. Call 489- awnings, and house type
2670.
roofs for mobile homes.
753-1873. Jack Glover.
MOTORCYCLES
47.
Guttering by Sears. Sears
1975 Honda CB 400cc continuous gutters installmotorcycle 4 cylinder
ed per your specificalike new tions. Call Sears 753-2310
5000 miles
$925.00. Call 753-1326 after for free estimate.
Motorcycle must sell 1979
Harley Davison
Superglide FXEB
$3500.00. Call 753-6564 for
appointment.

•

SERVICES OFFERED

aluminum mid
siding, custom
work. References.
-Will Ed Bailey,
0689.

vifl
trim
-Call
753-

Will sharpen hand saws,
chain saws and skill saws.
Call 753-4456.
CARPET CLEANING.
Free estimates. Satisfied
references. Vibra-Vac
steam or quick dryclean
ing. LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING,753-5827.
Professional office and
building maintenance
daily or weekly. Lee's
Carpet Cleaning 753-5827.
Floor Sanding &
finishing. 354-6127.
Carpenter
paneling
etc. 30 years experience.
436-2253.

Don't put off getting your
favorite sofa or chair
reupholstered because of
the long wait for its
return. We offer one week
service. Also take advantage of our year end
special. Say'yousaw this
ad and save $50.00 on any
sofa and chair combination. Bill's Upholstery 104
S. 13th.
Roofing Hot Tar and
Gravel Roofs Ask about
5 year guarantee. Roofs
coated cold or hot applications shingle roofs
removed and replaced.
Complete roof and decking removed and replaced. Roll roofing
fiberglass shingles inAsphalt driveways and stalled on straight 4x12
parking lots sealed by roof $33.50. Labor and
Sears. For free estimates material. All work
call 753-2310.
guaranteed the profesConcrete and blotks and sionals Yates Roofing Co.
brick. Basements, 642-0158 call collect.
driveways, sidewalks and
storm cellars. 20 years 30 years experience.
experience and free Carpenter building and
remodeling
additions.
estimates. 753-5476.
, Call 436-2253.
Automobile macpanic
56, FREE COLUMN
will do work on automatic'
and all gasoline engined, 6 year old Collie to give
trucks. All work done away 753-4010 or 753-9548.
9uarantold. Call 974546.

The Nutrient
Deficiency Test

49, USED CARS

For
Sale
-

1977
Ford
Granada
Ghia.
Ink Vale UNA

Good condition,
clean, good family
car. Asking $2,11L
Call 753-U21 after 5
PA.

\

BEST _ COPY AVAILABLE

Do You Know What
Vitamins To Take?
Do You Combine Your Food
Properly?
Do you need more or Less
Protein? Enzymes?
Minerals?
4earn about this computer-age test
that answers these questions and
many More.
Call Dr. Broeringmeyer 753-2613

•

